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Abstract 
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Modification of carbon-based electrodes using metal nanostructures: Application 

to voltammetric determination of some pharmaceutical and biological compounds 
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Diss. Lappeenranta-Lahti University of Technology LUT 

ISBN 978-952-335-394-7, ISBN 978-952-335-395-4 (PDF), ISSN-L 1456-4491, ISSN 

1456-4491 

 

In this study, new modified carbon-based electrodes were fabricated and applied in the 

detection and determination of several medicines and water pollutants. Modification 

enhanced the use of these electrodes for analytical measurements. A modified carbon 

paste electrode and modified glassy carbon electrode were applied as desired working 

electrodes. Different modifiers such as KolliphorEL, gold/palladium/multi-walled 

carbon nanotubes nanocomposite, palladium nanoparticles and carbon-modified 

titanium dioxide nanocomposite were synthesised using chemical and electrochemical 

methods and were characterised using different techniques such as scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

and Fourier transform infrared techniques (FTIR). Then, these prepared modifiers were 

employed to modify the surface or matrix of the carbon-based electrodes. 

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy and cyclic voltammetry methods were utilised 

to investigate the effect of the modification on the rate of the electron transfer at the 

modified electrodes.  

 

The modified carbon-based electrodes were employed efficiently to determine trace 

amounts of pharmaceutical and biological compounds by using voltammetric methods 

such as differential pulse voltammetry. The experimental conditions of the voltammetric 

measurements such as the pH of the buffered solutions and potential sweep rate were 

optimised to obtain a well-defined response signal.  

Keywords: modified carbon-based electrodes, cobalt/polyaniline nanocomposite, 

kolliphorEL, gold/palladium/multi-walled carbon nanotubes nanocomposite, palladium 

nanoparticles, carbon-modified titanium dioxide nanocomposite, voltammetric 

determination, ferrocene derivatives, methylene blue. 
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Nomenclature 

Latin alphabet 

A electrode area cm
2
 

a constant – 

C  concentration of the analyte  mol cm
-3 

D  diffusion coefficient  cm
2
 s

-1
 

d diameter m 

Ep,a cyclic voltammetric anodic peak potential V 

Ep,c cyclic voltammetric cathodic peak potential V 

f frequency Hz 

Ip,a cyclic voltammetric anodic peak current A 

Ip,c cyclic voltammetric cathodic peak current A 

L characteristic length m 

N number of particles – 

n  numbers of moles of electro involved in the redox reaction 

Ret  electron transfer resistance  Ω 

r radius m 

T temperature K 

t time s 

V volume m
3 

Z        impedance value              Ω 

 

Greek alphabet 

Δ        separation  

ν scan rate   V s
-1

 

φ phase shift  

Ω Ohms  

 

Abbreviations 

AFM        atomic force microscopy 

C        capacitors 

CFMs        carbon fibre microelectrodes  

CMEs        chemically modified electrodes 

CMTN        carbon-modified titanium dioxide nanostructured 

Co        cobalt 

CPE        carbon paste electrode 

CPE         constant phase element  

CPs        conducting polymers 

Cu       copper  

YHA        Algerian humic acid  

EDA       ethylenediamine 

TETA       triethylenetetramine 

CV       cyclic voltammetry 

D       dimensions 

DPV       differential pulse voltammetry 

EDS       energy-dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy  

EIS       electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 

Fc       ferrocene 

FTIR       fourier transform infrared 
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GCE       glassy carbon electrode 

I       inductors 

M       metal 

MB       methylene blue 

MIP       molecularly imprinted polymer 

MPS       mesoporous silica 

MWCNT   multi wall carbon nanotube 

NPs       nanoparticles 

PANI       polyaniline 

PA       penicillamine 

PBS       phosphate buffer solution 

Pd       palladium 

R       resistors 

RGO       reduced graphene oxide 

Ret        electron transfer resistance 

SCE      saturated calomel electrode 

SEM      scanning electron microscopy 

SWCNT   single wall carbon nanotube 

TEM      transmission electron microscopy 

TR      terazosin 

TM      timolol maleate 

WE      Warburg element 

XOD      xanthine oxidase enzyme 

XRD      X-ray diffraction 

XPS      X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
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1 Introduction 

Electrode modification plays a pivotal role in the fabrication of novel and high-

performance voltammetric sensors. Modification is performed on the surface or in the 

body of the working electrode to boost the electron transfer rate, prevent undesired 

reactions, enhance sensitivity and selectivity, decrease response time and reduce over-

voltage [1]. Various factors orient the modification method, such as the simplicity of the 

method, the presentation of a favourable redox behaviour, the low expenses and non-

toxicity or low-toxicity of the chemicals and apparatuses [2]. 

 

Nanotechnology has played a significant role in the development of carbon-based 

electrodes. Novel modified electrodes based on the modification with various forms of 

nano-scaled metal such as metal oxide and metal nanoparticles (NPs), metal NPs-carbon 

nanotubes nanocomposites and metal oxide-polymer nanocomposites have been 

constructed. The large surface-to-volume ratio of the metal nano-sized structures gives 

remarkable properties to the modified electrode such as a high electron transfer rate, 

significant sensitivity and good selectivity. In order to cover all targeted factors for 

modification, recent studies have concentrated on the preparation of inexpensive, 

environmentally-friendly and high-performance carbon-based modified electrodes. 

Nanomaterials have played an important role in the flourishing of the technology in 

recent years. They have been considered in a wide range of studies including 

electrocatalysts, fuel cells, photonic processes and electroanalytical techniques due to 

their excellent physical and chemical characteristics that originate from their small 

dimensions (nanomaterials have a high surface area to volume ratio). Nanostructured 

materials can be classified in accordance with dimensions (D) such as [3]: 

(a) 0D: spheres and clusters (e.g. Quantum dots) 

(b) 1D: nanofibres, nanowires, and nanorods (e.g. surface films) 

(c) 2D: films, plates, and networks (e.g. strands or fibres) 

(d) 3D: nanomaterials (e.g. particles) 

In recent years, metal NPs have been studied and utilised significantly in the design and 

fabrication of novel modified electrodes due to their unique electronic, optical, magnetic 

and electrocatalytic properties that make them an effective electron mediator in redox 

processes [4]. 

The surface of carbon-based electrodes can be modified with metallic films and 

conductive materials such as palladium film [5, 6], gold film [7] and silver film [8]. It 

was reported that surface-modified carbon-based electrodes with metallic films and well 

established solid electrodes are very similar in performance. In addition, the easy, low-

cost preparation and mechanical resistance of surface-modified carbon-based electrodes 

with metallic films are very advantageous for electrochemical purpose [2].  
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Various analytical methods have been suggested for environmental monitoring, 

industrial quality control, and biomedical analysis [1]. Among them, electrochemical 

methods perform well and show significant advantages such as sensitivity, accuracy, 

precision, wide linear dynamic range, relatively low-cost instrumentation, easy 

operational procedures and portability [9].  

Electrochemical methods investigate electrical parameters, including the potential of the 

oxidation or reduction process, the number of electrons that participate in the oxidation 

or reduction process and current versus chemical parameters such as pH and 

concentration [1]. Overall, the factors in interfacial transport of charge across the 

chemical phases include the area between an electronic conductor (an electrode) and an 

ionic conductor (an electrolyte) [10]. 

Modified electrodes with metal NPs have been applied widely in the detection and 

determination of organic and inorganic compounds, pharmaceutical and biological 

compounds. It is important that the consumed dose is kept within the relevant 

pharmaco-toxicological limits. Usually, the standard dosage of the medicaments is 

adjusted depending on the age and weight of the patients. An excessive dose of the 

medicament has lethal effects. However, an insufficient dose of the medicament is not 

efficient. Thus, developing highly sensitive, low-cost, simple, portable, 

environmentally-friendly, a solvent-free and rapid response technique is vital. The 

response of electrochemical methods to this essential demand of medication 

quantification utilising a suitably modified electrodes is good. In this regard, timolol 

maleate, terazosin and methylene blue are investigated as pharmaceutical samples. 
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2 State-of-the-art research improvements in modified 

carbon-based electrodes  

The performance of electrochemical methods is strongly related to the working 

electrode material. Fabrication of suitable and efficient working electrodes is important 

for experimental success. Several factors affect the selection of a favourable working 

electrode such as a wide potential window (anodic and cathodic potential range), high 

conductivity, low resistance, low background current, cost-effectiveness, renewability 

of the surface and ease of preparation and utilisation. 

Jaroslav Heyrovsky conducted the classical electrochemical measurements utilising the 

dropping mercury electrode in 1922. Mercury-based electrodes demonstrate good 

advantages such as high reproducibility and surface renewability. The utilisation of 

mercury-based electrodes has gradually decreased due to drawbacks such as its 

restricted potential window and toxic nature, which are extremely harmful to people and 

the environment. On the other hand, the application of solid working electrodes 

including metal electrodes (gold and platinum) and carbon-based electrodes has 

increased significantly. However, the utilisation of platinum and gold electrodes is 

limited due to their drawbacks such as high cost and a restricted practical potential 

window (negative potentials because of the reduction of H
+
 at the platinum electrode 

and positive potentials because of the surface oxidation of the gold electrode) [11].  

The essential demand for investigating an efficient electrode, which can make up for the 

drawbacks of mercury-based electrodes and metal electrodes, led to the emergence of 

carbon-paste electrodes. Carbon has interesting advantages including a chemically inert 

nature, low cost, high compatibility with various materials and good conductivity.  

Carbon-based electrodes also have the benefit of a wide potential range window, low 

background signal, low electrical resistance, good conductivity and suitability for 

modification with various modifiers with high compatibility [11]. The first application 

of carbon-based electrodes (carbon paste electrode) as an effective alternative to 

mercury-based electrodes dates back to the late 1950s by Professor Ralph Norman 

Adams. 

The most popular forms of carbon are graphite, glassy carbon, diamond, fullerenes, 

carbon nanotubes (CNTs), carbon nanofibres and graphene, which have been studied 

and applied widely in the fabrication of new biosensors and sensors since their 

appearance in 1950s. Carbon-based electrodes have been known as the most practical 

working electrodes for decades [12, 13]. Carbon-based electrodes show different 

electrochemical performances depending on their structure, hybridisation (for example; 

the hybridisation of carbyne, graphite, fullerenes (distorted) and diamond are sp
1
, sp

2
, 

sp
2
 and sp

3
) and surface functional groups. However, most of the carbon-based 

materials structures are established from stacked sheets of graphene (graphite) [14].  

In this regard, the main activities in the fabrication of new carbon-based electrodes have 

been summarised in investigations of new forms of carbon, the study of their 

electrochemical performances, development of their electrochemical properties and the 

study of their possible sensing applications. In the following sections, types of carbon- 
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based electrodes, fabrication methods, properties and the pros and cons of utilising 

carbon-based electrodes are discussed briefly.  

2.1 Carbon paste electrodes (CPEs) 

CPEs with interesting advantages such as good electrical conductivity, ease of 

fabrication, ease of modification and ease of cleaning have been applied widely in the 

determination of pharmaceutical and biological compounds since Ralph Norman Adams 

introduced this kind of electrode in the late 1950s, which was originally designed as an 

alternative to the dropping mercury electrode [15].  

CPE is prepared by thoroughly mixing graphite powder and a binder such as paraffin 

oil, mineral oil or ionic liquids. Then, the resulting homogeneous paste is packed into 

the cave of an inert electrode body such as a Teflon tube. A copper wire is then placed 

into the electrode body for connecting with the external circuit. Smooth and fresh 

electrode surfaces are obtained by polishing them against weighing paper until the 

surface becomes shiny. The activity of the CPE is strongly related to the amount of 

binder. An excess amount of binder reduces the electron transport kinetics. 

CPEs have all the carbon advantages including a chemically inert nature, simple 

fabrication method from inexpensive materials, low cost, high compatibility with 

various materials and good conductivity. In addition, CPEs possess special features such 

as a renewable electrode surface which leads to a fresh electrode surface, the clearing of 

all history effects, the easy achievement of reproducible peak currents just by polishing 

the weighing paper, a wide potential window to investigate charge transport 

mechanisms in the cathodic potentials, as well as the anodic potentials range. However, 

beyond +1.4 V, a large background current appears and the analyte peak and 

background signals overlap each other. CPEs demonstrate high compatibility with 

various modifiers. The matrix and surface of CPE can be easily modified to fabricate a 

modified CPE with developed electrochemical properties such as charge transfer rate, 

selectivity and sensitivity. The need of an expert operator to calibrate CPE for 

conducting measurements and recording reproducible response signals is the major 

disadvantage of CPEs compared with other commercial carbon-based electrodes. CPEs 

compared with glassy carbon electrodes are prepared more easily and demonstrate a 

wider potential window and lower residual currents. However, the sensitivity of glassy 

carbon electrodes is higher than CPE due to the uniform structure of glassy carbon [16]. 

2.2 Glassy carbon electrodes (GCEs) 

GCE with higher sensitivity was introduced after the emergence of CPEs and has been 

greatly employed in sensing various bio-molecules, medicines, water pollutants and 

metal ions.  

Glassy carbon is fabricated by a controlled heating program of a pre-modelled 

polymeric (phenol-formaldehyde) resin body in an inert atmosphere. The structure of 

the glassy carbon involves thin, tangled ribbons of cross-linked graphite-like sheets. 

Due to significant conductivity, good mechanical characteristics and a chemically inert 

structure, glassy carbon can be applied to the fabrication of a high-performance 

electrode. Some pre-treatment is required to increase the analytical performance of GCE 
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and obtain a fresh surface such as polishing the surface of GCE with alumina powder 

(smaller than 0.05 µm) on a polishing cloth to achieve a shiny (mirror-like) surface and 

rinsing with deionised water before use. The high resistance of glassy carbon to 

chemical attack makes it possible to apply GCE in highly acidic and alkaline media [1, 

2]. 

The electrochemical properties of GCE can be developed or changed by surface 

modification of GCE. In this regard, various surface modification methods have been 

employed such as drop casting [17], electro-grafting [18] and solvent evaporation 

methods [19].  

  
 

Figure 2.1: The structure of GCE [16]. 

2.3  Diamond electrodes 

 Diamond is another form of carbon material existing in nature. It was synthesised by 

applying a high-pressure/high-temperature technique in the 1950s. However, 

development of other synthesising methods has been continued for decades. For 

example, diamond polycrystalline films and diamond powder were synthesised by low-

pressure chemical vapour deposition (CVD) and shock waves in the 1960s. The unique 

properties of diamond such as hardness, high thermal conductivity and high chemical 

stability are strongly related to the tetrahedral structure and sp
3 

hybridisation of the 

diamond crystal. The electrical conductivity of the diamond is too low, which is counted 

as its major disadvantage. In this regard, the improvement of diamond electrical 

conductivity is an essential step for the utilisation of diamond as an electrode material. 

The doping process amplified the electrical conductivity of diamond significantly. The 

positive effect of doping agents such as boron and nitrogen on the electrically 

conductivity of diamond was studied by Pleskov et al [20]. Among diamond-doped 

electrodes, boron-doped diamond electrodes (BDDEs) showed interesting advantages 

such as a wide potential window, low background signal, metal-like electrical 

conductivity (for a high doping grade), a well-defined response signal (dissolving 

oxygen in electrolyte does not make any interference) and high performance in 

analytical measurements [21]. CVD methods and combined methods with CVD such as 

microwave plasma-assisted CVD or hot filament have been applied successfully in the 

preparation of BDD by introducing boron compounds (for example, diborane or 

trimethyl borane) when mixed with deposition gas to the growing diamond film [22]. 

The atmosphere utilised during the CVD process leads to different terminated surface 

groups at BDDE, which have various advantages. For example, the hydrogen 

terminated surface BDDE demonstrated multiplied electrical conductivity, the oxygen 
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terminated surface BDDE had a wider potential window, better stability and  

compatibility and the fluorine-terminated surface BDDE presented the widest potential 

window. In comparison, with metal electrode (for example; gold, platinum) BDDEs 

presented the widest potential window [23].  

2.4 Screen-printed electrodes 

Screen printing electrodes (SPEs) have been employed as one of the most popular 

methods in the fabrication of biosensors and sensors [24]. SPEs showed high potential 

in the detection of a wide range of analysts from bio-molecules such as riboflavin, 

glucose, vitamin C and DNA to water and environmental contaminates such as 

organophosphate and metal ions [25, 26]. 

 

Over the last couple of decades since the appearance of SPEs, much effort has been put 

into investigating and developing various features and utilities of SPEs. The SPE 

materials are mostly carbon, gold, platinum and other metals [24]. Based on the research 

need, SPEs can be prepared in different sizes, dimensions, geometrics and materials that 

make the research experiment simpler and faster (no need for electrode surface pre-

treatment or maintenance). Carbon materials among other electrode materials possess 

interesting properties such as low cost, good conductivity, a wide redox potential 

window, inertness and high compatibility [27]. Screen printing carbon electrodes 

(SPCEs) demonstrate interesting advantages such as accurate and reproducible results 

(the electrode surface area and the thickness of deposited carbon are easily 

controllable), high versatility, easy operation (no need for an expert operator) and are 

easy to carry anywhere to conduct experiments, even by car, which eliminate the need 

for a central laboratory. The substrate in SPCE is flat, which counts as its major 

disadvantage. The procedure of SPCE fabrication is simply conducted by putting carbon 

ink on an inert and flat support such as plastic, glass or ceramic. The applied solvent in 

the preparation of carbon-based ink should demonstrate high purity, electrochemical 

inertness and volatility. The electrical conductivity of the carbon can be boosted by 

modification with different modifiers such as carbon active, nano-materials and 

catalysts (enzymes).  

2.5 Carbon fibre microelectrodes (CFMs) 

The first application of CFMs was introduced at Mark Wightman’s laboratory in the 

determination of different concentration of dopamine in the 1980s [16]. Carbon 

nanofibres are the products of the decomposition of selected hydrocarbons and carbon 

monoxide over hot metal surfaces [28]. CFMs are typically constructed from placing a 

single carbon fibre on the inside of a glass tube pulled to a fine taper, or from a 

polyimide-coated capillary that is 90 μm in outer diameter [29]. Due to the interesting 

properties of CFMs such as a wide-ranging positive potential window, simplicity of 

construction and low cost, CFMs have been used widely in various analytical 

measurements ranging from the determination of different pesticides in different 

samples [30], to anodic measurements in different microenvironments [31] and CFMs 

are also employed in neurotransmitter-based electrochemistry as they can restrict tissue 

damage [15]. 
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2.6 Chemically-modified electrodes (CMEs) 

CMEs have been applied significantly in the detection and determination of different 

chemical compounds for decades. Modification is applied to boost the electron transfer 

rate, prevent undesired reactions, enhance sensitivity and selectivity, decrease response 

time, reduce over-voltage and increase the efficiency of the unmodified electrodes. In 

this regard, the surface or matrix of the working electrode is modified to fabricate the 

CMEs [32]. 

 Different methods have been utilised for the modification of the electrode surface such 

as drop casting [17], electro-grafting [18], solvent evaporation [19] and electro-

polymerisation methods [1]. Nanomaterials have been widely applied in electrode 

surface modification as well as electrode matrix modification using metallic NPs [33], 

carbon nanotubes [34] and graphene [35]. In addition, the matrix of the carbon-based 

electrodes can be modified using different modifiers such as nanomaterials [36], metal 

complexes [37, 38], zeolites [39], conducting polymers [40], organic compounds [41] 

and ionic liquids [42]. The employed values of the modifier should be between 5% and 

10% (w/w) of the paste because low concentration cannot provoke the desired effect 

and high concentration may increase background current and ohmic resistivity [2].  

Among different modifiers, carbon-based nanomaterials have been investigated and 

widely used in the preparation of CMEs, due to their significant properties (such as high 

effective surface area, increased mass transport, multiplied response to noise ratio and 

electro-catalysis) since their discovery. In addition, the combination of carbon-based 

nanomaterial such as CNTs and metal NPs such as gold (Au) has been applied widely in 

the fabrication of CMEs and in monitoring various analytes including proteins, sugars, 

pharmaceutical compounds and metal ions. Next, the most common synthetic methods 

and the electroanalytical application of some nanomaterials will be discussed. 

2.6.1 Graphene 

Graphene is a basic element of popular carbon-based nanomaterial structures such as 

three-dimensioned graphite, one-dimensioned carbon nanotubes and zero-dimensioned 

fullerene. Graphene is an important member of the carbon allotropes family, which is 

established from a single sheet of carbon atoms (with hybridisation of sp
2
 linked to each 

other by a covalent band) organised in a hexagonal lattice. Graphene was discovered 

and named by Hanns-Peter Boehm in 1962 but a comprehensive study of the graphene 

was done in 2004 and won the Nobel Prize for Andre Geim and Konstantin Novoselov 

in 2010. Investigations into the two-dimensioned structure of graphene has had a great 

effect on expanding technology and science borders. Graphene possesses special 

advantages compare to graphite and CNTs such as higher surface area, fast charge 

transporting, higher electrical conductivity, higher thermal conductivity and mechanical 

stability. Various methods have been applied in the synthesis of graphene such as top-

down (from graphite), electrochemical exfoliation and CVD methods [43]. 

 

 Graphene as an electrode material performs well and demonstrates a higher charge 

transport rate, lower resistance and the same potential window compared with graphite, 

glassy carbon and boron-doped diamond. In recent years, graphene has been applied in 

various fields of technology, in particular the fabrication of biosensors and sensors 

(Table 2.1). 
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Figure  2.2: Graphene is a basic element of carbon-based nanomaterial structures. Graphite is 

composed of stacked layers of graphene, CNTs are formed from a single rolled-up graphene 

layer and fullerene from the closed graphene layer [43]. [Reprinted by permission from Springer 

Nature, Nature Materials,The rise of graphene, A. K. Geim, K. S. Novoselov, Copyright © 

2007, Springer Nature] 

2.6.2 Fullerene 

Fullerene (C60) is known as one of the most important discoveries. It was introduced to 

the world of science as a new form of symmetric carbon-based nanomaterial by Harry 

Kroto, Robert Curl and Richard Smalley in 1985. Fullerene is composed of many 

carbon units (60, 36, 70, 76 and 84 carbon units) with hybridisation of sp
2
, which are 

arranged in the shape of a hollow sphere, ellipse or closed cylinder [44]. The closed 

cylinder shape fullerene is called carbon nanotubes or carbon buckytubes and its 

spherical structure is frequently called "buckyballs". The carbon cage structure of 

fullerene is composed of hexagonal and pentagonal rings with many oxidation/reduction 

states [45]. Fullerene was synthesised by the laser evaporation of carbon, incomplete 

combustion of benzene in oxygen [46] and the microwave method [47]. 

The remarkable properties of fullerene such as high biocompatibility, high surface area, 

good electrical conductivity, chemical stability and inert nature have attracted much 

interest from researchers and scientists since its emergence. Fullerenes have been 
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utilised in various areas of technology and science. In medicinal engineering for 

example, fullerenes are reported as HIV inhibitors [48]. 

In addition, the role of fullerene as a homogeneous redox catalyst is remarkable in 

electrochemical reactions. Fullerenes have been applied as an electro-catalyst to 

fabricate biosensors such as glucose sensor [49], immunosensor [50] and sensing insulin 

[51].  

It was reported that modification of fullerene with other materials such as noble metal 

NPs like gold and palladium NPs resulted in a new functional nanomaterial with 

improved electrochemical properties such as increased electron transport rate, better 

sensitivity and selectivity [49, 52]. 

2.6.3 CNTs  

CNTs have developed the domains of technology and science significantly and 

performed well in various fields of technology. CNTs belong to the carbon-based 

nanomaterial family, which have been constantly developed since their introduction by 

Sumio Iijima in 1991. CNT is composed of a rolled-up graphene layer and is formed in 

the shape of a closed cylinder, a cap with the structure of a pentagonal ring and a tube 

with distinct properties. The structure of CNTs consists of units of carbon with 

hybridisation of sp
2
 linked together by covalent bonds, which have remarkable 

mechanical properties. CNTs are classified into two types; single-walled CNTs 

(SWCNTs) and multi-walled CNTs (MWNTs) that are established from the rolling-up 

of one or more graphene cylinders (diameter: 2-50 nm). CNTs have been studied 

extensively since their discovery due to their significant electronic, chemical, geometric 

and mechanical features [53]. In this regard, various methods have been investigated 

and applied to synthesis CNTs such as arc discharge (MWCNT, SWCNT), laser 

ablation (SWCNT) and CVD method (MWCNT, SWCNT). CNTs are known as reliable 

materials for the fabrication of biosensors and sensors due to their significant 

advantages compared to graphite and glassy carbon such as enlarged surface area, 

improved charge transfer rate and great sensitivity [54]. In addition, CNTs electrodes 

demonstrate interesting advantages in electrochemical experiments such as reduced 

electrode surface contamination, improved peak currents and enhanced heterogeneous 

charge transport kinetics [55].  

The major advantage of CNTs compared to fullerenes and graphene is their great 

chemical compatibility with bio-molecules. CNTs act as an effective electron catalyser 

by enhancing the rate charge transport of the related reactions [27]. 

CNTs can be decorated with other nanomaterials such as metal NPs to improve their 

performance in areas like catalytic activity. Various methods have been used to decorate 

metal or metal oxide NPs onto the surface of CNTs [56]. The nanocomposites of 

CNTs/nanomaterial have been applied on the surface or matrix of carbon-based 

electrodes to fabricate new modified carbon-based electrodes. Zhang et al. fabricated 

CNT-nickel NPs hybrid paste electrodes for the electrochemical sensing of 

carbohydrates in 2014 [57]. The surface of the MWCNTs was decorated with Au NPs 

and the MWCNTs/Au NPs were utilised to modify CPE for the determination of the  

thiocyanate by Afkhami et al. in the same year [58]. The poly (4, 5-dihydro-1, 3-

thiazol-2-ylsulfanyl-3-methyl-1, 2-benzenediol)-Au NPs film was applied to the 
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modified electrode with MWCNTs by Fakharia et al. in 2015. This electrochemical 

sensor was applied for the determination of hydrazine [59].  

2.6.4 Au NPs  

Among metal NPs, Au NPs have gained huge popularity because of their significant 

electronic and catalytic characteristics. The unique features of Au NPs relating to their 

nano-sized structure have led to significant development in various areas of chemistry 

since the 1990s. Au NPs demonstrate high compatibility with bio-molecules, which 

have led to their use in a wide range of bio-sensing applications [60]. Au NPs have been 

employed as a modifier in the fabrication of high-performance modified electrodes due 

to their excellent characteristics such as high metal conductivity, good stability and 

good biocompatibility. Au NPs facilitate electron transfer on the electrode surface, 

improve  electrode conductivity and enlarge surface area, which enhance peak current 

and develop the detection limit [61].  

Various methods have been reported to synthesise Au NPs such as the chemical 

reduction method or “Turkevitch method” applied by Turkevitch et al. in 1951. In the 

Turkevitch method, Au NPs (diameter: 20 nm) were synthesised by reducing AuCl4 

with citrate. In another common method, the Brust-Schiffrin method, Au NPs (diameter: 

1-5 nm) were synthesised by reducing AuCl4 with NaBH4 in toluene media including 

dodecanethiol as a stabiliser [62]. In the methods reported next, the procedure of 

synthesising and its condition were optimised and developed to adjust the uniformity 

and flavoured diameter. In this regard, stabilisers such as dodecanethiol [62], poly (L-

lactide) [63] and β-cyclodextrin [64] have been reported widely. In addition, the way of 

adding reductant to AuCl4 has been developed such as using the dropwising method 

[65]. 

Au NPs can cover the surface of carbon-based electrodes such as a film or can become 

embedded in the matrix of CPEs. The bulk of CPEs can be modified simply by adding 

the Au NPs to the graphite or carbon-based composite and a suitable buffer solution 

being stirred, and then the dried paste can be applied in the fabrication of CMCPE. 

Regarding the electrode surface modification with Au NPs, other Au NPs synthesising 

methods have flourished such as the electro-deposition (such as electro-reduction) and 

physical deposition (such as adsorption) of Au NPs.  

The surface of carbon-based electrodes can be coated with a layer of Au NPs using 

deposition methods such as layer-by-layer assembly and solvent evaporation, which just 

need the solution of Au NPs in a suitable solvent. The application of chitosan coverage 

was reported to be effective for controlling binding sits and Au NPs film composition in 

the layer-by-layer assembly method [66]. 

The simplest and most reliable method for synthesising Au NPs film is the electro-

reduction of HAuCl4 solution, which is easily conducted using chronoamperometry (in 

potential −200 mV vs. SCE for 60 sec), linear sweep voltammetry or cyclic 

voltammetry (in potential range of −0.18–1.2 V vs. SCE, scan rate: 100 mV s
−1

, for 15 

cycles) [67]. The deposited Au NPs film is more stable than other deposition methods 

and its thickness and conductivity can be investigated, controlled and optimised 

depending on the purpose of the experiment. 
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Au NPs play an effective role in fabrication of biosensors. In this regard, Au NPs were 

synthesised by chemical reducing AuCl4 with NaBH4 and using β-cyclodextrin as a 

stabilizer. Then the stabilised Au NPs was applied as a support for enzyme of laccase by 

mixing with each other (1:1, v/v). Then, a homogeneous paste was prepared by mixing 

graphite, modifier (Au NPs/β-cyclodextrin/laccase) and mineral oil to fabricate a 

modified CPE as a sensitive biosensor for rutin (flavonoid) (LOD: 0.17 μmol L
−1

, by 

using square-wave voltammetry) [68]. 

Since first applications of Au NPs colloidal solutions for the fabrication of biosensors in 

1990, many studies have been performed on designing them. In recent years, Au NPs 

have been applied significantly in the fabrication of glucose biosensors. In this regard, 

Au NPs were prepared by the chemical reduction of acidified HAuCl4·3H2O/tannic acid 

solution using sodium citrate. Then, the synthesised Au NPs were deposited on the 

graphite electrode surface; the enzyme of glucose oxidase was next deposited on the 

electrode surface. It was reported that the deposited Au NPs played an effective role in 

increasing the rate of charge transport between enzyme active sites and the electrode, 

and acted as a good support for the immobilisation of enzymes. The presence of 

polypyrrole as a conducting polymer was effective for electron transport and the 

sensitivity of the glucose biosensors [69]. This work was improved in 2017; the 

reported glucose biosensors were prepared with the same composition (Au NPs/glucose 

oxidase/polypyrrole), but with a different preparation method for modifying with Au 

NPs. In this report, Au NPs were synthesised and deposited on the electrode surface in 

one step by electrochemical deposition, which conducted more quickly and easily than 

previous the chemical deposition method [70]. 

Investigations into the high affinity of Au NPs towards thiol compounds and the linkage 

of Au-S have revealed many sensing applications of Au NPs. Au NPs act as an effective 

support to immobilise thiols such as cysteine and penicilamin. On the other hand, the 

catalytic behaviour of Au NPs can be enhanced in the polymeric bulk of thiols. Cysteine 

can be oxidised to cysteic acid and polymerised on the GCE surface by employing 

cyclic voltammetry in the potential window −0.8–2.2 V vs. SCE (sweep rate was 100 

mV s
-1

, 20 cycles). Then, Au NPs were synthesised and embedded electrochemically 

(potential −400 mV for 100 s) into the cysteic acid polymeric substrate. The 

electrochemical studies on the modified GCE demonstrated the effect of the cysteic acid 

matrix on the enhancement of the electron transfer kinetic very well. Cysteic acid/Au 

NPs/GCE was applied successfully for detecting of epinephrine in the presence of uric 

acid with high sensitivity and selectivity [71]. 
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Figure  2.3: Fabrication method of cysteic acid/Au NPs/GCE  [71]. [Reprinted by permission 

from Royal Society of Chemistry, Analytical methods, Selective analysis of epinephrine in the 

presence of uric acid by using an amplified electrochemical sensor employing a gold 

nanoparticle decorated cysteic acid film, Karim-Nezhad, G. ; Khorablou, Z. Julkaisussa, 

Copyright © 2017, Royal Society of Chemistry]  

 

These CMEs have been applied in the determination of various biological molecules 

and pharmaceutical samples, including cysteine [72-74], carcinoembryonic antigen 

norepinephrine [74]. Afkhami et al. constructed a surface-modified CPE with Au NPs 

for the determination of cefixime by applying the chronoamperometry method [7]. In 

the other studies, CPE modified with Au NPs was applied in sensing folic acid in 

plasma [61], eugenol [75] and acetazolamide [76] in human serum and urine, using 

differential pulse voltammetry. The German and co-workers modified a graphite 

electrode with an Au NPs colloid and the enzyme of the glucose oxidase to fabricate a 

high-performance glucose biosensor [77]. Other samples of the modified electrodes 

with Au NPs are listed in Table 2.1. 

2.6.5 Pd NPs 

Pd NPs are the most active noble metal because of their interesting properties such as 

high heterogeneous catalysis and electrocatalysis activity, versatility, no toxicity and 

relatively low cost [78]. Pd NPs have been utilised in various sensing methods, 
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especially in electrochemistry. Pd NPs have been employed as a modifying element in 

the fabrication of different sensors. Carbon-based electrodes have been successfully 

modified with Pd NPs or Pd nanostructure-based compounds for years. Different 

synthesising methods have been investigated in the preparation of Pd NPs including 

chemical reduction, electrochemical reduction, and pulsed laser ablation [79].  

The chemical reduction method has been applied widely to generate Pd NPs, and 

various studies have been conducted to improve the efficiency of this method. One of 

the most important factors in the preparation of Pd NPs is the size of the generated 

particles, which plays a major role in the electrocatalytic feature of Pd NPs. Employing 

stabilisers such as cetyl trimethylammonium bromide, polyvinylpyrrolidone and sodium 

dodecyl sulphate is a useful way to control the size and distribution of the formed Pd 

NPs.  

The utilisation of a continuous flow microreactor in the chemical reduction of PdCl2 

promoted the chemical and physical characteristics of the generated Pd NPs. The size 

distribution of the generated Pd NPs could be managed and adjusted successfully by 

changing the rate of flow and the ratio of precursor to reducing agent, which is an 

advantage of the continuous flow microreactor over the common batch chemical 

reduction method [80, 81]. 

Pd NPs can be synthesised chemically by the in situ reduction of K2PdCl4. In this 

method, K2PdCl4 was electrostatically linked to the surface of modified GC with 

trimethoxy-silylpropyl-modified polyethyleneimine before facing with reducing agent 

(formic acid). In this way, Pd NPs (approximately 8 nm) were produced and the sensor 

was fabricated simply in a one-step process. Then, the designed sensor was successfully 

employed in the oxidation of ethanol, n-propanol, isopropanol, ethylene glycol, glycerol 

[82] and dopamine [83]. The application of modified carbon-based electrodes with Pd 

NPs has been studied in the detection and determination of the various compounds such 

as catecholamines [84], entacapone, levodopa and carbidopa [85] (other examples listed 

in Table 2.1). 

Pd NPs can be employed alone or embedded in the various substrates, especially 

carbon-based nano-structures. The deposition of Pd NPs on carbon-based nano-

structures (MWCNTs, fullerenes and graphenes) as a support enhanced the 

electrocatalytic properties significantly and improved the electrochemical performance 

of the modified electrode. For example; the Pd NPs deposited on the porous graphitised 

carbon monolith promoted the performance of the modified CPE in determining 

ascorbic acid and uric acid (in mixed solution) with  high sensitivity and good 

reproducibility [3]. Dopamine, ascorbic acid and uric acid were determined efficiently 

at the same time by employing Pd NPs loaded on the carbon nanofibres [3]. The Pd NPs 

deposited on SWCNT thin film and fullerene demonstrated high electrocatalytic activity 

in nitrite oxidation [78] and methane sensing [52]. In addition, the electrochemically 

immobilised Pd NPs on the carbon ionic liquid electrode detected isoniazid with high 

sensitivity [86].  

The electro-deposition method has been applied as a simple, fast and promising 

technique to modify the surface of GCE with Pd NPs. In this method, Pd NPs were 

synthesised using the CV method (the potential window was −0.50–0.80 V vs. Ag/AgCl 

and 15 cycles scanned) in acidified solution of PdCl2 (1mM). However, the presence of 
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a fullerene layer on the GCE surface as a support for Pd NPs improved the efficiency of 

modified GCE significantly. The fabricated CME was employed in the detection of 

methane [87]. SPCEs can be modified by the same method in the potential window of 

−0.25–1.2 V vs. Ag/AgCl for 10 cycles and the scan rate was 50 mV s
-1

. The fullerene 

layer was used on the surface of GCE and SPCE by the drop casting method. The 

modified SPCE was employed to determine dopamine in a linear range of 0.35–

133.35μM. The limit of detection was calculated to be 0.056 μM [88]. 

Pd NPs have been utilised successfully in the fabrication of biosensors, for example. 

The electro-deposited Pd NPs and glucose oxidize enzyme on CNT film [89] and the 

MWCNTs decorated with Pd NPs [90] were employed to fabricate an efficient glucose 

biosensor. 

2.6.6 Hybrids of Au-Pd NPs 

Au NPs can be hybridised with other metal NPs in forms of alloys or core-shell 

structures. These bimetallic combinations demonstrated improved catalytic, electronic 

and optical features compared with monometals. In addition, the electrochemical 

properties of the bimetals are promoted significantly due to their synergic effect and 

improved catalytic activity (for example: the rate of charge transport multiplied) [91, 

92].  

Hybrids of Au-Pd NPs have been synthesised and applied in a wide range of sensing 

areas. Various synthesis methods have been employed in the preparation of bimetals 

such as chemical reduction and electrochemical reduction. The chemical reduction 

synthesis method can be conducted in a one-step (one batch) or two-step procedure. 

Au-Pd NPs in the form of a core shell, where the Au is covered with a shell of Pd, were 

synthesised by applying the chemical reduction method. Firstly, the ethylene glycol as a 

reductant was added to the stirring aqueous solution of AuCl3 and carbon black as a 

conductive and low-cost support in the ultrasonic bath for 4 h, stirred constantly for 24h 

in 120 °C and dried in an oven. Then the mixture of Au NPs/carbon black and ethylene 

glycol was added to the acidified solution of PdCl2 and the reduction procedure was 

continued as in the first step. The dispersed solution of Au-Pd NPs/carbon black and 

dihexadecylphosphate was dropped on the surface of GCE. The modified GCE was 

successfully applied to detect a low concentration of hydrazine (as a water pollutant) in 

lake water samples (LOD: 0.23 μmol L
−1

) [93]. 

Au-Pd nanoalloys can be dispersed into the graphene support in the form of nitrogen 

and sulphur functionalised to result in an effective modifier for GCE, which was 

employed in the determination of dopamine. Au-Pd nanoalloys were synthesised using 

the chemical reduction method. H2PdCl4 and HAuCl4 were applied to synthesised Pd 

and Au nanostructures using an ascorbic acid solution as a reducing factor in the 

presence of cetyltrimethylammonium chloride (for H2PdCl4), and 

cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (for HAuCl4) in two separate batches. Then, the 

prepared Pd and Au nanostructures were mixed with each other rapidly for 20 min, and 

the mixture was kept undistributed for 24 h to achieve Au-Pd nanoalloys [91]. 
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Au-Pd NPs can be synthesised and electro-deposited simultaneously on the surface of 

GCE by applying the CV method from an acidified solution of HAuCl4:3H2O and PdCl2 

(the potential window was −0.2–1.2 V vs. SCE, sweep rate was 0.05 V s
-1

, 10 cycles). 

However, the presence of a reduced graphene layer on the GCE surface as a support for 

Au-Pd NPs played an effective role in the Au-Pd NPs/graphene/GCE electrocatalytic 

performance. So, a layer of reduced graphene was deposited on the GCE by the drop 

casting method, then Au-Pd NPs were electrochemically deposited on the reduced 

graphene support to fabricate a modified electrode for detecting caffeic acid in the 

concentration range of 0.03–938.97 mM and the limit of detection was calculated to be 

6 nM (reported in 2017) [94]. A similar method was applied to fabricate Au-Pd NPs by 

Shahrokhian et al. They employed MWCNT as a support for the electro-deposition of 

Au-Pd NPs on a GCE surface. The electrochemical deposition of the Pd–Au NPs was 

conducted for 5 s at a constant potential of −0.2 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) in 0.5 M H2SO4 

aqueous solution containing 0.5 mM gold (III) chloride and 1 mM PdCl2. 

In one step, Au-Pd NPs/reduced graphene oxide was synthesised and electro-deposited 

on the surface of GCE by Kumar et al. A fast, simple and environmentally-friendly 

method was conducted using the CV method in the potential range −800–1500 mV in 

the suspension of graphene oxide, HAuCl4 and PdCl2. This modified electrode was 

successfully employed to detect low concentrations of lomefloxacin (LOD: 81 nM) and 

amoxicillin (LOD: 9 M) [95].  

A composite of Au-Pd NPs/reduced graphene oxide can be fabricated in one pot by the 

chemical reduction method. In this method, HAuCl4, Pd (OAc)2 and ascorbic acid were 

added to the well-dispersed suspension of graphene oxide and trisodium citrate 

dehydrate (as a preservative) and refluxed in an oil bath to reduce completely. The 

prepared nanocomposite was dropped on the GCE surface to fabricate a CME, which 

was applied in the determination of sunset yellow with a limit of detection of 1.5 nM 

[96].  

2.6.7 Titanium dioxide nanostructures 

Titanium dioxide (TiO2) nanostructures as a semi-conductor have attracted much 

interest in terms of investigation and application in various fields of technology 

including photo-catalysts, electro-analysis, gas sensors, solar cells, water treatment and 

sensors. The photo-catalytic performance of TiO2, which was counted as an important 

discovery, was introduced by Kenichi Honda and Akira Fujishima in 1972. The high 

versatility of TiO2 is rooted in its interesting properties including chemical stability, low 

cost, non-toxicity and environmental friendliness [97, 98]. Regarding the application of 

TiO2 nanostructures in the fabrication of CMEs, various preparation techniques (such as 

hydrothermal, CVD, sol-gel and direct oxidation methods) and modifying methods 

(such as coating, doping, coupling and capping) have been developed to provide TiO2 

nanostructures with higher catalytic activity, enhanced surface area and more stability 

(in the form of TiO2 film) [99-103].  

The modified CPE with TiO2 NPs demonstrated advantages including an amplified 

charge transport rate, higher chemical stability and lower background current compared 

to unmodified CPE, solid graphite and noble metal electrodes [13]. Among various 

synthesis techniques, the sol-gel method has been applied widely in the fabrication of 

modified CPEs with TiO2 NPs. In this method, a definite volume of TiCl4 was dropped 
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into the solution of ethanol or methanol and a suitable surfactant (while the solution was 

being stirred). The prepared solution was gelatinised (24 h) to make a sol-gel solution, 

which changed to dry-gel after vaporising the solvent. TiO2 NPs powder was formed 

after calcination of the dry-gel, then TiO2 NPs powder, graphite powder and mineral oil 

were mixed with each other (with suitable ratios). The homogenised paste was applied 

to fabricate the modified CPE. TiO2 NPs enhanced the electrochemical performance of 

the modified CPE effectively by increasing the surface area and sensitivity. The 

fabricated CME was successfully employed in the determination of different analytes 

including clozapine [104], p-cresol [105] and Cd (II) [106] and buzepide methiodide 

[107]. The modified CPE with TiO2 NPs and ionic liquid was employed to detect low 

concentration of benserazide [108].  

TiO2 NPs can be synthesised on the surface of GCE by the electro-deposition method. 

In this method the GCE was immersed in the voltammetric solution of Ti (SO4)2, KCl, 

H2O2 under a constant potential of −0.1 V for 30 min [109, 110]. TiO2 nanostructures 

could be efficiently employed in preparation of biosensors. For example; TiO2 

nanostructures could be utilised as a support for immobilising haemoglobin and 

providing a composite of TiO2/haemoglobin, which greatly increased the rate of charge 

transport of haemoglobin. The nanocomposite of TiO2/haemoglobin was employed to 

modify the surface of GCE and prepare a biosensor with promoted electrocatalytic 

activity for hydrogen peroxide [111].   

Modification with carbon-based nano-materials such as CNTs [112], graphene [113] 

and activated carbon [114] increased the catalytic activity of TiO2 nanostructures 

effectively. In addition, the modified carbon-based electrodes with TiO2 nanostructures 

were fabricated inexpensively and demonstrated broader potential windows, more 

stability and sensitivity in sensing target samples [112]. Carbon-based materials 

especially graphene and MWCNT were known as a promising support for TiO2 NPs, 

which could increase the catalytic behaviour of TiO2 significantly due to their 

impressive electronic features and improved surface area. In addition, graphene layers 

could made pathways with lower charge transport resistance among the graphene/TiO2 

nanocomposite for better charge transport. Nanocomposites of graphene/TiO2 or 

MWCNT/TiO2 were prepared by mixing powders of graphene or MWCNT and TiO2 

NPs under ultrasonication. Then, they were used to modify the GCE surface by the drop 

casting method. The modified GCE was successfully used to determine catechol, 

hydroquinone [113] and diazinon [109]. 

Another effective way of enhancing the catalytic activity of TiO2 NPs, especially their 

photocatalytic activity, is carbonisation which is conducted easily by heating TiO2 at an 

optimised temperature (150 to 400˚C) in ethanol gas atmosphere, prepared by bubbling 

pure argon through ethanol liquid [115, 116]. The carbon-modified TiO2 obtained 

demonstrated developed surface area and improved adsorption capacity for adsorbing 

organic and inorganic materials, which is useful in the fabrication of CMEs for 

detecting environmental contaminates.  

2.6.8 Conducting polymers (CPs) 

CPs have attracted much interest in recent years. CPs demonstrate the impressive 

characteristics of metals (high conductivity) and polymers (plasticity and simple 
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preparation) [1]. The significant discovery of CPs as a good alternative for metals was 

made by Alan Heeger, Alan Mac Diarmid and Hideki Shirakawa. The electrical 

conductivity of CPs is strongly related to the electronic structure of their polymeric 

backbone (electron hopping between delocalised π electrons), which is not comparable 

to the conductivity of metal. However, high conductivity is gained by the addition of a 

suitable ion as the “dopant”. The significant chemical and physical properties of CPs 

such as switching reversibly between the positively charged (conducting) and neutral 

(insulating) states, rapid exchange of the doping ion, good stability and high 

conductance make CPs a unique material in a wide range of fields such as solar cells, 

light-emitting diodes, sensors, lasers, super capacitors, and memory devices [1, 117]. 

The CPs family has been applied to modify the surface or body of carbon-based 

electrodes. Members of the CPs family include polyacetylene, polypyrrole, polyaniline, 

and polythiophene [118]. 
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Figure 2.4: Conducting polymers family. 

 

Polyaniline (PANI) is one of the most interesting CPs due to its switchable conductivity 

states versus the pH of the medium. Regarding oxidation state, PANI appears in 

different forms such as a fully oxidised pernigraniline base, a half-oxidised emeraldine 

base and a fully reduced leucoemeraldine base. The emeraldine
 

form of PANI 

demonstrates high conductivity and stability compared to other forms [119]. PANI can 

be simply and inexpensively prepared and applied to the modification of carbon-based 

electrodes. For example, in one step PANI can be constructed and modified on the 

surface of carbon-based electrodes using an electrochemical method, or it can be 

synthesised chemically and then used for the modification of the body of the CPEs. 

PANI performs well in the enhancement of charge transport kinetics.  
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Figure 2.5: Different oxidation states of PANI. 

In addition, the ionic and electronic conductivity, chemical stability and electrocatalytic 

properties of the electrodes modified with CPs could be improved by doping the 

materials with metal NPs [120]. Metal NPs can be dispersed into the CPs successfully 

due to the synergistic effect between metal NPs and CPs [120]. Physical adsorption is 

one of the most common and effective methods of embedding metal NPs into CPs due 

to its easy operation and low cost. For example, gold NPs have been used widely due to 

their good electrical properties, high surface area and high electrocatalytic activity [7, 

77]. It was reported that the presence of the thiol or nitrogen groups at the monomer 

structure can improve the adsorption of gold NPs on the matrix of polymer [59, 121].  
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Table 2.1: Some electroanalytical application of the CMEs 

W
o

rk
in

g
 

el
ec

tr
o

d
e 

Modifier type Analyte LOD (M) Dynamic range (M) 

R
ef

er
en

ce
 

GCE Pd NPs/1Gr 

Dopamine 

AA 

N/A 

10×10
-6
–1200 ×10

-6 

20×10
-6
–6500 ×10

-6
 

[122] 

GCE Pd NPs/Gr/WCNTs Glucose 1×10
-6

 Up to 19.5 ×10
-3

 [123] 

GCE Pd NPs/
2
ErGO Dopamine 0.233×10

-6
 1×10

-6
–150×10

-6
 [124] 

GCE 
3
PDDA/Gr Pd NPs Triclosan 3.5×10

− 9
 9.0 ×10

− 9
–20.0×10

− 6
 [125] 

GCE 
Pd 

NPs/rGO
/
MWCNTs 

Hydrazine 0.15×10
− 6

 1.0×10
− 6
–1100×10

− 6 
[126] 

GCE Pd NPs/rGO Desipramine 1.04 ×10
− 9

 0.3× 10
− 6
–2.5×10

− 6
 [127] 

GCE 
Au NPs-Pd NPs-

ErGO 

Lomefloxacin 

Amoxicillin 

81×10
− 9 

9×10
− 6

 

4×10
− 6
–500×10

− 6 

30×10
− 6
–350×10

− 6
 

[128] 

GCE 
Pd NPs/porous 

aromatic framework 
Vanillin 2×10

-10
 10×10

-10
–820×10

-10 
[129] 
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GCE 
Pd NPs/porous 

activated carbon 

Cd
2+ 

Pb
2+ 

Cu
2+ 

Hg
2+

 

41×10
-9 

50×10
-9 

66×10
-9 

54×10
-9

 

0.5×10
-6
–5.5×10

-6 

0.5×10
-6
–8.9×10

-6 

0.5×10
-6
–5.0×10

-6 

0.24×10
-6
–7.5×10

-6
 

[130] 

GCE Pd NPs m-nitrophenol N/A 0.20×10
-3
–5.00×10

-3
 [131] 

GCE 
4
WO3 NPs/CNTs Paracetamol 5.54×10

- 11
 1.0×10

− 9
–2.0×10

− 7
 [132] 

GCE 
MWCNTs/

5
CTS–

Cu 
Paracetamol 0.024×10

-6
 0.1×10

-6
–200×10

-6
 [133] 

CPE Pt/CNTs/
6
ILCPE Sudan I 0.003×10

-6
 0.008×10

-6
–600×10

-6
 [134] 

CPE MWCNTs/
7
CILE Norepinephrine 0.09×10

-6
 

0.3×10
-6
–30.0×10

-6 

30.0×10
-6
–450.0×10

-6
 

[135] 

CPE 
8
EF/NiO/MWCNTs 

Glutathione 

Acetaminophen 

0.006×10
-6 

0.5×10
-6

 

0.01×10
-6
– 200×10

-6 

0.8×10
-6
–600×10

-6
 

[136] 

CNTPE Triton X 100 

Acetaminophen 

Aspirin 

Caffeine 

2.58×10
−8 

8.47×10
−8 

8.83×10
−8

 

2.91×10
−7
–6.27×10

−5
 [137] 
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CNTPE 
9
2PHC Epinephrine 9.4×10

−9
 5×10

−8
−5.5×10

−4
 [138] 

GCE 
10

MIPs/Au NPs Bisphenol 1.1×10
− 9

 1.5×10
− 8
– 5.5×10

− 5
 [139] 

CPE Au NPs/MWCNTs Thiocyanate 5×10
−9

 0.01×10
−6
–200.0×10

−6
 [58] 

CPE Au NPs-
11

MPS 

Catechol 

Hydroquinone 

1.2 ×10
−6 

1.1 ×10
−6

 

10.0×10
−6
–1.0×10

−3 

30.0×10
−6
–1.0×10

−3
 

[140] 

CPE 

GC 

microparticles/Au 

NPs/
12

XOD 

Xanthine 

Hypoxanthine 

N/A 

5.00×10
−7
–1.00×10

−5 

5.00×10
−6
–1.50×10

−4
 

[141] 

GCE Au NPs/MWCPE Ceftazidime 1.0×10
−9

 0.05×10
-6
–50 ×10

-6
 [4] 

CPE Au NPs Eugenol 2.0×10
-6

 5×10
-6
–250×10

-6
 [75] 

CFME Au NPs Arsenic 0.0120×10
−9

 0.064×10
−9
–0.8×10

−9
 [142] 

CPE Cu–YHA-TETA
13

 Nitrite ions 1.46× 10
-6

 0–1.38×10
−2

 [143] 

CPE Cu–YHA-EDA
14

 Nitrite ions 2.17×10
-6

 0–1.38×10
−2

 [143] 
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Au 

Mercapto-

terminated 

binuclear Cu(II) 

complex 

Dopamine 0.08×10
-6

 0.2×10
-6
– 30×10

-6
 [144] 

GCE 
Tetraphenyl-

porphyrin Co(II) 

Oxygen 

consumption in 

biological 

samples 

N/A N/A [145] 

CME Ni salen complexes Amines 10×10
-6

 N/A [146] 

GCE 

Ni- and Co-

phthalocyanine 

complexes 

Nitric oxide N/A N/A [147] 

CPE 

Cobalt(II)-Schiff 

base complex and 

magnetite 

nanospheres 

Nitrite ion 1.5×10
−2

 0.2×10
-6

_30.0×10
-6

 [148] 

CPE 
Cobalt(II)-4-

methylsalophen 

Cysteine 

AA 

<1.0×10
−6

 

1×10
−4
–5×10

−7 

1×10
−4
–1×10

−6
 

[149] 

CPE 
Cobalt-5-

nitrolsalophen 
Captopril 1.1×10

−6
 4.0 × 10

−6
–1.1 × 10

−4
 [38] 

CPE Cobalt salophen 

AA 

UA 

8. 0×10
−9 

8.0×10
−9

 

5.0×10
−4
–1.0×10

−8 

1.0×10
−3
–1.0×10

−8
 

[37] 

CPE Co NPs Chlorpromazine 0.6×10
-9

 0.002×10
-6
–1.0×10

-6
 [150] 
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GCE MWCNT/Co NPs Thioridazine 5.0×10
−8

 5.0×10
−7
–1.0×10

−4
 [151] 

GCE MWCNT/Co NPs 

Paracetamol 

Dopamine 

1.0 ×10
−9 

1.5×10
−8

 

5.2×10
−9
–4.5×10

−7 

5.0×10
−8
–3.0×10

−6
 

[132] 

GCE 
CoO 

NPs/MWCNTs 
Warfarin 3.3×10

−9
 

8.0×10
−9
–50.0×10

−6 

50.0×10
−6
–800.×10

−6
 

[152] 

CPE Flower-like cobalt Chlorpheniramine 8.0×10
−8

 1.0×10
−7
−1.0×10

−5
 [153] 

GCE Co NPs/G Cysteine 0.89×10
−3

 1.1×10
−3
–12.3×10

−3
 [154] 

15
Si 

NWE
 Co NPs AA 2.0×10

−7
 3.0×10

−7
–1.0×10

−4
 [155] 

CPE Co NPs AA N/V N/V [156] 

CPE 
CTS/MWCNT/Co 

NPs 
Daclatasvir 8.82×10

−10
 1.0×10

−12
–12 ×10

−6
 [157] 

CPE Co NPs Sulphite 0.4×10
−5

 

1.0×10
−5
–5.9×10

−5 

2× 10
−5

 –8×10
−3

 

[158] 
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GCE 

MWCNTs/poly 

(4,5-dihydro-1,3-

thiazol-2-

ylsulfanyl-3-

methyl-1,2-

benzenediol)/Au 

NPs 

Hydrazine 0.6×10
-6

 2.0×10
-6

 –350.0 ×10
-6

 [59] 

GCE 

MWCNTs/ (4-

amino-

3hydroxynaphthale

ne sulfonic acid) 

Histamine 7.62×10
−8

 1.0×10
−7
–1.0×10

−4
 [159] 

GCE 
Poly(4vinylpyridin) 

/MWCNTs 

Aspirin 

Caffeine 

4.42×10
−9 

1.19×10
−9

 

0.04×10
−6
–350×10

−6 

2.0×10
−6

 –200×10
−6

 

[160] 

CPE PANI Amoxicillin 7.3×10
−10

 N/A [161] 

GCE 
PANI/tungsten 

oxide 
Phenanthrene 0.123×10

−10
 1.0×10

−10
–6.0 ×10

−10
 [162] 

GCE PANI/MnO2 

Guanine 

Adenine 

Thymine 

Cytosine 

N/A N/A [163] 

GCE 
PANI/paratoluene 

sulfonic acid 
Au

+
 0.4×10

-9
 0.6×10

-9
–1×10

-6
 [164] 

GCE G/PANI Aminophenol 6.5×10
−8

 

0.2×10
−6
–20×10

−6 

20×10
−6
–100×10

−6
 

[165] 

 

1
Gr: reduced graphene 

2
ErGO: Electrochemically reduced graphene oxide 

3
PDDA: Poly (diallyldimethylammonium chloride) functionalised 
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4
WO3: Tungsten oxide NPs  

5
 CTS: Chitosan 

6
IL IL: Ionic liquid 

7
CILE: Carbon ionic liquid electrode 

8
EF: Ethynylferrocene 

9
2PHC: 2-(4-oxo-3-phenyl-3,4-dihydro-quinazolinyl)-N′-phenyl hydrazine carbthioamide 

10
MIP: Molecularly imprinted polymer  

11
MPS: Mesoporous silica  

12
 XOD: Xanthine oxidase enzyme

 

13
Cu–YHA-EDA: Copper complexes formed with Algerian humic acid modified with ethylenediamine  

14
Cu–YHA-TETA:

 
Copper complexes formed with Algerian humic acid modified with 

triethylenetetramine  
15

NWE: nanowire electrode 

2.7 Electrochemical characterisation methods 

Cyclic voltammetry and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy methods have been 

applied to evaluate the effects of the modification on the performance of the modified 

electrode. These techniques are very useful for investigating the thermodynamics and 

kinetics of the electron transport process on the electrode surface. In addition, the 

efficiency of the electron mediators is elucidated using these electrochemical methods. 

2.7.1 Cyclic voltammetry (CV) 

The CV method has been applied widely as a high-performance technique to study the 

electrochemical performance of the modified electrode since its presentation by Randies 

in 1938. In addition, the reversibility of a reaction, the mechanism of the reaction, the 

redox potential, the redox current of the electroactive species and the effect of the 

modification on the electron transfer rate can be studied by this method [1]. 

The basic voltammogram of variation of current versus potential is demonstrated in 

Figure  2.6. At the initial potential (Ei), only the reduced species (R) are present in the 

bulk solution (because Ei<Eredox for conversion of R into O). In region A, by increasing 

the potential towards the standard potential of the cell half reaction, anodic peak current 

(Ip,a) starts to ascend (almost exponentially this is controlled by the electrode kinetic) 

and, with electrons being transferred between the electrode and R which converts into 

O, the established concentration gradients of R and O lead to diffusion transport of R to 

the surface and O from the surface. In region B, the concentration of R descends greatly, 

as Eredox is positive enough to oxidise any R on the electrode surface to O which leads to 

a decrease in Ip,a as it becomes transport limited. Before region C, the concentration of 

O is at maximum and the concentration of R is at minimum. During region C, the 

direction of the potential inverses and O species starts to reduce to the R species, which 

causes a cathodic peak current (Ip,c) (region D). By continuance in the CV sweeping, the 

O species decreases and current almost returns to zero [166]. The Nernst equation (for 

fast electrode kinetics) has a fundamental role in most of the electrochemical reactions, 

which demonstrates the relationship between concentrations of the oxidised species to 

reduced species and the potential of the electrode, respecting the Equation 2.1  [1, 2]. 
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Figure  2.6: Typical CV for a reversible redox process       . 
 

         
 

                 
       (2.1) 

 

Here E is the potential of cell (evaluated when current is zero), E∘′
 is the formal 

reduction potential, R is the gas constant (8.314 J K
-1

 mol
-1

) and T is the temperature 

(K), n is the number of moles of electron involved in the redox reaction, F is Faraday’s 

constant (96485 C mol
-1

), Co is the concentration of O and CR is the concentration R in 

the bulk solution. 

The Randles-Ševčík equation is employed to evaluate the peak current (Ip) in a 

reversible system [10].  

 
              

  

  
 
 

    
 

       
 

   ( 2.2) 

          

Regarding the Equation  2.2, n is the number of moles of electron involved in the redox 

reaction, F is Faraday’s constant (96485 C mol
-1

) , A is the electrode surface area (cm
2
), 

R is the gas constant (8.314 J K
-1

 mol
-1

) and T is the temperature (K), D is the diffusion 

coefficient (cm
2
 s

˗1
), C is the concentration of the analyte in bulk solution (mole cm

˗3
), 

and ν is the scan rate (V s
˗1

). 
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 In an ideal reversible system (both chemically and electrochemically reversible), Ipa/Ipc 

equals unity, the peak potential separation and the formal potential are calculated in the 

Equations  2.3 and  2.4 [10]. 

                            

 

(2.3) 

   
                 

 

(2.4) 

         

In irreversible systems, the peak current is evaluated by Equation  2.5 (at 298 K). The 

peak current is related to the value of α, which is the transfer coefficient. Comparison 

with the reversible systems; the peak current value is smaller [10].  

                     
                      (2.5) 

 
     

  
  

   
        

    

  
       

    

  
   

(2.6) 

Regarding the Equation  2.6, EP occurs at potentials higher than the formal potential with 

the over-potential related to rate constant (k
o
) and the transfer coefficient (α) [10]. In the 

reversible system, scanning the potential in the negative direction makes the electrode a 

stronger reductant, whereas scanning the potential in the positive direction makes it a 

better oxidant. In the case of irreversible electrode reaction, the electron transfer kinetics 

are not sufficient to keep the Nernstian equation balanced. In a totally irreversible 

reaction, reverse peak is absent in reverse sweep. The change of the electrode reaction 

behaviour from reversible to irreversible at higher sweep rates can be seen in the plot of 

Ip vs.  
 

  [167, 168].   

2.7.2 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) 

EIS is an informative method in electrochemistry that provides valuable information 

about the interfacial properties of the modified electrodes (especially biosensors) such 

as double-layer capacitance, charge transfer resistance, uncompensated resistance, 

diffusion coefficients, kinetic parameters, the effect of the number of layers of modifier, 

surface roughness and the porosity of a surface-modified electrode. So EIS is used to 

study any process that affects the conductivity of a system. In summary, impedance (Z) 

refers to the frequency-dependant resistance (the opposition force to electrical current 

(I) and is evaluated in Ohms (Ω) in an AC system. EIS is run in a reversible redox 

system such as Fe(CN)6
3−

/Fe(CN)6
4−

 or Ru(NH3)6
3+

 to investigate the effects of the 

modification of a bare electrode on the interfacial electron transfer rate. EIS 

measurements are performed by applying small sinusoidal AC potential through the 

electrochemical cell at a set frequency to measure current. The responses are recorded 

and the impedance is computed at each frequency. This process is repeated for a wide 

range of frequencies (for example 10 kHz to 0.01 Hz) to obtain the real (Z') and 

imaginary (Z") impedance value and draw its plot (Nyquist or a Bode plot) for analysis 

[169]. The study of the Nyquist diagram is informative in gaining a clear understanding 

of the electron transport mechanism. For example, in Figure  2.7 the Nyquist curve 
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consists of two regions, a semi-circular region that is dependent on the electron 

transport resistance (Ret), and the linear region which is associated with the diffusion 

phenomenon. The modification process is performed to change the electron transport 

kinetic and Ret at the electrode surface. By comparison with the Nyquist diagrams of the 

modified electrode with an unmodified electrode, the influence of modification on the 

electron transport kinetic becomes obvious. 
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2.7: Nyquist diagram for a reversible redox system at GCE. 

 

A Bode plot shows the variation of the absolute impedance and the phase shift ( ) 

versus the frequency. Modelling of the impedance results in an electrically equivalent 

circuit is an efficient way to gain valuable information from the displayed plots. The 

three important members of an electrical circle are capacitors (C), resistors (R) and 

inductors (L), which must be associated physically with the electrochemical cell. Other 

elements of equivalent circuit are the constant phase element (CPE), where the phase 

shift ( ) is independent of frequency and the Warburg element (ZW), which is 

employed to show the diffusion layer of the system [170].  
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2.8: Bode plots for a reversible redox system at GCE.
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3 Objectives of the work 

The aim of this study was focused on the fabrication of novel, non-toxic, low-cost and 

high-performance modified carbon-based electrodes. Various modifiers including 

KolliphorEL, Au/Pd/MWCNT nanocomposite, Pd NPs and carbon-modified titanium 

dioxide nanocomposite (CMTN) were synthesised and employed to fabricate a new 

electrochemical electrode, then the electrochemical behaviour of the modified 

electrodes was studied by CV and EIS. Another aim of this investigation was focused 

on the study of the efficiency of the modified electrodes in sensing the target 

medicament. 

The main aims of papers (І-ІV) are given as follows: 

1. Synthesising suitable modifiers (papers ІІ-ІV).  

2. Characterising the modifiers using various techniques such as XPS, SEM, FTIR 

and XRD (papers ІІ, ІV). 

3. Modifying carbon-based electrodes with suitable modifiers (papers І-ІV). 

4. Investigating the voltammetric behaviour of modified carbon-based electrodes 

and comparing with unmodified working electrodes by CV and EIS methods 

(papers І-ІV). 

5. Studying the performance of the modified electrode compared with an 

unmodified electrode in the absence and presence of the target analyte (papers І-

ІV). 

6. Investigating the effect of pH and potential sweep rate on the response of the 

modified electrodes by CV to study the optimum conditions, and analysing the 

mechanism of the electrocatalytic process on the surface of the modified 

electrodes (papers І-ІV).   

7. Determining dynamic linear ranges and the detection limit of the target analyte 

by applying DPV (papers ІІ-ІV). 
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4 Experimental work 

4.1 Chemical reagents 

 KolliphorEL; Cremophor EL (CAS number 61791-12-6; MW ca. 2450 g mol-1)  

was purchased from Aldrich (І) 

 MWCNT (purity of 95%,  outer diameter: 10 – 20 nm, inner diameter: 5 – 10 

nm and tube length: 0.5 – 200 nm) was purchased from Nanostructured & 

Amorphous Materials (Houston, TX, USA) (ΙІ) 

 HAuCl4 (purity of 99%) was obtained from Sigma Aldrich (ΙІ)  

 PdCl2 (purity of 99%) was purchased from sigma-Aldrich (ΙІІ) 

 TiO2 nano-powder (purity ≥99.5, average size:25 nm) was purchased from 

sigma-Aldrich (ІV) 

 Ferrocenedimethanol (98%), ferrocene acetic acid (98%), ferrocene acetonitrile 

were obtained from Aldrich, n-butyl ferrocene (oil, 98%) and N,N’ 

dimethylaminomethylferrocene (oil, 98%) were purchased from Alfa Aesar and 

TCI Europe (І) 

 Timolol maleate was purchased from U. S. Pharmacopeia (ΙІ) 

 Terazosin was supplied by Arya pharmaceutical company (Tehran, Iran) (ΙІІ) 

 Methylene blue was obtained from Merck (ІV) 

4.2 Instrumentation  

 An Ivium 104 (model B08084) (І) and an Autolab potentiostat/galvanostat 

(PGSTAT12) (ІІ, ІІІ and ІV) 

 A conventional three-electrode system was used with a working electrode (CPE 

or GCE), a saturated calomel reference electrode as reference electrode and 

platinum wire as the counter electrode 

 A digital pH/mV/Ion meter 

 Ultrasonic bath  

 SEM (Hitachi S-4800 Ultra-High Resolution) (ΙΙ, ΙІІ and ІV) and EDS (S4800) 

(ΙΙΙ) 

 A Thermo Scientific K-Alpha XPS spectrometer (Ι) 

 X-ray diffractometer (Panalytical X’PERT PRO) (ІV) 

 FTIR spectrophotometer (Bruker Optics, Germany) (ІV) 

 Zetasizer Nano ZS (ZEN3500, Malvern) (ІV) 

 A Micromeritics ASAP2010 (ІV) 

4.3 Characterisation  

Voltammetric investigations (CV and EIS) were conducted with a conventional three-

electrode system using an Ivium 104 (model B08084) (І) and an Autolab 

potentiostat/galvanostat (PGSTAT12) (ІІ, ІІІ and ІV). A saturated calomel reference 

electrode (SCE), a working electrode (CPE and GCE) and a platinum auxiliary 

electrode were utilised. The modified electrode surface morphology was studied by 

SEM (ΙΙ, ΙІІ and ІV). EDS was employed to study the elements of Au/Pd/MWCNT  

nanocomposite (ΙΙ). The attachment of KolliphorEL monolayer on the GCE surface was 
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investigated with XPS (Ι). The surface charge of CMTN and its variation with pH were 

investigated using Zetasizer Nano ZS (ІV). The textural properties and surface area of 

CMTN were investigated using N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms with a 

Micromeritics ASAP2010 (ІV). The FTIR method was used to study the surface 

functional groups of CMTN (ІV). The XRD technique investigated the crystalline phase of 

TiO2 NPs and CMTN (ІV). The characterisation was undertaken under ambient 

temperature and pressure conditions. 

4.4 Working electrode preparation 

CPE: The CPE was constructed from a Teflon tube-shaped body (3.0 mm diameter) 

with a copper wire in its back to make an electrical contact. The Teflon tube was filled 

with a homogenised carbon paste made from graphite powder and paraffin oil (75:25, 

w/w). The surface of CPE was polished on the weighting paper to obtain a mirror-like 

surface and rinsed with doubly-distilled or deionised water (ІІ, ІІІ).  

GCE: The surface of GCE (3.0 mm diameter) was polished with alumina powder 

(smaller than 0.05 µm) on a polishing cloth to obtain a shiny (mirror-like) surface, then 

the GCE was rinsed with deionised water and dried with nitrogen gas before use (І, ІV).  

(A)       

                                   

 

(B)

 

Figure 4.1: (A) Preparation of CPE (ΙΙ, ІІІ) and (B) A conventional three-electrode 

system in Metrohm Computrace voltammetric analyser model 797VA. 

4.4.1 KolliphorELmonolayergraftedelectrode(І) 

Before surface modification of GCE, the surface of GCE should be cleaned by polishing 

with alumina paste, rinsing with deionised water and using a CV in aqueous solution of 

K3Fe(CN)6 (5 mM, from Aldrich), K4Fe(CN)6 (5 mM, from Fisons) and KNO3 (0.1 M, 

from Sigma-Aldrich), which have significant effect on wiping any history effect from 

GCE surface. 

The KolliphorEL was grafted onto the surface of GCE (d= 3mm) using a fixed anodic 

potential of +1.6 V for 1200 s in a LiClO4 (20 mM, as a supporting electrolyte, from 
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Sigma-Aldrich) and KolliphorEL solution. Then, the surface of modified GCE was 

rinsed with deionised water to remove any residual KolliphorEL and dried with nitrogen 

gas (І). 

4.4.2 Carbon paste/Au/Pd/MWCNTs nanocompositeelectrode(ІΙ) 

Chemical reduction method was used to synthesis Au/Pd/MWCNTs nanocomposite. 

The preparation of Au/Pd/MWCNTs nanocomposite is explained in detailed in paper 

(ІІ). The matrix modification of CPE was conducted by blending the graphite powder, 

paraffin oil and modifier powder (Au/Pd/MWCNT nanocomposite (75:25:5, w/w). The 

surface of modified CPE was polished on the weighting paper to obtain a mirror-like 

surface and rinsed with doubly-distilled water (ІΙ). 

4.4.3 PdNPs/CPE(ІІІ) 

The surface of polished CPE was covered with Pd NPs by running CV scanning from a 

potential of +1.20 V to −0.250 V ten times in deaerated solution of PdCl2 (1.0 mM) and 

sulphuric acid (0.5 M). Then, the surface of modified CPE was rinsed with deionised 

water and dried (ІІІ). 
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Figure  4.2: Repeated CVs for electro-deposition of Pd NPs on the surface of CPE (ІІІ). 

4.4.4 CMTN/GCE(ІV)  

The synthesised CMTN (the preparation of CMTN is explained in detailed in paper (ІV) 

[45] was dispersed in solution of acetonitrile (1:1, w/v ratio) under ultrasonic agitation 

for 30 min. Then, a droplet of CMTN solution (5.0μL) was employed on the surface of 

GCE and allowed to evaporate to appear as a black layer on the GCE surface (ІV).  

I/
μ
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4.5 Pharmaceutical preparation procedure 

A known value of the pharmaceutical sample (tablet) was powdered and diluted with 

appropriate buffer solution in optimum pH. Then, the mixture including pharmaceutical 

sample and buffer solution is stirred for 30 min and was ultrasonicated for 15 min. The 

prepared solution was filtered and was used to prepare pharmaceutical sample solution 

(ІІ, ІІІ). 

4.6 Standard addition method 

The standard addition technique is known as a reliable calibration approach to study the 

applicability of the modified electrode in determination of target analyt in real samples 

and the effect of matrix. In this regard, the same value of real sample was added to 

various amounts of standard solutions in a concentration range (under the optimum 

conditions). In next step, the prepared samples were analysed by using appropriate 

voltammetric method and the obtained data were used to draw calibration plot (peak 

current vs. analyt concentration), and to evaluate recovery (ІІ, ІІІ and ІV).  
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5 Results and discussion 

5.1 Interfacial electron-shuttling processes across KolliphorEL 

monolayer grafted electrodes (Ι) 

Electrochemical modification of electrode surface is an attractive route for 

electroanalytical applications [171]. Various methods have been reported to graft 

various organic molecules [172, 173] such as diazonium salts [168], amines [174] (for 

example ethylene diamine), aliphatic primary alcohols and poly (ethylene glycol) (or 

PEG) derivatives [173, 175] onto the carbon electrode surfaces [167, 168].  

Here, an electrochemical attachment method adapted from Maeda et al. was employed 

for the anodic grafting of KolliphorEL onto the surface of GCE. The KolliphorEL 

consisted of  poly(ethylene glycol) which was terminated with hydroxyl groups and 

could attach to the carbon surfaces [176]. The experimental conditions of the anodic 

electrochemical grafting method such as the anodic potential and time were optimised to 

prepare monolayer coverage of KolliphorEL on the GCE surface. The presence of the 

KolliphorEL monolayer on the GCE surface was studied and confirmed using the XPS 

method (І). CV and EIS methods were employed to investigate the performance of 

modified GCE compared to the bare GCE at Fe(CN)6
3−/4−

 solution as a redox probe. The 

CV response signal at the bare GCE was quasi-reversible. However, the signal 

decreased significantly at the surface of the modified electrode due to the role of the 

KolliphorEL monolayer in the collapse of the interfacial charge transport in the 

Fe(CN)6
3−/4−

 redox system. The EIS method successfully demonstrated the effect of 

GCE surface modification on the collapse of the interfacial charge transport (І).     

         
              

   
 
              

 
 

(5.1) 

Figure  5.1: (A) CVs and (B) EIS data of modified and unmodified GCE into the solution of 5 

mM Fe(CN)6
3−

, 5 mM Fe(CN)6
4−

, and 0.1 M KNO3 (І). 
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A hydrophobic zone on the surface of the modified GCE was constructed from the 

triglyceride groups of KolliphorEL. This hydrophobic zone provided an opportunity for 

hydrophobic reagents to travel along the KolliphorEL layer, to attach to the modified 

GCE surface and to improve interfacial charge transfer (І). 

 

Figure 5.2: (A) KolliphorEL main component molecular structure and (B) 3D rendering 

(GaussView 5.0) (d: 3-5 nm approximately). (C) The resultant hydrophobic area from 

triglyceride group of a KolliphorEL (І). 

The ferrocene (Fc) family as a hydrophobic electron mediator could act as a shuttle for 

the transport of electrons through the KolliphorEL layer, so the presence of low values 

of Fc derivatives could unlock the interfacial charge transport very well and restore the 

redox signal partially or entirely (І). 

 

Figure 5.3: Schematic electron shuttling mechanism of Fc for the Fe(CN)6
3−/4−

redox system (І). 

The electron shuttling performance of five members of Fc family was studied and 

compared with each other. The efficiencies of Fc derivatives in the electron 

transportation through the KolliphorEL monolayer were compared with each other 

using CV and EIS results. The reversible potential (E0) of Fe(CN)6
3−/4− 

was located at 

+0.19 V. This value shifted to the positive potentials for Fc derivatives that made Fc 
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derivatives better electron mediators in improving the oxidation process of Fe(CN)6
3−/4− 

compared to the reduction process. In addition, the scale of the Ip,a was connected to the 

peak separation (ΔEp
a
). A broader gap between peaks demonstrated a slower charge 

transport rate, which could follow the reduction in charge shuttling and anodic signal. 

Other factors effective on Fc electron shuttling efficiency were correlated with the 

aggregating or linking ability to the modified GCE surface and with holding a desirable 

electrostatic charge with respect to Fe(CN)6
3−/4−

. Among the Fc derivatives, ferrocene-

acetic acid and ferrocene-acetonitrile demonstrated less electron shuttling efficiency 

with respect to their less positive E0
a
 and wider ΔEp

a
, and dimethylaminomethyl 

ferrocene showed high performance compared to others with sub-micromolar LOD. The 

investigated Fc derivatives are listed in Table 5.1the most efficient Fc was at the top 

(ІІ). 

Table 5.1: Summary of the results obtained by CV of the modified GCE in the solution of 5 mM 

Fe(CN)6
3−

, 5 mM Fe(CN)6
4−

, 0.1 M KNO3 in the presence of 50 µM Fc sample (І). 

 E
0 
 / V vs. SCE ΔEp  / V 

Dimethylamino-methyl-ferrocene 0.27 0.10 

n-butyl-ferrocene 0.22 0.04 

Ferrocene-dimethanol 0.28 0.11 

Ferrocene-acetonitrile 0.21 0.22 

Ferrocene-acetic acid 0.20 0.22 

 

The obtained quantitative data of the EIS study were collected in Table 5.2. Some 

parameters such as solution resistance (Rsol) and apparent capacitance (CPET) were 

unchanged, approximately the same as the bare GCE capacitance of the double layer. 

The electron transfer resistance (Ret) variation did not follow an obvious pattern with 

respect to Fc concentration or Fc structure. The apparent diffusion layer thickness (app) 

was connected to the Warburg element WT. The value of app could be calculated by 

following equation (І).  

 2/1)( DWTapp   
(5.2) 

The approximate value of diffusion coefficient (D) was noted to be 0.6 × 10
-9

 m
2
s

-1
 

[177]. The calculated value of app for Fc derivatives could be employed as a factor for 
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evaluating and comparing Fc derivatives with respect to their electron shuttling ability. 

The low value of app correlated to more effective electron shuttling along the 

KolliphorEL film (assuming low concentration of Fc and constant concentration of 

Fe(CN)
4˗

6). The EIS results were in agreement with the CV results. 

Dimethylaminomethyl ferrocene was found to be the best electron shuttle on the surface 

of the modified GCE with the lowest value of app (І). 

Table 5.2: Summary of the results obtained by the CV and EIS study of the modified GCE in 

the solution of 5 mM Fe(CN)6
3−

, 5 mM Fe(CN)6
4−

, 0.1 M KNO3 in the presence of Fc (І). 

 Fc /µM Rsol /Ω Ret /Ω WR /kΩ WT /s CPET /µF CPEP app/µm 

Dimethylamino-

methyl-ferrocene 

 

 

1 135 6180 123 2.82 4.01 0.795 41 

10 138 3092 335 19.0 2.69 0.838 107 

n-butyl-ferrocene 

 

 

1 130 6557 139 8.14 1.82 0.789 70 

10 127 1117 127 222 3.94 0.743 365 

Ferrocene-

dimethanol 

 

 

1 127 9177 524 38.9 2.84 0.796 153 

10 134 5073 268 5.16 2.78 0.798 56 

Ferrocene-

acetonitrile 

 

 

1 137 2958 690 82.5 2.39 0.816 222 

10 150 5332 635 67.3 2.30 0.835 201 

Ferrocene-acetic 

acid 

 

 

1 123 7815 1720 393 2.32 0.843 486 

10 132 6063 89 11.8 2.58 0.832 84 
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5.2 Carbon paste electrode with Au/Pd/MWCNT nanocomposite for 

nanomolar determination of Timolol (ΙΙ) 

Timolol maleate (TM) is the first β-blocker medicine with high applicably in the 

treatment of various heart-related diseases [178]. Determining and monitoring the TM 

values in its pharmaceutical products is essential to keeping the TM effective dosage. In 

this study, the fabrication of a new modified CPE was considered for investigating TM 

concentrations. Metal NPs have played a significant role in the development of 

modified carbon-based electrodes. Metal NPs can act as electron mediators to increase 

the rate of charge transport in electrochemical processes. The utilisation of a high 

conducting substrate for establishing homogenised distribution of the metal NPs is 

useful in the process of modifier preparation and can improve the electrocatalytic 

performance of metal NPs and the conductivity of the employed modifier effectively 

[179, 180]. Here, Au NPs and Pd NPs were synthesised, dispersed and embedded into 

the MWCNT matrix to prepare a nanocomposite of Au/Pd/MWCNT, then the body of 

the CPE was modified with Au/Pd/MWCNT nanocomposite. The existence of Au NPs, 

Pd NPs and MWCNT was successfully demonstrated with SEM and EDS (Figure  5.4).  

 

Figure 5.4: The  SEM  images  of  (A)  the  Au/MWCNT  nanocomposite,  (B)  Pd/MWCNT 

nanocomposite,  (C)  Au/Pd/MWCNT  nanocomposite  and  (D)  corresponding  EDS  diagram 

showing peaks for Au/Pd NPs attached to a MWCNT matrix (ІІ). 
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The utility of the modified CPE with Au/Pd/MWCNT nanocomposite was tested in the 

detection of TM using the CV method. Regarding CV investigation, the performance of 

the unmodified CPE and modified CPE was studied in the presence of a 1.0×10
-3

 M TM 

solution. The signal peak of the modified CPE was higher than the unmodified signal, 

which demonstrated the high efficiency of Au/Pd/MWCNT nanocomposite in 

enhancing the kinetic of the electron transport. Figure  5.5 demonstrated and compared 

well the resultant CVs of unmodified CPE, modified CPE with MWCNT, modified 

CPE with Pd NPs/MWCNT and modified CPE with Au/Pd/MWCNT in the presence of 

TM. The signal obtained at Au/Pd/MWCNT/CPE was well defined and much higher 

than the signal gained at MWCNT/CPE and Pd/MWCNT/CPE, which revealed that the 

MWCNT acted well as a conductive support for promoting the electrocatalytic 

performance of Au/Pd NPs, and the combination of Au/Pd/MWCNT in CPE was 

successful in detecting TM. 
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Figure 5.5: CVs in the presence of TM (1 mM, pH 2.0) at unmodified CPE (UCPE) (short-

dashed line), at Pd NPs/MWCNT/CPE (long-dashed line) and MWCNT/CPE (dotted line) and 

Au/Pd/MWCNT/CPE (solid line) (ν was 100 mVs
-1

) (ІІ). 

In order to obtain a well-defined response peak, various parameters such as solution pH, 

rate of scanning, and the amount of employed Au/Pd/MWCNT nanocomposite in 

matrix of CPE were investigated and optimised. The best signal was gained at pH 2.0, 

so all the voltammetric measurements were conducted at pH 2.0. The pH dependency of 

the TM oxidation response peak is shown in Figure  5.6.  
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 Figure  5.6: (A) Effect of variation of pHs vs. Ipa (B) Variation of Epa vs. pHs (ν was 100 mVs
-1

) 

(ІІ). 

The mechanism of the electron transport on the surface of the modified CPE with 

Au/Pd/MWCNT nanocomposite was evaluated by studying the plot of the TM oxidation 

peak current variation with the square root of ν. The observed linear relationship 

suggested a diffusion-controlled mechanism. The obtained slope from the log–log I-ν 

plot was 0.43, which was in agreement with the expected slope 0.5 for a diffusion-

controlled mechanism [10]. The number of electrons that participated in the rate-

determining level was calculated to be one by drawing a Tafel plot.  
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Figure 5.7: (A) Dependence of the CV response at Au/Pd/MWCNT/CPE on ν in 1.0 mM TM in 

pH 2.0 B-R buffer. Scan rates from bottom to top: 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 150, 200 mV s
-1

 (B) 

variation of Ipa vs. ν
1/2

(C) Dependence of Ln Ipa versus Ln ν. 

DPV was selected to determine low concentration of TM due to its high sensitivity. A 

low detection limit of 5.8×10
-11 

M was evaluated and two dynamic linear ranges were 

observed (1.0×10
-5
–1.0×10

-3
 M and 5.0×10

-9
–8.0×10

-7
 M). The applicability of the 

modified CPE with Au/Pd/MWCNT nanocomposite was examined in the detection of 

the pharmaceutical sample of TM. A recovery of 98.83% was estimated using the 

standard addition method. In addition, the repeatability of the obtained results and the 
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reproducibility and stability of the modified CPE with Au/Pd/MWCNT nanocomposite 

were tested successfully in the detection of TM. 
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 Figure 5.8: (A) DPVs of TM oxidation (1.0×10
-3
–5.0×10

-9
 M), on the surface of 

Au/Pd/MWCNT/CPE (B) Variation of Ipa vs. TM concentration (1.0×10
-3
–5.0×10

-9
 M) (ν was 

100 mV s
-1

) (ІІ). 

The proposed CME compared with previously employed working electrodes, 

demonstrated remarkable advantages such as good limit of detection in a wider linear 

concentration range for the detection of TM. In previously reported methods, the 

employed working electrodes were mostly mercury-based electrodes. The proposed 

CME employed CPE for modification, which involved interesting advantages such as 

inert nature, environmental friendliness, low cost, high compatibility, ease of 

preparation, and renewal and modification with various modifiers compared to mercury-

based electrodes, which demonstrated high toxicity. The modified CPE with 

Au/Pd/MWNT demonstrated great electrochemical performance, high reproducibility 

and good stability (14 days). 
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Table  5.3: Previously reported working electrodes employed for determination of TM (ІІ). 

Reference LOD (M) DLR (M) Electrode Method 

[181] 1.0×10
-11

 1.0×10
-10
–1.0×10 

-8
 Au microelectrode CCV- FI 

[182] 6.6×10
-10

 

1.0×10
-9
–1.2×10 

-8 

1.2×10
-8
–1.0×10 

-7
 

HMDE AdSV-SWP 

[182] 2.5×10
-8

 4.0×10
-8
–3.0×10 

-6
 HMDE SWP 

[183] 1.26×10
-8

 1.0×10
-7
–1.5×10 

-6
 HMDE AdSV-SWP 

[184] 2.5×10
-6 

1.0×10
-6
–5.0×10 

-6 
SMDE DPV 

[185] 2.0×10
-8

 2.0×10
-7
–3.4×10 

-4 
Fe3O4@GO-GC DPV 

(ІІ) 1.0×10
-9

 

1.0×10
-3
–1.0×10

-5 

1.0×10
-7
–8.0×10

-9
 

Au/Pd/MWNT-CPE DPV 
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5.3 Palladium nanoparticles in electrochemical sensing of trace 

terazosin in human serum and pharmaceutical preparations (ΙІІ) 

CPE surface modification methods have been found to be useful as well as the body 

modification method in the fabrication of efficient modified CPE. The electro-

depositing of metal NPs on the surface of CPE using CV is a reliable method among 

surface modification methods. Pd NPs film was electro-deposited on the surface of the 

CPE. The Pd NPs coverage on the CPE surface was successfully observed using SEM.  

 

 
 

 

Figure 5.9: SEM image of (A) bare CPE and (B) Pd NPs/CPE (ІІІ). 

The effective thickness of the Pd NPs film on the CPE surface was investigated and 

optimised using CV and EIS methods. The thickness enhancement of Pd NPs layer was 

connected to the number of CV scans. The CV signal growth was observable in Figure 

 5.10. The EIS method was applied efficiently to study the effect of Pd NPs thickness on 

the charge transport process. It was observed that the rate of charge transport on the 

modified CPE surface increased by increasing the number of CV scans to 10, but 

continued CV sweeping improved the electron transfer resistance, which was attributed 

to the unfavourable event of Pd NPs aggregation. The charge transport resistance 

decreased significantly on the surface of CPE modified with Pd NPs compared to bare 

CPE, which demonstrated well the effect of Pd NPs on improving the rate of charge 

transport (Figure  5.11). Regarding the number of Pd NPs deposition cycles 5, 10 and 20 

on the surface of CPE, the surface areas were calculated using the Randles-Ševčík 

equation, and were estimated to be 2.88, 7.20, 4.32 cm
2
. These results were in 

agreement with the CV and EIS results, so ten cycles of electro-deposition of Pd NPs on 

the CPE surface were selected for the experiments. 
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E vs SCE / V
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Figure 5.10: CVs of electro-deposited Pd NPs on CPE from 0.5 M H2SO4 and 1.0 mM K2PdCl4 

in potential range of +1.2 to −0.25 V (ν was 100 mV s
−1

) (ІІІ). 
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Figure 5.11: Nyquist plot for (a) bare CPE (b) Pd NPs/CPE in a solution of 5 mM Fe(CN)6

3-
, 5 

mM Fe(CN)6
4-

, and 0.1 M KCl (the formal potential was 0.2 V and the frequency range was 

from 0.1 Hz to 10,000 Hz) (ІІІ). 
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The utility of the surface-modified CPE with Pd NPs film was examined in the 

detection of terazosin (TR). TR is an effective medicine prescribed for the treatment of 

urinary retention disorder in benign prostatic hyperplasia [186, 187] (Figure 5.12). The 

surface-modified CPE with Pd NPs film determined a well-defined anodic signal for 

oxidation of TR, which was much higher than the signal obtained from bare CPE 

(Figure  5.13). The electrochemical performance of the modified CPE was greatly 

enhanced due to modification with Pd NPs, which obviously increased the surface area 

and rate of charge transport on the surface of the modified CPE.  
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Figure  5.12: Chemical structure of TR (ІІІ). 

 

Figure 5.13: CVs of 1.0 mM TR on bare CPE (dashed line) and Pd NPs/CPE (solid line) 

surface, under optimised conditions (ν was 100 mV s
−1

) (ІІІ). 
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Investigation of the effects of pH and ν on response peak current in the presence of TR 

was a useful way to optimise the experiment conditions and efficient determination of 

TR concentrations. The best-defined and sharpest response peak was observed at pH 

2.0, so further experiments were conducted at pH 2.0. The movement of the anodic 

potential to less positive potentials displayed the role of H
+
 in the charge transport 

mechanism and the pH dependency of Ipa to Epa (Figure  5.14) (ΙІІ). 
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Figure  5.14: (A) The CVs of 1.0 mM TR oxidation on the surface of CPE modified with Pd 

NPs/CPE at different pHs. ν was 100 mV s
−1

. (B) The pH dependency of Ipa and (C) Epa. 
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The resultant data from the investigation of the variation of Ip,a of TR with the square 

root of ν showed a linear relationship that demonstrated the diffusion-controlled 

mechanism in TR oxidation on the surface of the modified CPE with Pd NPs film 

(Figure  5.15) (ІІІ).  
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Figure 5.15: (A) CVs of 1.0 mM TR at Pd NPs/CPE in various ν: 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 150, 

and 200 mV/s. (B) Variation of Ipa vs. ν
1/2

. 

The modified CPE with Pd NPs film was employed to investigate the low 

concentrations of TR by DPV method in optimised conditions. The Ip,a ascended with 

increasing TR concentration. A wide dynamic linear range of 1.0 × 10
−8
–1.0 × 10

−3
M 

with an excellent limit of detection of 1.9 × 10
−9

 M was estimated in the detection of TR 

(Figure  5.16) (ІІІ). 

 )154.0(436.4/ CAI p    (R
2
 = 0.9971, C is in M) ( 5.5) 

The efficiency of the modified CPE with Pd NPs film was evaluated in the detection of 

a TR pharmaceutical sample and synthetic serum sample using the standard addition 

method successfully with a recovery of 98.24%. In addition, the selectivity of the 

modified CPE with Pd NPs film towards TR was studied in the presence of common 

prescribed medicines such as tamsulocin and ciprofloxacin and other possible 

compounds including ascorbic acid, dopamine and uric acid, and the obtained signal 

displayed a difference of less than 5%. The repeatability and reproducibility were 

investigated successfully. The results demonstrated the high performance of the 

modified CPE with Pd NPs film for the sub-micromolar determination of TR.  
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Figure  5.16: (A) DPVs of TR oxidation at surface-modified CPE with Pd NPs. (B) Plot of Ipa vs. 

TR concentration (down to up: 1.0 × 10
−8

M, 5.0 × 10
−8

M, 1.0 × 10
−7

M, 5.0 × 10
−7

M, 1.0 × 

10
−6

M, 5.0 × 10
−6

M, 1.0 × 10
−5

M, 5.0 × 10
−5

M, 1.0 × 10
−4

 M, 5.0 × 10
−4

 M and 1.0 × 10
−3

 M), 

(50 mV pulse amplitude and 5 mV step potential were employed) (ІІІ). 

The proposed modified CPE is compared with previously employed working electrodes 

in Table  5.4. The surface-modified CPE with a Pd NPs layer demonstrated wider dynamic 

linear range, good limit of detection, good repeatability and reproducibility. 

Table 5.4: Previous employed working electrodes in the determination of TR(ІІІ). 

Electrode Modifier DLR (M) LOD (M) Method Reference 

Hanging 

mercury drop 
- 1.0 × 10

-5
– 1.0 × 10

-8 
1.5 ×10

-11
 SWV [188] 

CPE Gold NPs 5.4×10
-5
– 8.0×10

-9 
1.2×10

-10
 CV [189] 

Ion selective 

electrode 
- 1.0×10

-2
–1.0×10

-5 
7.9×10

-6
 Potentiometry [190] 

GCE 

Presence 

of 

Surfactant 

2.4×10
-6
–4.0×10

-8
 4.5×10

-9
 DPV [191] 
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CPE ZnO/rGO  1.0×10
-5
–1.0×10

-8 
2.0×10

-9
 CV [192] 

CPE Pd NPs 1.0×10
-3
–1.0×10

-8
 1.9×10

-9
 DPV (ІІІ) 
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5.4 Pre-adsorbed methylene blue at carbon-modified TiO2 electrode: 

application for lead sensing in water (ІV) 

Methylene blue (MB) is a cationic organic dye. Wastewater containing MB released 

into the aquatic environment contaminates the local ecosystem and has a harmful impact 

on the health of human beings. In addition, MB is a pharmaceutical product prescribed 

for the treatment of methemoglobinemia, cyanide poisoning and Alzheimer's disease 

[193]. The prescribed dosage varies according to the age and general health of the 

patient, so design of a new, high-performance, mercury-free voltammetric method can 

be useful in the determination of MB.  

Here, CMTN were successfully synthesised with the ethanol carbonisation method. 

CMTN was employed to modify the GCE surface. The synthesised CMTN was 

characterised successfully using various methods such as SEM, XRD, FTIR and 

voltammetric. The textural properties and surface area of CMTN were investigated 

using N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms, which showed the obvious enhancement of 

the total surface area of CMTN compared to TiO2. The appearance of a new peak 

corresponding to the methyl group in the range of 2,850–3,000 cm
−1 

demonstrated the 

carbon modification of TiO2 NPs well by the FTIR method. The XRD technique 

investigated the crystalline phase of TiO2 NPs and CMTN and confirmed no change in 

their crystalline phase of TiO2 NPs after carbon modification (Figure  5.17).  

The surface charge of CMTN and its variation with pH were investigated using zeta 

potential (ZP). Investigation of the effect of pH on ZP better explained the adsorption of 

CMTN on the GCE surface. Previous studies showed that the pH at the point of zero 

charge (pHPZC) of CMTN (calculated to be 6.53) defined the surface charge of CMTN. 

In this regard, the adsorbent surface gained a negative charge at a pH more than pHPZC, 

while the surface charge is positive at a pH less than pHPZC [116]. So, a negative charge 

was predicted for CMTN at pHs higher than a pHPZC of 6.53, which could interact with 

positive MB electrostatically (Figure  5.17). 
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Figure 5.17: (A) XRD patterns of CMTN and TiO2 precursor. (B) FTIR spectra of CMTN and 

TiO2 precursor. (C) Nitrogen adsorption/desorption isotherms of CMTN and TiO2 precursor. 

(D) ZP vs. pH for CMTN (ІV). 
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The SEM method approximately estimated the size range of CMTN 30-50 nm radiuses. 

In addition, the SEM study demonstrated well the establishment of a rough coverage on 

the GCE surface compared with bare GCE (ІV) (Figure  5.18). The porous structure of 

CMTN extended the surface area on the GCE/CMTN, which led to better and improved 

sensing performance. 

Figure 5.18: SEM images of (A) TiO2, (B) CMTN, (C) GCE/CMTN and (D) GCE (ІV). 

EIS was applied as an effective technique to study the surface of GCE/CMTN. EIS 

measurements were conducted in an aqueous solution containing 5.0 mM Fe(CN)6
4−

, 

5.0 mM Fe(CN)6
3−

 and 0.1 M KNO3 at bare GCE (a) and GCE/CMTN (b) (Figure  5.19). 

The Nyquist plot showed a semi-circular part in the high-frequency zone corresponding 

to the electron transfer kinetic resistance (Rct) of the electrochemical reaction, and a 

linear part in the lower frequency zone demonstrated the diffusion-controlled electrode 

process. The Rct value on the bare GCE (1050 Ω) was much higher than the measured 

Rct on the surface of GCE/CMTN (333.4 Ω), indicating that modification of GCE with 

CMTN had a significant effect on decreasing electron transfer resistance and increasing 

electron transfer rate on the surface of GCE/CMTN (ІV).  
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Figure 5.19: Nyquist diagram (–Z″ versus Z′) for the EIS measurements in 5.0 mM Fe(CN)6 
4-

, 

5.0 mM Fe(CN)6
3-

 and 0.1 M KNO3 at the formal potential 0.2 V vs. SCE (a) bare GCE, (b) 

GCE/CMTN. Potential: 0.2 V vs. SCE, frequency range: 1 Hz‒10,000 Hz (ІV). 

5.4.1 CMTN/GCE for MB sensing(ІV) 

The applicability of GCE/CMTN was investigated in terms of determining MB using 

CV. The observed signal at GCE/CMTN (solid line) was much higher than the signal 

obtained from bare GCE (dotted line) under similar experimental conditions. It can be 

concluded that CMTN performed well as a modifier for improving the efficiency of 

GCE. In addition, the investigated voltammetric signal for the pre-adsorbed MB was 

much better than the obtained voltammetric signal of MB in solution (dashed-line). 
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Figure 5.20:  CVs of 0.1 mM solution of MB in buffer solution pH 7.0 at GCE/CMTN (short-

dashed line). The working electrode was immersed for 4 min in MB solution and then rinsed 

and moved into phosphate buffer solution pH 7.0 for CV measurement at GCE/CMTN (solid 

line) and at bare GCE (dotted line). ν was 100 mVs
-1

 (ІV). 

The influence of various parameters such as time, pH and stirring rate on the peak 

current of MB was investigated to optimise the best conditions of MB pre-adsorption on 

the surface of CMTN. The best signal was obtained at 1,000 rpm after 4 min. The 

maximum Ip,a was obtained at pH 7.0 which was in agreement with ZP results. The 

cationic MB was extracted efficiently on the surface GCE/CMTN due to strong 

electrostatic interaction between cationic MB and the negative surface of the CMTN at 

pHs higher than pHPZC of 6.53 (ІV).  

The effect of pH on the voltammetric signal was investigated and the best signal was 

obtained at pH 7.0. The decrease in the CV’s peak current and the appearance of peak 

shoulder at pHs lower than pH 7.0 resulted from the weaker electrostatic interactions of 

MB and CMTN (regarding CMTN ZP). MB molecules were lost from the GCE/CMTN 

surface and leaked into the voltammetric solution at lower pHs, which decreased the 

stability and efficiency of the pre-adsorbed MB on the surface of GCE/CMTN [194], so 

the voltammetric measurements were conducted at pH 7.0 for better results. 

The study of the pH dependency of Ep,a and Ep,c indicated a negative shift by increasing 

the pH of buffer solutions that demonstrated H
+
 participation in charge transport. 

According the resultant slope –0.0584, the equal number of protons and electrons were 

expected to participate in the MB oxidation/reduction mechanism (Figure  5.22) (ІV) 

[195].  
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 Ep,a/V=˗0.0584 (±0.002) pH + 0.223(±0.012)  (R
2
= 0.993) (5.6) 

 

 
Figure 5.21: Electrochemical reaction of MB (ІV). 
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Figure 5.22: (A) variation of Ip,a vs. various pHs. (B) Variation of Ep,a vs. various pHs. 

GCE/CMTN immersed in a solution of 1×10
-4

 M MB pH 7.0 then rinsed and moved to 

phosphate buffer solutions pH 2.0, 3.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0 and acetate buffer solutions pH 4.0 and 

5.0 for CV measurement, ν was 100 mV s
-1 
(ІV). 

The effect of ν on the peak current at GCE/CMTN was investigated to study the charge 

transport mechanism. The relationship between Ip,a and Ip,c and ν variation was observed 

to be linear, which suggested an adsorption-controlled mechanism (Figure  5.23B) (ІV). 
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 Figure 5.23: (A) CVs of pre-adsorbed MB in various ν. (B) Plot of Ip,a and Ip,c vs. different ν (10, 

20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 150 and 200 mV s
-1

) at GCE/CMTN. (GCE/CMTN. immersed for 4 min in 

1×10
-4

 M MB pH 7.0 solution for pre-adsorption then rinsed and moved in phosphate buffer 

solution pH 7.0 for voltammetric analysis). 

DPV was employed to investigate the anodic signal versus the variation of MB 

concentration. The recorded current showed a linear enhancement by increasing the MB 

concentration in the range of 1.0 × 10
−8
–1.0 × 10

−5
 M

 
with a slope of 0.407 A/M and a 

correlation coefficient (R
2
) of 0.993. The detection limit for MB determination was 

evaluated to be 3 × 10
−9

 M (ІV).  

 Ip,a/A= 1.76 × 10
-6

 + (0.407 C) (R
2
 = 0.993, C is in M) (5.9) 
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Figure 5.24: (A) In DPVs of pre-adsorption measurements, GCE/CMTN immersed for 4 min in 

the solution of various concentrations of MB (1×10
−5

, 5×10
−6

, 1×10
−6

, 5×10
−
7, 1×10

−7
 and 

1×10
−8

 M), phosphate buffer pH 7.0 then rinsed and moved in clean phosphate buffer solution 

pH 7.0 for voltammetric analysis, ν was 100 mV s
−1

. (B) Calibration curve under optimum 

conditions for MB in the range of 1.0 × 10
−5
–1.0 × 10

−8
 M. 

Regarding MB determination, a small number of analytical techniques were employed 

including ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy [196, 197], liquid chromatography tandem 

mass spectrometry [198], capillary electrophoresis [199], surfaces-enhanced Raman 

spectroscopy [200] and electrochemical methods [201-203].  Electrochemical methods 

showed more advantages such as high sensitivity, low cost, simple operation and fast 

response in comparison with other analytical methods. Table  5.5 compared the 

performance of previously reported electrochemical techniques by the proposed method. 

Regarding the results obtained, GCE/CMTN could determine low concentrations of MB 

in the wider dynamic linear range and had a better limit of detection.  

Table 5.5: Previous reported electrochemical electrodes in the detection of MB (ІV). 

Electrode Modifier DLR (M) LOD (M) Method Reference 

Gold 

Electrode 
_ 0.2×10

−6
–10.0×10

−6 
_ CV [202] 

CPE 

Thiol 

functionalised-

clay 

1.0×10
−6
–14.0×10

−6 
4.0×10

−6
 CV [203] 

CPE 
Ibuprofen 

coated Au NPs 
1.0×10

−8
–1.1×10

−6
 3.9×10

−9
 DPV [201] 

GCE CMTN 1.0×10
−8
–1.0×10

−5
 3.0×10

−9
 DPV (ІV) 
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5.4.2  Sensing of lead using pre-adsorbed MB on the surface of CMTN/GCE 

(MB/CMTN/GCE) (ІV) 

Lead (Pb(ІІ)) as a hazardous industrial pollutant has been a concern for decades due to 

its severe damage to the human immune, nervous, reproductive and gastrointestinal 

systems and the environment [204, 205], so fabrication of an efficient, simple and 

mercury-free CME has become a prime target for sensing development, which could 

determine these water pollutants with high sensitivity. MB as an electron mediator has 

been applied successfully in the modification of carbon-based electrodes. The 

application of nano-material support such as graphene [206] MWCNTs [207] and 

titanate nanotubes [194] enhanced the stability of the MB layer on the surface CMEs, 

the catalytic activity of MB and the rate of charge transport between electrode surface 

and target analytes such as lead and cadmium [208, 209], folic acid [206], maltol [210], 

uric acid and dopamine [207, 211]. Here, CMTN was applied as a conducting support to 

stabilise MB on the GCE surface and bring about better electrocatalytic activity. The 

strong electrostatic interaction of cationic MB on the negative surface of the CMTN 

(regarding CMTN ZP) improved MB adsorption and smoothed the charge transport 

between the GCE/CMTN surface and Pb(ІІ).  

In addition to MB catalytic activity at MB/GCE/CMTN, MB could coordinate with 

Pb(ІІ) by its lone pare of nitrogen and adsorb Pb(ІІ) from the solution. The reaction 

mechanism for Pb(ІІ) on the surface of MB/GCE/CMTN can be explained as follows:  

(Pb
2+)

 solution + (Modifier) surface      (Pb
2+

 –Modifier) adsorption (the extraction 

stage)  

(Pb
2+ 

–Modifier) adsorption+ 2e           (Pb –Modifier) adsorption (the reduction stage)  

(Pb –Modifier) adsorption          (Pb
2+

) solution+ (Modifier) surface+ 2e (the stripping 

stage) 

The MB/CMTN/GCE was examined in the detection of Pb(ІІ). A new anodic signal was 

recorded for Pb(ІІ) at a potential of ‒653 mV vs. SCE (Ip,a= 3.20 μA) which was higher 

than the signal (Ip,a= 2.72 μA) obtained at CMTN/GCE and MB/GCE. Regarding these 

results, MB on the surface of CMTN/GCE played a major role in enhancing the rate of 

electron transport on the surface of CMTN/GCE (Figure 5.25), which may be related to 

the supramolecular interaction between CMNT and the phenothiazine ring in MB 

through π–π interactions. 
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Figure  5.25: DPVs of pre-adsorbed 1×10
−6

 M MB on the surface of CMTN/GCE with Pb(ІІ) 

adsorption step (solid line) and without Pb(ІІ) adsorption step (dashed line) and DPV of pre-

adsorbed MB on the surface of bare GCE with Pb(ІІ) adsorption step (dotted line) and DPV of 

pre-adsorbed 1×10
−4

 M Pb(ІІ) on the surface of CMTN/GCE (without MB adsorption 

step)(dashed-dotted line). The working electrode was immersed for 4 min in the solution of 

1×10
−6

 M MB pH 7.0 for pre-adsorption then rinsed and immersed for 4 min in the solution of 

1×10
−4

 M Pb(ІІ) acetate buffer pH 5.0 for adsorption then rinsed and transferred to phosphate 

buffer solution pH 7.0 for analysis under optimum conditions. ν was 100 mV s
−1

 (ІV). 

The influence of various parameters such as time, pH, stirring rate and MB 

concentration on the peak current of Pb(II) were optimised for the extraction step and 

determination of Pb(II). The best Ip,a was gained for 1.0 μM MB at 1,000 rpm after 4 min 

and the best signal was gained at pH 5.0. At higher pHs, Pb(II) precipitated in the form 

of Pb(OH)2 and the peak current decreased (ІV), so further studies were conducted under 

optimised conditions. 

The effect of ν variation on the Ip,a at MB/CMTN/GCE in a buffered solution of pH 7.0 

was investigated and a linear relationship was observed in the range of 10–200 mV s
-1

 

(V). The equations for Ip,a and Ip,c versus ν were:  

 )/(10464.01049.0/ 146

,

  VsAI ap    (R
2
 = 0.99)       (5.10) 

 )/(10587.0(1023.0/ 147

,

  VsAI cp    (R
2
 = 0.99)          (5.11) 
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 Figure 5.26: (A) CVs of pre-adsorbed MB on the surface of CMTN/GCE with Pb(II) 

adsorption step in various ν (10, 20, 40, 60, 100, 150 and 200 mV s
-1

). (B) Plot of Ip,a and Ip,c 

versus different ν (CMTN/GCE was immersed for 4 min in the solution of 1×10
-6 

M MB pH 7.0 

for pre-adsorption then rinsed and immersed for 4 min in the solution of 1×10
-4 

M Pb(II) acetate 

buffer pH 5.0 for adsorption then rinsed and transferred to phosphate buffer solution pH 7.0 for 

analysis) (ІV). 

DPV measurements were performed by immersing MB/CMTN/GCE in a solution of 

various concentrations of Pb(ІІ) under optimum conditions (Figure  5.27A). The linear 

calibration curve was observed for Pb(ІІ) in the range of 5×10
−4

 to 1×10
−7

 M and the 

limit of detection was estimated to be 3× 10
−8

 M (for S/N=3) (ІV). 

 

 CAI 36 1097.21073.1/     (R
2
 = 0.994, C is in M)                                           (5.12) 

The performance of MB/CMTN/GCE in detecting of Pb(ІІ) in water samples was 

studied by applying a standard addition method under optimised conditions. A recovery 

of 102% was evaluated for the local tap water sample and a recovery of 101% for the 

local lake water sample (Pankalampi, Mikkeli, Finland). In addition, the effect of 

coexisting ions on the signal of Pb(ІІ) showed no interference for ions Ni
2+

, Co
2+

, a 

1,000-fold excess of Zn
2+

, a 100-fold excess of Cr
2+

, a twofold excess of Cu
2+

, Mg
2+

 and 

a one-fold excess of Cd
2+ 

(ІV). 

Regarding determination of Pb(II), previously modified carbon-based electrodes are 

compared with each other in Table  5.6. MB/CMTN/GCE demonstrated wide dynamic 

linear range and good limit of detection in comparison to other reported CMEs. In 

addition, MB/CMTN/GCE covered other required factors for the fabrication of high-

performance CME, including high sensitivity, low cost and environmental friendliness. 
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Figure 5.27: (A) In DPVs of pre-adsorption measurements, CMTN/GCE was immersed for 4 

min in a solution of 1×10
-6

 M MB pH 7.0 for pre-adsorption then rinsed and immersed for 4 min 

in a solution of various concentration of Pb(ІІ) (5×10
-4

,1×10
-4

, 5×10
-5

, 1×10
-5

, 5×10
-6

, 1×10
-6

 

and 1×10
-7 

M), acetate buffer pH 5.0 then rinsed and transferred into a clean phosphate buffer 

solution pH 7.0 for DPV analysis. ν was 100 mV s
-1

. (B) Calibration curve under optimum 

conditions for Pb(II) in range of 5×10
-4

 to 1×10
-7

 M (ІV). 

Table 5.6: Previously employed CME in the detection of Pb(II) (ІV). 

E
lectro

d
e 

Modifier DLR (M) LOD (M) Method Reference 

GCE PANI/MMT
1 

0.004×10
−6
–0.1×10

−6
 0.001×10

−6
 DPASV

2 
[212] 

GCE 
Band 

Fe3O4/rGO
3 0.4×10

−6
–1.5×10

−6
 0.169×10

−6
 SWASV [213] 

CPE TPP
4 

0.3×10
−6
–20.0×10

−6 
0.084×10

−6
 DPASV [214] 

GCE MnFe2O4 NC
5 

0.2×10
−6
–1.1×10

−6
 0.054 ×10

−6
 SWASV [215] 

GC 

spheres 

2-Hyroxy 

benzoic acid 

diazonium 

tetrafluroborate 

1.0×10
−6
–10.0×10

−6
 0.18×10

−6
 DPASV [216] 

GCE 

5-Br-

PADAP
6
/MWC

NT 

4.34×10
−9
–5.5×10

−7
 4.8×10

−10
 DPASV [217] 
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CPE 
α- and β-

cyclodextrins 
1×10

–5
–1×10

–3
 _ DPASV [218] 

CPE 

periodic 

mesoporous 

organosilica 

9.6×10
−9
–4.8×10

−7
 2.4×10

−9
 SWASV [219] 

GCE 

siloxane-crown 

ether polyamide 

copolymer 
9.6×10

−8
–3.3×10

−6
 1.69×10

−8
 DPASV [220] 

GCE MB/CMTN 1×10
−7
–5.0×10

−4
 3.0 ×10

−8
 DPV (ІV) 

 

1Na+–montmorillonites/polyaniline nanocomposite 
2 Differential pulse anodic stripping voltammetry, SWASV: square-wave anodic voltammetry 
3Band Fe3O4 decorated reduced graphene oxide, TPP: Kaolinite clay modified with tripolyphosphate 
4Kaolinite clay modified with tripolyphosphate 
5 MnFe2O4 nanocrystal clusters 
62-(5-bromo-2-pyridylazo)-5-diethylaminophenol
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6 Conclusion and future work 

In this research, new high-performance, low-cost and environmentally-friendly 

modified electrodes such as KolliphorEL/GCE, Pd NPs/CPE, Au/Pd/MWCNT/CPE, 

CMTN/GCE and MB/CMTN/GCE were fabricated successfully. 

Modification methods favourably changed the rate of charge transport on the surface of 

these modified electrodes. The electrochemical performances of these new modified 

carbon-based electrodes were investigated using EIS and CV methods and the obtained 

results were compared with the results of unmodified electrodes. The utility of these 

new modified electrodes was examined in the detection of pharmaceutical and 

biological compounds such as TM, TR, MB, hydrophobic compounds and 

environmental contaminants such as Pb(ІІ). In addition, their applicability in the 

detection of various analytes in real samples such as synthetic serum, pharmaceutical 

preparations and lake water was tested. The repeatability of the obtained results and the 

reproducibility and stability of these modified carbon-based electrodes were 

investigated successfully. 

Here, the finding of this research is briefly summarised. 

The surface of GCE was modified with KolliphorEL monolayer. The interfacial charge 

transport investigation at KolliphorEL/GCE in a Fe(CN)6
3-/4- 

 solution as a redox probe 

demonstrated a blocked electron transfer that could be opened in the presence of Fc 

derivatives. Fc derivatives performed well as electron shuttles through the KolliphorEL 

monolayer. This electron shuttling system was introduced for the first time. The 

electron shuttling ability of Fc derivatives was variable regarding their hydrophobicity 

nature, linking ability to a KolliphorEL/GCE surface and whether they held a desirable 

electrostatic charge with regard to Fe(CN)6
3-/4-

. In the Fc family, low values of 

butylferrocene and dimethylaminomethyl-ferrocene were more active. Further 

investigation should be conducted to study stability of the modified electrode. In future, 

this electron shuttling system could be investigated for sensing trace amounts of other 

redox-active molecules including medicine, bio-markers, environmental contaminants, 

which could be acted as a signal amplifier in redox processes. Study of other 

hydrophobic mediators will be useful in further studies. In addition, this electrochemical 

surface modification method was conducted fast and simply, which could be interesting 

to use for anodic grafting of other PEGylated molecules (І). 

The decorated MWCNTs with Au/Pd NPs was employed to modify the body of CPE. 

Au/Pd/MWCNTs/CPE performed well in the determination of low concentrations of 

TM with high repeatability. Au/Pd/MWCNT/CPE showed a mercury-free electrode 

with high sensitivity, fast response and with a renewable surface that was employed to 

determine TM in its pharmaceutical sample. Surface modification of GCE or CPE with 

a droplet of Au/Pd/MWCNTs or electrochemical synthesis and attachment of 

Au/Pd/MWCNT may be interesting to study and developed in future. Application of 

graphene instead of MWCNTs will be interesting to form Au/Pd/graphene 

nanocomposite and use in modification of GCE or CPE in further studies (ІІ). 
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The surface of CPE was modified with Pd NPs simply, quickly by using CV. Pd 

NPs/CPE demonstrated promising results in the determination of TR such as good 

repeatability and sensitivity, low limit of detection and rapid response. All these 

advantages make it desirable to apply Pd NPs/CPE in the pharmaceutical and clinical 

industries. This simple and reliable electrochemical modification method could be 

improved for attachment of other metal NPs or bimetals in further studies (ІІІ). 

CMTN was synthesised with a simple and low-cost method (ethanol carbonisation) and 

employed to modify the surface of GCE. The advantages of CMTN/GCE compared to 

bare GCE were successfully investigated by SEM, EIS and CV. CMTN/GCE showed 

high performance in the detection of sub-micromolar MB in a wide linear range. 

Furthermore, the pre-adsorbed MB on the surface of CMTN/GCE acted effectively in 

the determination of low values of Pb(ІІ). MB/CMTN/GCE suggested a low-cost, 

simple and fast way of detecting Pb(ІІ) in the presence of other coexisting ions. Further 

studies should be conducted to evaluate the applicability of CMTN/GCE for detecting 

other biomarkers and pollutants. The use of CMTN as an adsorbent in wastewater 

treatment could be investigated in future research (ІV).
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ABSTRACT: Covalently grafted KolliphorEL (a poly(ethylene
glycol)-based transporter molecule for hydrophobic water-insoluble
drugs; MW, ca. 2486; diameter, ca. 3 nm) at the surface of a glassy-
carbon electrode strongly affects the rate of electron transfer for
aqueous redox systems such as Fe(CN)6

3−/4−. XPS data confirm
monolayer grafting after electrochemical anodization in pure
KolliphorEL. On the basis of voltammetry and impedance
measurements, the charge transfer process for the Fe(CN)6

3−/4−

probe molecule is completely blocked after KolliphorEL grafting and
in the absence of a “guest”. However, in the presence of low
concentrations of suitable ferrocene derivatives as guests, mediated
electron transfer across the monolayer via a shuttle mechanism is
observed. The resulting amplification of the ferrocene electro-
analytical signal is investigated systematically and compared for five
ferrocene derivatives. The low-concentration electron shuttle efficiency decreases in the following sequence: (dimethylamino-
methyl)ferrocene > n-butyl ferrocene > ferrocene dimethanol > ferroceneacetonitrile > ferroceneacetic acid.

KEYWORDS: Cremophor, PEGylation, amplification, voltammetry, tunneling, sensor

1. INTRODUCTION

Surface-modified electrodes are widely used in sensors1 and in
film electrodes.2−4 Covalent grafting of a monolayer onto
carbon electrode surfaces can be achieved by diazonium
methods,5,6 “click” chemistry,7 amide chemical attachment,8

or many other similar processes.9 Electrochemical surface
modification offers the advantage (over chemical processes) of
potential control and optimization to achieve well-defined
monolayer coverage. A wide range of often radical-based
intermediates are known to attach spontaneously to carbon
electrode surfaces.10,11 We have recently adapted a method-
ology introduced by Maeda and co-workers12,13 to attach
poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) derivatives to glassy-carbon and
boron-doped diamond electrode surfaces.14 An anodic treat-
ment was developed to allow monolayer attachment of PEGs
with a resulting structure-dependent retardation of the rate of
heterogeneous electron transfer. In this study, a PEGylated
castor oil derivative, KolliphorEL (CAS no. 61791-12-6; MW,

ca. 2486 g mol−1; Figure 1) is selected to demonstrate this
anodic grafting process for a more complex molecule.
For PEGylated molecules such as KolliphorEL, the hydroxyl

end groups are sensitive to oxidation with radical intermediates
likely to bind to the carbon electrode surface.15 As a PEGylated
castor oil derivative, KolliphorEL (Figure 1) is often employed
as medicinal additive or drug carrier reagent16 to allow water-
insoluble drug molecules to be solubilized and carried to the
location of action. On the basis of this use, it could introduce
interesting new properties (with a hydrophobic layer, Figure
1C) to the modified carbon electrode surface. Similarly,
PEGylation is widely used to impose hydrophilic character to
surfaces, particles, and molecules.17 In this study, the
KolliphorEL surface layer is employed as (i) a barrier to
electron transfer and (ii) a host film to allow hydrophobic
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reagents to bind and enhance or amplify interfacial electron
transfer.
Amplification of electroanalytical signals is often desirable

and possible, for example, (i) by direct feedback in generator-
collector electrode devices18 and (ii) in catalytic processes
where an enzyme19 or nanoparticle catalyst20 is employed to
enhance the analytical response. Here, amplification is achieved
simply on the basis of a difference in the rate of heterogeneous
electron transfer for two redox systems. Figure 2 shows a

schematic drawing of the electrode surface with a layer of
KolliphorEL immobilized. The direct electron transfer to the
Fe(CN)6

3−/4− redox system is suppressed, but the presence of a
shuttle molecule such as ferrocene (Fc) can be employed to
restore electron transfer. Very low concentrations of ferrocene
can therefore be detected as relatively large amplified currents.
Here, the Maeda method is employed to produce a

KolliphorEL monolayer on a glassy-carbon electrode surface.
It is shown that this results in a dramatic decrease in the rate of
heterogeneous electron transfer for aqueous Fe(CN)6

3−/4−.
Ferrocene derivatives are then compared with respect to their
shuttle ability for electrons to pass through the KolliphorEL
layer. A quantitative study reveals the structural parameters that
govern the shuttle process. Future applications are envisaged in
the amplification (or modulation) of other types of electron-
transfer processes, e.g., in analytical drug or explosives detection
applications.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Chemical Reagents. KolliphorEL (CAS number 61791-12-6;

MW ca. 2450 g mol−1; previously also known as Cremophor EL;
Aldrich) is a PEGylated castor oil derivative (Figure 1). Lithium
perchlorate (LiClO4, Sigma-Aldrich, ≥ 95%, ACS reagent grade) was
used as background electrolyte in neat KolliphorEL solutions.
Ferrocene dimethanol (Fc(MeOH)2, Aldrich, 98%), ferroceneacetic

acid (FcAcOH, Aldrich, 98%), ferroceneacetonitrile (FcMeCN,
Aldrich), n-butyl ferrocene (BuFc, Alfa Aesar, 98%, oil), N,N′-
(dimethylaminomethyl)ferrocene (MeFcNMe2, TCI Europe, oil),
potassium ferrocyanide(II) (K4Fe(CN)6, Fisons, 98%), and potassium
ferricyanide(III) (K3Fe(CN)6, Aldrich, 99+ %) were used as redox
species in aqueous solutions containing 0.1 M potassium nitrate
(KNO3, Sigma-Aldrich, ≥ 99.0%) as background electrolyte.

2.2. Instrumentation. All electrochemical measurements were
carried out using an Ivium Compactstat 104 Model B08084 (Ivium
Technologies NL). A step potential of 1 mV was used in cyclic
voltammetry experiments. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
(EIS) was carried out at open-circuit potential (OCP) = 0.19 V versus
SCE in a 0.1 M KNO3 solution containing 5 mM Fe(CN)6

3− and 5
mM Fe(CN)6

4−, with an amplitude of 10 mV. The frequency was
varied from 10 kHz to 0.01 Hz. Equivalent circuit data fitting was
carried out using ZView software.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) experiments were carried
out using a Thermo K Alpha (Thermo Scientific) spectrometer
(operating at ∼10−8−10−9 Torr), a 180° double-focusing hemi-
spherical analyzer running in constant-analyzer energy (CAE) mode
with a 128-channel detector. A monochromated Al Kα radiation
source (1486.7 eV) was used. Peak fitting was carried out with XPS
Peak Fit (v. 4.1) software using Shirley background subtraction. Peaks
were referenced to the adventitious carbon C 1s peak (284.6 eV), and
peak areas were normalized to the photoelectron cross section of the F
1s photoelectron signal using atomic sensitivity factors.21

2.3. Procedure for KolliphorEL Grafting. KolliphorEL is a
viscous liquid and can be employed directly as a solvent in
electrochemical experiments after addition of suitable electrolyte.
Here, a solution of 20 mM LiClO4 in KolliphorEL is employed for the
electrode modification process. A 3 mm diameter glassy-carbon
electrode is placed into this solution with +1.6 V versus SCE applied
for 20 min (optimized previously).14 The electrode is then rinsed with
water and dried. The extent of surface modification is apparent from
XPS data for two independently prepared samples K1 and K2 (Figure
3).

Survey spectra show photoelectron signals from contaminant-free
surfaces containing C and O (Figure 3A). The C 1s photoelectron
signals show evidence for a PEG-like interface. The C 1s spectra
associated with KolliphorEL samples K1 and K2 are shown in Figure
3B. The spectra could be fitted (section 2) into four chemical
environments: adventitious carbon and hydrocarbon (284.6 eV), ether
(C−O, ∼286.1 eV), carbonyl (CO, ∼287.1 eV), and carboxyl (C
O(OH), ∼288.1 eV).22 The O 1s photoelectron signal in Figure 3C
was curve-fitted using the model established by Schlapak et al.23 as
follows: hydroxyl (−OH, ∼531 eV), ether (C−O, ∼532.2 eV), and
water (H2O, ∼533.5 eV). The above spectra are consistent with PEG-
like surface chemistry, with contribution from C−O from repeated
poly(ethylene glycol) units dominating the observed photoelectron
signal. The presence of hydroxyl and water O 1s signals suggests that
trace water is present within the interface, which is to be expected
because water binds strongly to PEG. XPS data are summarized in
Table 1. Variation between samples K1 and K2 suggest some position
dependence and/or sample-to-sample variability. Key changes in
comparison to the bare glassy-carbon surface are (i) an increase in O

Figure 1. (A) Molecular structure of the main component in KolliphorEL and (B) 3D rendering (GaussView 5.0) showing the approximate diameter
of 3−5 nm. (C) Schematic drawing of a KolliphorEL monolayer with a hydrophobic region resulting from the triglyceride.

Figure 2. Schematic drawing of the amplification mechanism for the
low-concentration ferrocene (Fc) redox process in the presence of the
suppressed Fe(CN)6

3−/4− electron transfer.
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1s/C 1s ratio, mainly caused by C−O, (ii) an increase in C 1s for C−
O, and (iii) an increase in O 1s for C−O.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. KolliphorEL Grafting Affects Heterogeneous

Electron-Transfer Kinetics. KolliphorEL is medicinal for-
mulation additive and a transporter molecule for drugs and
poorly water-soluble materials.16 It is employed here when
grafted as a monolayer directly onto glassy-carbon electrode
surfaces. Although only monolayer deposition occurs, a
dramatic effect of this surface modification is detected in
heterogeneous electron transfer for the Fe(CN)6

3−/4− redox
system (eq 1).

+ ⇄− − −Fe(CN) e Fe(CN)6
3

6
4

(1)

This redox system is often employed to probe surface-
modification effects,24 and here it is shown to be highly
sensitive to KolliphorEL grafts. Figure 4A displays cyclic
voltammetry data first for the unmodified glassy-carbon
electrode and then for the KolliphorEL-modified electrode.
The heterogeneous electron transfer to Fe(CN)6

3−/4− is almost
completely suppressed within the potential range investigated
here. The approximate diameter of the KolliphorEL molecules
is 1 nm (Figure 1), which appears to be sufficient to essentially
switch off heterogeneous electron transfer. A gentle polish is
sufficient to reverse the effect.
The experiment was repeated with impedance analysis to

explore the effect in the time domain. Figure 4B shows
impedance data for unmodified and modified electrodes. For
the unmodified electrode, a conventional Randles circuit model
(inset in Figure 4B) was employed giving Rsol = 154 Ω, Ret =
266 Ω, C = 1.8 μF, WP = 0.5, WT = 107, and WR = 6310 Ω.
(The line of best fit overlays data in Figure 4B.) For the
KolliphorEL-modified electrode, the impedance response is
associated mainly with capacitive charging (Figure 4B), with
Rsol and C values similar to those for the unmodified electrode.
However, a good fit was not possible. This is believed to be due
to low-frequency data revealing additional complexity, which
could be due to some remaining porosity in the grafted layer
and associated with some electron transfer at frequencies below
1 Hz. In summary, the KolliphorEL grafting strongly suppresses
electron transfer to Fe(CN)6

3−/4−, and it is now possible to
introduce guest molecules to explore shuttle effects and
changes in electron transfer.

3.2. KolliphorEL Grafting Affecting Heterogeneous
Electron-Transfer Kinetics: Ferrocene Mediators. In
contrast to the dramatic change in the rate of heterogeneous
electron transfer observed for hydrophilic Fe(CN)6

3−/4−, the
rates of electron transfer for many more hydrophobic ferrocene
derivatives are potentially less sensitive to surface modification.
This is consistent with the less hydrated and more hydrophobic
ferrocene derivatives penetrating into the KolliphorEL film and
effectively operating as electron shuttles between the electrode
surface and the solution redox species (such as Fe(CN)6

3−/4−).
The shuttle efficiency is investigated for five different ferrocene
derivatives.
Ferrocene dimethanol (Figure 5) is modestly water-soluble

and employed here as an electron shuttle at 0, 5, 10, and 50 μM
concentrations to lower the electron-transfer impedance
between the electrode and Fe(CN)6

3−/4−. The voltammetric
signal at the KolliphorEL-modified glassy carbon increases from
no signal to 42 μA peak current (Figure 5A), which is close to
the diffusion-limited value for the Fe(CN)6

3−/4− species
(compare to Figure 4A). The underlying voltammetric signal
for the ferrocene dimethanol itself remains insignificant on this

Figure 3. (A) Representative survey XPS spectra of KolliphorEL
modification of glassy carbon. XPS core level spectra of modified
substrate (B) C 1s and (C) O 1s. Representative curve fits (section 2)
are shown for C 1s and O 1s and for two independently investigated
samples (dotted lines K1, bottom, and K2, above; Table 1).

Table 1. XPS Ratios and Surface Composition for Two Independently Investigated Samples with KolliphorEL monolayer (K1
and K2) and a Bare Glassy-Carbon (GC) Substratea

C 1s composition (%) O 1s composition (%)

sample O 1s/C 1s C−C C−O CO CO(OH) OH H2O C−O

K1 2.94 39.1 50.2 6.4 4.3 1.3 12.6 86.1
K2 3.12 54.7 33.8 4.8 6.7 5.3 12.8 81.9
GC 1.29 66 11 11 8 12 33 55

aPeak integration methods based on literature models for C 1s17 and O 1s18 were employed.
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scale and is not detected in this experiment. Only the amplified
net current for the Fe(CN)6

3−/4− redox system is detected.
The electron shuttle effect is also seen in the impedance data

(Figure 5B), where a significant change in the lower-frequency
range (below 10 Hz) is consistent with the flow of Faradaic
current catalyzed by the ferrocene dimethanol mediator. Figure
5C shows two sets of experimental impedance data (dots) with
simulation data (line), which will be discussed below.
When employing ferroceneacetonitrile as the electron shuttle

(Figure 6A), a similar change in the cyclic voltammetry peak
current is observed. However, the peak currents for oxidation
(Figure 6A) appear lower compared to data in Figure 5A, with
less cathodic current observed on the reverse scan. Table 2
summarizes some data for voltammetric features (and
impedance data, vide infra) observed for the different ferrocene
derivatives in experiments at KolliphorEL-modified glassy-
carbon electrodes. The reversible potential for Fe(CN)6

4−/3−

here is 0.19 V versus SCE, and it can be seen that for all
ferrocene derivatives a higher E0 (consistent with less driving
force for reduction) makes the amplification process asym-
metric with less driving force for the cathodic signal. The
magnitude of the anodic peak signal is also likely to be
correlated to the peak-to-peak separation ΔEp (indicative of
slower electron transfer kinetics; Table 2). Therefore, the lower
mediated oxidation peaks for ferroceneacetonitrile (Figure 6)
and for ferroceneacetic acid (Figure 7), compared to other
ferrocene derivatives, are likely to be linked here primarily to
the slower kinetics of electron transfer (consistent with a wider
peak-to-peak separation) limiting the electron shuttle rate.
Next, ferroceneacetic acid is employed as the electron shuttle

(Figure 7), and similar trends are observed. However, the
suppression of the oxidation peaks is more pronounced. On the
basis of data in Table 2, very similar behavior for ferrocene-
acetonitrile and ferroceneacetic acid could be predicted, but

Figure 4. (A) Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate = 50 mV s−1) for a 3 mm glassy-carbon electrode immersed in aqueous 5 mM Fe(CN)6
3−, 5 mM

Fe(CN)6
4−, and 0.1 M KNO3 before and after KolliphorEL grafting. (B) Impedance data for the same system at the equilibrium potential.

Figure 5. (A) Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate = 50 mV s−1) for a 3 mm glassy-carbon electrode immersed in aqueous 5 mM Fe(CN)6
3−, 5 mM

Fe(CN)6
4−, and 0.1 M KNO3 with addition of (i) 0, (ii) 5, (iii) 10, and (iv) 50 μM ferrocene dimethanol. (B) Impedance data for this system at

equilibrium potential. (C) Nyquist plot with simulation model data (line) and experimental data (dots) for 1 and 10 μM ferrocene dimethanol.

Figure 6. (A) Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate = 50 mV s−1) for a 3 mm glassy-carbon electrode immersed in aqueous 5 mM Fe(CN)6
3−, 5 mM

Fe(CN)6
4−, and 0.1 M KNO3 with addition of (i) 0, (ii) 5, (iii) 10, and (iv) 50 μM ferroceneacetonitrile. (B) Impedance data for this system at

equilibrium potential. (C) Nyquist plot with simulation model data (dashed and solid lines) and experimental data (dots) for 1 and 10 μM
ferroceneacetonitrile.
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Table 2. Summary of Data from Voltammetry and Impedance Spectroscopya

E0 (V vs SCE)b ΔEp (V)b [Fc] (μM) Rsol (Ω) Ret (Ω) WR (kΩ)c WT (s)c CPET (μF) CPEP δapp (μm)

ferrocenedimethanol 0.28 0.11 1 127 9177 524 38.9 2.84 0.796 153
10 134 5073 268 5.16 2.78 0.798 56

ferroceneacetonitrile 0.21 0.22 1 137 2958 690 82.5 2.39 0.816 222
10 150 5332 635 67.3 2.30 0.835 201

ferroceneacetic acid 0.20 0.22 1 123 7815 1720 393 2.32 0.843 486
10 132 6063 89 11.8 2.58 0.832 84

(dimethylaminomethyl)ferrocene 0.27 0.10 1 135 6180 123 2.82 4.01 0.795 41
10 138 3092 335 19.0 2.69 0.838 107

n-butyl ferrocene 0.22 0.04 1 130 6557 139 8.14 1.82 0.789 70
10 127 1117 127 222 3.94 0.743 365

aSolution with 50 μM ferrocene derivative, 5 mM Fe(CN)6
3− and 5 mM Fe(CN)6

4−, in 0.1 M KNO3 (scan rate = 50 mV s−1). Impedance data relate
to a Randles circuit (see text) with WP = 0.5 and δapp = (WT × D)1/2, with D = 0.6 × 10−9 m2 s−1 as an approximate value25 used for all ferrocene
derivatives. bObtained from cyclic voltammograms of 50 μM solution of ferrocene derivative in 0.1 M KNO3 at a KolliphorEL-modified glassy-
carbon electrode. Note that signals in particular for ferroceneacetonitrile, (dimethylaminomethyl)ferrocene, and n-butyl ferrocene are complicated by
the interaction with the electrode surface cA short Warburg element was selected to reflect the electron transfer to Fe(CN)6

3−/4−

Figure 7. (A) Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate = 50 mV s−1) for a 3 mm glassy-carbon electrode immersed in aqueous 5 mM Fe(CN)6
3−, 5 mM

Fe(CN)6
4−, and 0.1 M KNO3 with addition of (i) 0, (ii) 5, (iii) 10, and (iv) 50 μM ferroceneacetic acid. (B) Impedance data for this system at

equilibrium potential. (C) Nyquist plot with simulation model data (line) and experimental data (dots) for 1 and 10 μM ferroceneacetic acid.

Figure 8. (A) Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate = 50 mV s−1) for a 3 mm glassy-carbon electrode immersed in aqueous 5 mM Fe(CN)6
3−, 5 mM

Fe(CN)6
4−, and 0.1 M KNO3 with addition of (i) 0, (ii) 5, (iii) 10, and (iv) 50 μM (dimethylaminomethyl)ferrocene. (B) Impedance data for this

system at equilibrium potential. (C) Nyquist plot with simulation model data (line) and experimental data (dots) for 1 and 10 μM dimethylamino-
methyl-ferrocene.

Figure 9. (A) Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate = 50 mV s−1) for a 3 mm glassy-carbon electrode immersed in aqueous 5 mM Fe(CN)6
3−, 5 mM

Fe(CN)6
4−, and 0.1 M KNO3 with addition of (i) 0, (ii) 5, (iii) 10, and (iv) 50 μM butyl ferrocene. (B) Impedance data for this system at

equilibrium potential. (C) Nyquist plot with simulation model data (line) and experimental data (dots) for 1 and 10 μM butyl ferrocene.
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additional electrostatic repulsion (at neutral pH) of the
negatively charged ferrocene-acetate and the Fe(CN)6

3−/4−

redox system is likely to limit further the electron shuttle
efficiency. The impedance at the equilibrium potential shows
very similar features compared to the data for ferrocene-
acetonitrile, with somewhat lower impedance for higher
ferrocene mediator concentration.
The (dimethylaminomethyl)ferrocene electron shuttle (Fig-

ure 8) is positively charged in neutral aqueous solution with
possible implication on reactivity. Voltammetric responses
shown in in Figure 8A are consistent with redox mediator
activity but with an additional shift in the response and a high
peak current at 50 μM (dimethylaminomethyl)ferrocene
concentration. Voltammetric data in Table 2 suggest that
(dimethylaminomethyl)ferrocene should be similar in reactivity
when compared to ferrocene dimethanol; therefore, the
additional anodic current (and the unusually sharp peak
shape) may be associated with additional complexity, e.g.,
favorable interaction with the modified surface or between
cationic (dimethylaminomethyl)ferrocene and Fe(CN)6

3−/4− at
the electrode surface.
Finally, butyl ferrocene is employed as electron shuttle

(Figure 9), and similar trends are observed. The solubility of
butyl ferrocene in the aqueous phase is low, and at 50 μM
nominal concentration, additional anodic activity is clearly seen
in Figure 9A (a sharp peak), caused by aggregation at the
electrode surface. It is likely that at lower butyl ferrocene
concentration accumulation of the more lipophilic redox probe
into the KolliphorEL film occurs to further aid the electron
shuttle process.
On the basis of the qualitative comparison of electron shuttle

efficiency, it appears likely that improved mediator effects are
linked to (i) ferrocene derivatives with higher rate of electron
transfer across the KolliphorEL layer and (ii) ferrocene
derivatives with the ability to bind or aggregate at the
KolliphorEL surface. A more detailed investigation of the
underlying mechanism is presented next.
3.3. KolliphorEL Grafting Affecting Heterogeneous

Electron-Transfer Kinetics: Mechanism. The equivalent
circuit describing the electron shuttle mechanism reasonably
closely is shown in Figure 10. The solution resistance Rsol and

the resistance for heterogeneous electron transfer to the
ferrocene derivative Ret are complemented with a “short”
Warburg impedance to represent, at least at first approximation,
the Fe(CN)6

3−/4− redox system feeding electrons into the layer,
and a constant phase element (CPE) is employed to cope with
nonideal capacitive behavior (caused by pores and hetero-
geneity at the surface). The short Warburg impedance is
acceptable as a description of the mechanism here as long as
the concentration of Fe(CN)6

3−/4− is not perturbed, thereby
resulting in additional diffusion contributions. This condition is
valid only for low ferrocene concentrations, and it seems to give

reliable results only for (dimethylaminomethyl)ferrocene and
butyl ferrocene (vide infra).
Data summarized in Table 2 describe the results from

quantitative impedance data fitting (Figures 5C−9C). It can be
observed that the Rsol value changes insignificantly, and
capacitance C also remains similar to the value observed for
the bare glassy-carbon electrode. Ret appears to be in the kilo-
ohm range, without a clear trend attributable to the structure of
ferrocene derivatives. An interesting parameter is WT, which for
the short Warburg element, is linked to the apparent diffusion
layer thickness δapp = (WT × D)1/2 (with D = 0.6 × 10−9 m2 s−1

here estimated for the ferrocene derivatives20). When
inspecting the apparent diffusion layer thickness δapp, it is
obvious that all values from 41 to 486 μm are considerably
greater than the thickness of the KolliphorEL film grafted onto
the electrode. Therefore, diffusion of ferrocene and ferricenium
may occur well within the solution phase (Figure 2). Some of
the δapp values are considerable, which suggests that another
type of physical process (such as slow bimolecular electron
transfer or an additional heterogeneous electron transfer) could
be hidden within the data. It is also interesting that although
the first three ferrocene derivatives show a decrease in δapp with
higher mediator concentration (dimethylaminomethyl)-
ferrocene and butyl ferrocene show an increase in δapp with
ferrocene concentration. The increase is expected when
considering a stronger perturbation of the Fe(CN)6

3−/4−

concentration; however, the decrease again suggests another
type of physical process underlying the overall process. These
trends are also observed in the corresponding data for 5 and 50
μM ferrocene mediator (not shown).
For the three more-soluble ferrocenes (ferrocene dimethanol

> ferroceneacetonitrile > ferroceneacetic acid), a clear trend of
lower δapp for more efficient electron shuttling is seen (see for
comparison voltammetry data). The most effective electron
shuttle here appears to be (dimethylaminomethyl)ferrocene
with the smallest diffusion length δ = 41 μm at 1 μM
concentration. It is likely that this is linked to some binding of
the electron shuttle to the KolliphorEL film and an indication
that in future for this type of ferrocene even lower mediator
concentrations are effective.
Finally, the effect of the Fe(CN)6

3−/4− redox system in the
aqueous phase is assessed. Figure 11A shows data for a
KolliphorEL-modified electrode immersed in solutions of 5, 10,
20, and 50 mM each of Fe(CN)6

3− and Fe(CN)6
4−. The

increase in the rate of electron transfer provides evidence for
the first-order nature of the heterogeneous electron transfer.
Impedance data in Figure 11B further demonstrate this effect.
Finally, in the presence of 50 μM butyl ferrocene electron
shuttle, an increase in the current response and change in peak
shape are seen (Figure 11C), consistent with the voltammetric
responses at high mediator concentration being (i) first-order
in Fe(CN)6

3−/4− and (ii) now in part Fe(CN)6
3−/4− diffusion-

controlled.

4. CONCLUSIONS
KolliphorEL has been shown to form monolayer films on glassy
carbon when an anodic grafting protocol is applied. Given the
ability of KolliphorEL to carry guest species, it is shown here
for the first time that guest ferrocene derivatives can be
employed to transport electrons across the KolliphorEL
monolayer. For a range of ferrocene electron shuttle systems,
a comparison and kinetics analysis were conducted and shuttle
efficiencies evaluated. For all systems, the anodic process

Figure 10. Schematic drawing of the equivalent circuit associated with
the modified electrode in contact to the solution.
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appears to be considerably faster compared to the cathodic
process (causing apparent irreversibility), in line with
ferrocenes generally being oxidized at more positive potentials
compared to Fe(CN)6

3−/4−. The key parameters affecting the
electron shuttle effect are (i) binding or aggregation ability
predominantly on the basis of hydrophobicity and (ii) ability to
penetrate the KolliphorEL film with faster heterogeneous
electron transfer. At low concentration especially, butylferro-
cene and (dimethylaminomethyl)ferrocene are highly effective.
In future, a wider range of electron shuttle systems could be

evaluated in particular with the aim of detecting very low
concentrations of redox-active molecules (drugs, biomarkers,
pollutants, etc.). It will be interesting to explore lower
concentrations and more hydrophobic mediator systems.
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Fabrication of Au/Pd/MWCNT nanocomposite was performed by using chemical method. The 

nanocomposite was characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy-dispersive X-Ray 

spectroscopy (EDS) and electrochemical methods. Palladium and gold nanoparticles were dispersed in 

multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT). The Au/Pd/MWCNT nanocomposite was applied as a 

modifier in carbon paste electrode for electro-oxidation of timolol. This modified electrode displayed 

high efficiency for sub-micromolar determination of timolol maleate. The effect of pH of the buffered 

solutions and potential sweep rate on the response of the electrode for the oxidation of timolol were 

investigated. Differential pulse voltammetry was used for quantitative determination. Dynamic linear 

ranges were obtained in the two ranges of 1.0×10
-5 

- 1.0×10
-3

 M and 5.0×10
-9

- 8.0×10
-7

 M and the 

detection limit was estimated to be 5.8×10
-11 

M.
 
The practical utility of this modified electrode was 

investigated by detecting timolol maleate in pharmaceutical sample (eye drop) and synthetic serum.  

 

 

Keywords: Timolol maleate, Pd nanoparticles, Au nanoparticles, Multi-walled carbon nanotubes, 

Voltammetric sensor 

 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Timolol maleate (TM), (S)-1-[(1, 1-dimethyl) amino]-3[4-(-morpholinyl9-1, 2, 5-thiadiazol-3-

yl) oxy]-2-propanol is a non-specific beta-adrenergic blocking drug which applied to treat high blood 

pressure, angina (heart pain), heart attacks and migraine headaches [1]. TM (scheme. 1, TM) was the 

first β-blocker that has been used as an antglaucoma agent. Investigating TM concentrations in 

ophthalmologic solutions, tablets and urine is an important issue which required sensitive methods. In 

recent literature, various analytical techniques have been applied for detection of TM such as liquid 
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chromatography [3, 4], high performance liquid chromatography [5], high performance thin layer 

chromatography [6], and spectroscopic methods [7-10]. However, most of these methods are time 

consuming, reagent consuming, expensive and need skillful operators. Compare to these techniques, 

electrochemical methods are cheaper, simpler and faster [11-14]. A few electrochemical methods for 

determination of TM have been reported [2, 11- 14] which most of them are based on reduction of TM. 

Unfortunately, some of these methods used the toxic and expensive mercury electrodes for TM 

detection [12, 13]. Carbon paste electrodes (CPEs) have been applied as an adaptable working 

electrode. Easy modifiability of CPEs, which improve electrode efficiently, made them efficient 

working electrodes for detecting various analytes [15]. 

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs), due to their outstanding mechanical, electrical, chemical properties, 

thermal stability and high aspect ratio have been applied in sensors [16, 17]. The CNTs material have 

other benefits over supporting material such as having more defined crystalline structure with high 

conductivity, eliminating potential poisoning effects to electrocatalysts due to containing little 

impurities and having three dimensional structure thus favoring the flow of reactant and preparing a 

large reaction zone when applied into electrodes [18]. Multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) can 

be used as highly conducting support dispersion of metal nanoparticles due to their large surface area 

and morphology [19, 20]. In addition, MWCNT can be applied to improve electron transfer reactions. 

The decoration of MWCNTs with metal NPs has been introduced in new fields of possible applications 

especially as modifier in CPEs [18-22]. 

Metal nanoparticles (NPs) have been attracted lots of interest due to their unique physical, 

optical, electronic, catalytic and magnetic properties [13, 14, 23, 24]. NPs improve the redox process 

significantly, which is the reason of their vast applications at sensors and biosensors [23, 24]. Among 

the metal NPs, gold and palladium NPs have been applied widely in various field of technology [24-

32].  

AuNPs have a vast application in the field of electronics, catalysis and biosensors and due to 

their large aspect ratio; biocompatibility and high electrical conductivity have been widely employed 

as modifiers [24, 25]. On the other hand, palladium is an important noble metal NP due to its better 

stability and well understood physicochemical properties [26] and it has been applied widely in 

catalytic applications including hydrogenations [27, 28] oxidations [29, 30] and electrochemical 

reactions [31, 32].  Gold and palladium NPs mixture shows an interestingly high activity toward useful 

chemical reaction [33-37]. Catalytic activity of metal NPs can be significantly affected by the applied 

substrate [38-42].  

In this work, Au/Pd/MWCNT nanocomposite has been prepared and characterized. By 

profiting from excellent electrocatalytic properties of combination of MWCNT and Au/Pd NPs, an 

efficient modifier was prepared to fabricate a modified CPE to detect and study electrocatalytic 

oxidation of TM in real samples.  
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Scheme 1. The structure of TM. 

 

 

 

2.  EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Chemicals and reagents 

Multi-walled carbon nanotube synthesized by catalytic chemical vapor deposition (CVD, purity 

N 95%) with outer diameter (o.d.) of 10 – 20 nm, inner diameter (i.d.) of 5 –10 nm and tube length of 

0.5 –200 nm was obtained from Nanostructured & Amorphous Materials (Houston, TX, USA), 

H2PdCl4 and HAuCl4, were purchased from Sigma Aldrich, timolol (purity >99.5%) was provided 

from  U.S. Pharmacopeial Convention (USP). All other chemical were analytical reagent grade from 

Merck. All aqueous solutions were prepared with doubly distilled deionized water. Britton–Robinson 

(B–R) (0.04 M) buffer solutions of pH 2.0–9.0 (CH3COOH + H 3BO3 + H3PO4) were used as the 

supporting electrolyte. The pH was adjusted using 0.2 M NaOH. Voltammetric experiments were 

carried out in the buffered solutions, which were deoxygenated by purging the pure nitrogen. 

Deionized and ultra-pure water were taken from a Millipore water purification system. 

 

2.2 Apparatus 

All Voltammetric experiments were performed using potentiostate/galvanostate Autolab model 

PGSTAT12/30/302. A conventional three-electrode system was used for all electrochemical 

experiments with a CPE as working electrode, a KCl-saturated calomel reference electrode (SCE) and 

a platinum wire as the counter electrode. A digital pH/mV/Ion meter (Inolab WTW series) was 

employed for preparing buffer solutions. The scanning electron microscope (SEM) images were 

obtained applying Hitachi S-4800 Ultra-High Resolution coupled with energy dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy (EDS) (S4800).  

 

2.3 Procedure I: Multi-walled carbon nanotube materials pretreatment 

Different purification methods have been applied to remove the probable amorphous carbons 

and metallic impurities, and to improve the electron transfer properties and allow further 

functionalization [43]. According to one of the suggested methods in literature, 500 mg of the prepared 
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MWCNT was heated in an oven at 400 °C in nitrogen atmosphere for 2 h. To eliminate metal oxide 

catalysts, the heated processed amount MWCNT was dispersed in 50 mL of 6.0 M HCl for 2 h under 

ultrasonic agitation and under the nitrogen atmosphere then filtered on a Watman 42 filter paper and 

washed with doubled distilled water until the pH of the solution became neutral; and finally, dried 

[44].  

 

2.4 Procedure II: Preparation of Au/Pd/MWCNT nanocomposite 

Pd/MWCNT nanocomposite and Au/Pd/MWCNT nanocomposite were synthesized chemically 

with a same way by using literature methods [47, 48]. 20 mg of treated MWCNT was dispersed in 20 

mL ethanol/water (1:1, v/v ratio) in a beaker to form a uniform suspension for 5 min. Then the 

suspension was mixed with 10 mL of 5.0×10
-3

 M of H2PdCl4 and 5.0×10
-3

 M of HAuCl4.and stirred for 

12 h. A fresh 50 mg NaBH4 in 10 mL deaerated ultra-pure water was added drop wise into the solution 

under vigorous stirring. After stirring for 2 h a black solid was centrifuged and washed with ultra-pure 

water several times and dried in oven at 60 
◦
C for 6 h. 

 

2.5 Procedure III: Preparation unmodified of modified carbon paste electrodes 

After optimization of the ratio of graphite powder to binder, unmodified carbon paste electrode 

UCPE was prepared by thoroughly hand mixing the graphite powder and paraffin oil in a ratio 75:25 

(w/w) in an agate mortar, using a pestle and then homogenized by dissolving in dichloromethane. The 

mixture was stirred until all the solvent evaporated. A portion of the resulting homogeneous paste was 

packed into the cave of the Teflon tube (ca. 2.5 mm i.d.). A copper wire was fixed to a graphite rod 

and inserted into the Teflon tube served to establish electrical contact with the external circuit. 

The multi-walled carbon nanotubes modified carbon paste electrode (MWCPE) was prepared 

by mixing 75% (w/w) MWCNTs and graphite powder (MWCNT: graphite powder 5:95 %) with 25% 

(w/w) paraffin oil. The modified composite was then air dried for 24 h and used in the same way as the 

UCPE.  

The modified carbon paste electrode with Pd/MWCNT  and Au/MWCNT nanocomposite 

(Pd/MWCPE and Au/MWCPE) was prepared in the same manner by mixing 75% (w/w) Pd/MWCNT 

nanocomposite and graphite powder (Pd/MWCNT: graphite powder 5:95 %) with 25% (w/w) paraffin 

oil. The modified composite was then air dried for 24 h and used in the same way as the UCPE.  

The modified carbon paste electrode with Au/Pd/MWCNT nanocomposite (MCPE) was 

prepared in the same manner by mixing 75% (w/w) Au/Pd/MWCNT nanocomposite and graphite 

powder (Au/Pd/MWCNT: graphite powder 5:95 %) with 25% (w/w) paraffin oil. The modified 

composite was then air dried for 24 h and used in the same way as the UCPE. The amount of 

Au/Pd/MWCNT nanocomposite (in different percentages of 3%, 5%, 10%, and 15%) was optimized. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Characterization of the MCPE 

3.1.1 SEM study of Au/Pd/MWCNT nanocomposite 

The SEM images of the Au/MWCNT nanocomposite, Pd/MWCNT nanocomposite, 

Au/Pd/MWCNT nanocomposite are illustrated in Fig. 1. MWCNTs are decorated with Au NPs with an 

average diameter of 18 nm (Fig 1A) and with Pd NPs with an average diameter of 45 nm (Fig. 1 B). 

The nanoparticles are well dispersed and embedded throughout the MWCNT matrix. Fig. 1C shows 

the morphology of Au/Pd/MWCNT nanocomposite. The presence of Au/PdNPs and MWCNT in the 

nanocomposite has been demonstrated in EDS results in (Fig. 1 D). The interconnected 

Au/Pd/MWCNT network may establish electrical conduction pathways throughout the whole 

composite, which is responsible for the electrical conductivity and electrochemical sensing [44]. 

 

   

   
 

 

B A 

D 
C 

 
Figure 1. The SEM images of (A) the Au/ MWCNT nanocomposite, (B) Pd/ MWCNT 

nanocomposite, (C) Au/Pd/MWCNT nanocomposite and (D) corresponding EDS diagram 

showing peaks for Au/Pd NPs attached to MWCNT. 
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3.2 Electrocatalytic oxidation study of TM  

Fig. 2 shows cyclic voltammograms of UCPE (dashed line) and MCPE (solid line) which were 

recorded in presence of 1.0×10
-3 

M of TM in B-R buffer solution of pH 2.0 (cyclic voltammograms for 

MWCPE, Au/MWCPE and Pd/MCPE have not been show to avoid complexity). At the UCPE, the 

electro-oxidation of TM occurs at approximately 1.038 V with peak current 14.81 × 10
-6 

A. By 

modification of CPE with MWCNT, Pd/MWCNT and Au/MWCPE the electro-oxidation of TM 

occurs at approximately 1.042, 1.040 and 1.040 V with peak current 22.1, 21.7 and 23.5 μA. Electro-

oxidation of TM at the surface of MCPE presents an anodic wave with peak current 47.6 μA in a 

potential near 1.03 V (See Fig. 2) .The obtained results reveals the considerable impact of decoration 

of MWCNT with Au/PdNPs at promoting of peak current of TM electrooxidation which is due to the 

effective role of MWCNT as a conductive substrate to present high dispersion of NPs to improve 

effective surface area. As it can be seen, the peak current increases when PdNPs and Au NPs both exist 

in MWCNT matrix. It can be concluded, the presence of both NPs with each other shows synergic 

effect for electro-oxidation of TM. 

E/V (vs.SCE)

0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3

I/
A

-1x10-6

0

1x10-6
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6x10-6

Au/Pd/MWCNT

Unmod

 
Figure 2. Cyclic voltammograms in the presence of 1.0×10

-3 
M of TM in 0.1 M of  B-R buffer solution 

of pH 2.0 at the surface of UCPE (dashed line), and MCPE (solid line) and scan rate was 0.10 

V s
-1

. 

 

3.2.1. The effect of pH on voltammetric response of TM 

The effect of pH on the oxidation of TM was investigated by recording cyclic voltammograms 

for 1.0×10
-3 

M of TM in the pH range between 2.0 and 8.0at the surface of MCPE (See Fig. 3A). 

Finding the optimum pH for achieving higher response is important. The peak current decreased with 

the increasing pH to 3.0 dramatically and then it increased with increasing pH up to 6.0 and finally, the 

peak current decreased again.The maximum peak current value was observed at pH 2.0 so it was 
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selected for studying TM in this work (Fig. 3B). As can be seen in Fig. 3C, the anodic peak shifted to 

less positive values with the increase of pH which shows the pH dependency of oxidation potential of 

TM. This behavior of TM is in agreement with literature [14].  
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Figure 3. (A) Cyclic voltammograms of TM at the surface of MCPE in B-R buffer solutions pHs 2.0, 

3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 7.0 and 8.0. Scan rate was 0.10 V s
-1

. (B) pH dependency of oxidation peak 

current of TM (C) pH dependency of oxidation potential of TM.  

 

3.2.2 The effect of scan rate 

The effect of scan rate on the peak current of TM was studied. Fig.4A exhibits the cyclic 

voltammograms of MCPE in 1.0×10
-3 

M of TM (pH 2.0 B-R buffer solution) at various scan rates in 
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the range of 0.01-0.20 Vs
−1

. The results showed that the peak current (Ipa) varied linearly with the 

square root of scan rate (ν
1/2

) (Fig.4B) which suggesting that the electrooxidation of TM on the surface 

of MCPE followed a diffusion controlled mechanism in the studied range of potential sweep rates. The 

linear regression equation was obtained as following equation: 

Ipa/A=0.0002 υ
1/2 

/ (V s
-1

) 
1/2

 + 4.010
-5 

             (R
2
 =0.991)  (1) 

In addition, the dependence of ln Ip on ln υ is linear and obtained as ln Ip/A = 0.433 ln υ (Vs
-1

) -

8.27; R
2
=0.993 (Fig. 4C). Its slope is 0.433, which confirmed the diffusion control of the electron 

transfer process. A slope close to 0.5 is expected for a diffusion-controlled process [45].  
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Figure 4. (A) Cyclic voltammograms of 1.0×10

-3 
M of TM at the surface of MCPE at different scan 

rates (down to top: 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08, 0.10, 0.15 and 0.20 Vs
-1

) in 0.1 M of B-R buffer 

solution of pH 2.0. (B) Variation of the electrocatalytic peak current with the square root of 

scan rate. (C)  Variation of the electrocatalytic peak current with the neperian logarithm of scan 

rate of TM. 

 

The Tafel plot and its corresponding slop were used to obtain the information on the rate 

determining step. Tafel plot was drawn using the data of rising part of current-voltage curve recorded 

at a scan rate of 0.2 Vs
-1

 (Fig 5).  The slop of Tafel plot is equal to n (1-α) F/2.3RT [45]. In this 
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condition, the number of electron involved in the rate determining step can be calculated from the slop 

of Tafel plot which was obtained 9.19 Vdecade-
1
 (inset of Fig. 5) .The value of αna was obtained 0.54 

indicating one electron transfer to be rate limiting (assuming α=0.5) in the electrocatalytic oxidation of 

TM.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure  5. Tafel plot derived from rising part of voltammogram recorded at scan rate 0.20 Vs
-1

in the 

presence of 1.0×10
-3 

M of TM in 0.1 M of  B-R buffer solution of pH 2.0 at the surface of 

MCPE. 

 

3.2.3 Analytical Results I.: Test Samples 

Differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) was applied as a sensitive and reliable method with low 

limit of detection for measuring trace values of TM in 0.1 M of B-R buffer solution (pH 2.0). Figure 

6A shows differential pulse voltammograms of various concentration of TM in the concentration range 

of 5.0×10
-9 

-1.0×10
-3

 M. The peak current of TM oxidation was increased by increasing the 

concentration. Two dynamic linear ranges were obtained in concentrations of 1.0×10
-5 

-1.0×10
-3

  M 

(Eq. 2, Fig 6B) and 5.0×10
-9

-8.0×10
-7

 
 
M (Eq. 3, Fig. 6C) and the detection limit was calculated to be 

5.8×10
-11 

M. The following equations were obtained for the plot of peak current versus the TM 

concentrations: 

Ipa/A = 11.3 ×10
-6 

+ 0.0172 CTM / M  (R
2
=0.994)  (2) 

Ipa/A = 2.83 ×10
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+ 7.896 CTM / M  (R
2
=0.998)  (3) 
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Figure 6. (A) Differential pulse voltammograms of MCPE in B-R buffer solution pH 2.0 containing 

different concentration of TM, from outer to inner correspond to 1.0×10
-3
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M (scan 

rate 0.10 Vs-
1
; pulse amplitude 50 mV; step potential 5 mV; Modulation time =  25 mV). 

 

Table 1 compares most electrochemical methods, which were previously used for the 

determination of TM. In the most of the cases, TM was measured by using adsorptive stripping 

voltammetry (ACSV) methods. In the presented work, CPE is used instead of mercury electrode which 

is toxic. In addition, CPE has many advantages compare with mercury electrode such as good 

reproducibility, stability, easy renewal and good compatibility with different modifiers such as metal 

NPs with high surface area and electrocatalytic properties have been used to improve the properties of 

CPE. Compared to other methods, the wider dynamic linear range and noticeable limit of detection 

were obtained at current work.  
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Table 1.Comparison of some electrochemical methods that previously used for the determination of 

TM 

 

 

Reference 

 

LOD (M) 

 

DLR (M) 

 

Electrode 

 

Method 

 

[2] 

 

1.0×10
-11

 

 

1.0×10
-10

 -1.0×10 
-8

 

 

Au microelectrode 

 

CCV- FI 

 

[12] 

 

6.6×10
-10

 

 

1.0×10
-9

 -1.2×10 
-8 

and
 

1.2×10
-8

 -1.0×10 
-7

 

 

HMDE 

 

AdSV-SWP 

 

[12] 

 

2.5×10
-8

 

 

4.0×10
-8

 -3.0×10 
-6

 

 

HMDE 

 

SWP 

 

[13] 

 

 

1.26×10
-9

 

 

1.0×10
-7

-1.5×10 
-6

 

 

HMDE 

 

AdSV-SWP 

 

 

[11] 2.5×10
-6

 1.0×10
-6

-5.0×10 
-6

 SMDE DPV 

[14] 2.0×10
-8

 2.0×10
-7

-3.4×10 
-4

 nanoFe3O4 

@GO-GC 

DPV 

 

This 

work 

 

5.8×10
-11

 

 

1.0×10
-3

 -1.0×10 
-5 

and
 

 8.0×10
-7

 - 5.0×10
-9 

 

 

Au/Pd/MWNT-CPE 

 

DPV 

 

3.2.4 Analytical Results II: Real Samples 

A standard addition method was applied for the determination of TM in the commercially 

available pharmaceutical sample (eye drop, containing 5.0 mg of TM in 1.0 ml) by using the DPV 

method. The content of drop samples was diluted with B-R buffer solution of pH 2.0 to prepare an 

aliquot equal to 1.26 × 10
-3 

M. The slope of the calibration curve, which is obtained by the spiked 

standard solutions of TM in the range of 1.0×10 
−3

 to 1.0×10
−5 

M, was 0.0175  A/ M with a correlation 

coefficient of R
2
=0.990. According to standard addition plot and comparing two slops of standards and 

spiked drug samples, a recovery of 98.83% was obtained which indicates the efficiency of the 

modified electrode for the determination of TM in presence of the matrix of drug sample. Recovery 

test of TM was carried out by spiking of TM in synthetic serum. The serum sample was spiked with 

different amount of TM. Recovery has been found to be 104.6 %. 

 

3.3 Reproducibility of sensor preparation 

The reproducibility of electrode (by preparing four electrodes with the same method at different 

days and measuring their peak current) was investigated in the presence of 1.0×10
-5 

M of TM in B-R 

buffer solution pH 2.0 and potential scan rate 0.01 V s
−1

. The relative standard deviation based on the 

average of five measurements per MCPE was 2.95%. The repeatability of the peak current of MCPE 
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was evaluated with repeating voltammetric measurement ten times with the same MCPE in a 1.0× 10
-5

 

M of TM solution. The relative standard deviation based on ten measurements was 2.15%. 

The electrode response has retained 91.3% of its initial peak current after remaining the MCPE 

at room conditions for two weeks. These results show good reproducibility and repeatability and long-

term stability of the modified electrode in these experiments. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this work, the modified CPE with MWCNT which was decorated with Au/Pd NPs applied 

for preparing a sensitive electrode for detecting submicromolar concentration of TM. The 

electrooxidation of TM was studied using presented modified electrode for the first time. Satisfactory 

results of MCPE for determination of TM in pharmaceutical sample, good repeatability and accuracy 

of results reveal the potential of this presented sensor. In addition, this sensor can be prepared easily 

and it is stable for a long period. 
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In this approach, palladium nanoparticle film was simply fabricated on the surface of carbon paste electrode by
electrochemical deposition method. The film was characterized using scanning electron microscopy, electro-
chemical impedance spectroscopy and cyclic voltammetry. The prepared electrode exhibited an excellent elec-
trocatalytic activity toward detection of trace amounts of terazosin, which is an antihypertensive drug. Under
the optimum experimental conditions, a linear range of 1.0 × 10−8–1.0 × 10−3 mol L−1 with a detection limit
of 1.9 × 10−9 mol L−1 was obtained for determination of terazosin using differential pulse voltammetry as a sen-
sitive method. The efficiency of palladium nanoparticle film on the surface of carbon paste electrode successfully
proved for determination of terazosin in pharmaceutical sample and human serum sample with promising re-
covery results. The effect of some foreign species has been studied.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Terazosin (TR), RS-1-(4-amino-6,7-dimethoxy-2-quinazolinyl)-4-
[(tetra-hydro-2-furanyl)carbonyl]- piperazine monohydrochloride
(Scheme 1), is in a group of drugs called alpha-adrenergic blockers
with a long lasting effect. TR is used to treat hypertension (high blood
pressure), and to improve urination in men with benign prostatic hy-
perplasia (enlarged prostate) by relaxing the smooth muscles of the ar-
teries, the prostate, and the bladder neck [1,2]. Applying an accurate,
sensitive and reliable analytical method is essential to monitor the
amount of TR in treated patients to adjust drug level and avoid toxic
concentration of the medicine [1–3]. Several analytical techniques
have been applied for the quantitative measurement of TR in pharma-
ceuticals or biological fluids such as spectrofluorimetry and spectropho-
tometry [4–10], direct high-performance liquid chromatography
[11–13], mass spectrometry [14], potentiometry [15–17] and voltamm-
etry [18,19].

In recent years, nanostructures have been employed to modify the
electrochemical sensors significantly. Among the nanostructures,
metal nanoparticles (NPs) have attracted tremendous interest due to
their especial electronic, optical, magnetic, catalytic properties, promot-
ing the redox processes and large specific surface area [20]. Palladium
(Pd) is the most active noble metal which has interesting properties
such as high heterogeneous catalysis and electrocatalysis activity,

versatility, non-toxicity and relatively low cost [21]. Its application in
the field of analytical electrochemistry is considerable. The Pd/single-
wall carbon nanotubes thin film electrode showed strong electrocata-
lytic activity to produce a low detection limit for nitrite determination
[21], electrochemical co-deposition of Pd and glucose oxidase enzymes
on to nafion-solubilized carbon nanotube film applied as a glucose bio-
sensor [22], palladium nanoparticles (PdNPs) decorated electrostatical-
ly functionalized multi-walled carbon nanotubes acted as a non-
enzymatic glucose sensor [23]. In another report, PdNPs modified elec-
trodes used for the selective detection and determination of catechol-
amines in presence of ascorbic acid [24]. Also, PdNPs loaded on carbon
modified TiO2 nanobelts applied for enhanced methanol electro-
oxidation [25]. The PdNPs-fullerene modified glassy carbon electrode
was applied for methane sensing [26], electrodeposited PdNPs on a
glassy carbon electrode can efficiently catalyze the reduction of m-
nitrophenol [27], simultaneous electrochemical determination of dopa-
mine, uric acid and ascorbic acid was offered by using Pd NPs-loaded
carbon nanofibers modified electrode [28]. A simple, novel and repro-
ducible method for the separation and simultaneous determination of
entacapone, levodopa and carbidopa was achieved based on applying
a methionine/PdNPs modified carbon paste electrode [29]. Recently,
PdNPs deposited on porous graphitized carbon monolith modified car-
bon paste electrode for simultaneous determination of ascorbic acid
and uric acid [30].

Over the past five decades, carbon paste has become one of themost
popular electrode materials used for the laboratory preparation of vari-
ous electrodes, sensors, and detectors. Such a position is undoubtedly
the result of optimal constellation of physicochemical and
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electrochemical properties of this carbon-like substrate, which soon ob-
tained a high reputation among both theoretical and practical
electrochemists, as well as elsewhere, beyond the boundary of electro-
chemical sciences [31]. Nowadays, the testing and seeking of the proper
usage for modifier materials is one of the most significant trends in the
electrochemistrywithmodified carbon pastes. The new forms of carbon
(i.e., nanotubes, nanofibres, and fullerenes [32– 34]), nanoparticle
materials and composites (e.g., nano-gold [35]), nano-sized
electrocatalysts (Co (II)-phthalocyanine [36]), or magnetic core-shells
[37], molecular wires/nanowires [38] and inorganic/organic hybrid ma-
terials (e.g., supramolecular helical chains [39]) have been applied as
modifiers in carbon paste, recently.

Considering the essential need of monitoring TR trace amounts and
high electrocatalytic ability of PdNPs, the PdNPs were electrochemically
deposited at the surface of carbon paste electrode (CPE) using cyclic
voltammetry. The electrode was characterized by using various
methods. Finally, the fabricated electrode was employed as a sensitive
sensor for determination of TR in pharmaceutical and clinical samples
by using differential pulse voltammetry (DPV).

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

Palladium (ΙΙ) chloride (PdCl2) was purchased from sigma-Aldrich,
USA. TR reference was kindly provided by Arya pharmaceutical compa-
ny (Tehran, Iran). Stock solutions of TR were freshly prepared in an ap-
propriate buffer solution at the desired pH and protected from light
during investigation. All reagents were purchased from Merck and
were of analytical reagent grade. All aqueous solutions were prepared
with doubly distilled deionized water.

2.2. Instruments

Voltammetric experiments and the electrodeposition of PdNPs were
performed by using a Metrohm Computrace voltammetric analyzer
model 797VA. A conventional three-electrode system was applied
with a CPE (unmodified or modified) as working electrode, a KCl-
saturated Calomel reference electrode and a Pt wire as the counter elec-
trode. A digital pH/mV/Ionmeter was used for preparation of the buffer
solutions, which were used as the supporting electrolyte in the
voltammetric experiments. The scanning electron microscope (SEM)
images were obtained applying Hitachi S-4800 Ultra-High Resolution.

2.3. Modified electrode preparation

By mixing graphite powder with appropriate amount of mineral oil
(Nujol) by using a mortar and pestle (75:25, w/w), the unmodified car-
bon paste electrode (UCPE) was prepared. A small portion of the com-
posite mixture was packed into the end of a Teflon tube (about
3.0 mm i.d.). Electrical contact was made by forcing a copper pin
down into the Teflon and into the back of the composite [40]. After fab-
rication UCPE, the surface of the electrode was polished and smoothed

with clean paper and then at a plane glass surface to produce a flat sur-
face and rinsed thoroughly with deionized water. The modified elec-
trode (PdNPs/CPE) was obtained by cyclic voltammetric scanning
from 1.20 to −0.250 V (vs. SCE) in a deaerated solution of 0.5 M
H2SO4 containing 1.0 mM PdCl2 at a scan rate of 100 mV s−1 for
10 cycles at the surface of UCPE. Then, themodified electrodewas rinsed
with doubly distilled deionized water, dried carefully and was finally
applied for electrochemical studies [24]. The modified electrode was
generated in each experiment with the same procedure.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Characterization of PdNPs/CPE

3.1.1. Cyclic voltammetric studies
Fig. 1 shows the cyclic voltammograms (CV) of PdNPs during elec-

trodeposition. The CVs show the characteristic current features of Pd re-
duction (at 0.29 V), Pd oxide formation (at 0.71 V) and hydrogen
adsorption and desorption (0.1 to−0.1 V) process. On scanning the po-
tential in negative direction, PdNPs are deposited on the electrode sur-
face and the peak at −0.14 V shows the reduction process of protons
to hydrogen, which are adsorbed by Pd. This reduction peak confirms
the hydrogen adsorption process on the Pd surface. During the positive
potential scanning process, the peak at−0.08 V appeared due to the ox-
idation of hydrogen atoms. In the next step, the deposited PdNPs are
further oxidized to Pd2+ to form a Pd oxide layer (at 0.71 V) on the elec-
trode surface. The formed Pd oxides are reduced on the negative scans,
leading back to PdNPs with hydrogen adsorption process. During this
repetitive cycling process, all the peaks are found growing which con-
firms the PdNPs deposition process on the UCPE. The expected reduc-
tion process of the PdCl42− complex to Pd is as follows [24];

PdCl42
− þ 2e−→Pdþ 4Cl−

Fig.2 exhibits voltammetric behavior of UCPE (dotted line) and
PdNPs/CPE (solid line) in phosphate buffer solution (0.1 M, pH 2.0). As
can be seen, there is no voltammetric peak for UCPE in the buffer solu-
tion. However, a cathodic peak potential appears at 0.29mV correspond
to the Pd2+ reduction when PdNPs/CPE was immersed in the buffer so-
lution. It can be resulted that PdNPs at the surface of CPE can be reduced.
It proved the formation of PdNPs at the surface of CPE.

N

N
MeO

MeO

NH
2

N

N

O

O
H

Scheme 1. Chemical structure of TR.

Fig. 1. Repeated CVs of electrodeposited PdNPs on CPE from 0.5 M H2SO4 containing
K2PdCl4 (1 × 10−3 M) and potential scan between 1.2 and −0.25 V for 10 cycles (Scan
rate of 100 mV s−1).
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3.1.2. Morphological characterization of surface
To study the surface morphology of the modified carbon paste elec-

trode, SEM has been utilized. Scanning electron micrographs (see
Fig. 3A and B) show the surface of UCPE and PdNPs/CPE. As can be
seen PdNPs have been formed at the surface of CPE. The estimated
size of nanoparticles is 80–120 nm.

3.1.3. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopic study
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was employed to in-

vestigate the impedance changes of the electrode surface, after the
modification stepwith 5, 10, 20 cycles of PdNPs deposition. The Nyquist
plots of the EIS of UCPE, CPE/PdNPs (5 cycles), CPE/PdNPs (10 cycles),
and CPE/PdNPs (20 cycles), in 5.0 mM K4Fe(CN)6/K3Fe(CN)6 (1:1) con-
taining 0.1MKClwere obtained. Fig. 4a and b shows theNyquist plots of
K3Fe(CN)6/K4Fe(CN)6 at the UCPE and PdNPs/CPE (10 cycles). In these
studies, high frequency zone, which appears as a nearly semicircle
plot, can be ascribed to the kinetic limitations (Rct) of the electrochem-
ical reaction. On the other hand, the linear behavior of Z' versus Z" in a
low frequency region shows a diffusion-controlled electrode process
in PdNPs/CPE. As can be seen in Fig. 4a, a semicircle with a very large di-
ameter is observed at UCPE. However, the diameter of the semicircle is
significantly reduced with PdNPs/CPE (See Fig. 4b), which suggests that
the surface of themodified electrode exhibits lower electron transfer re-
sistance (greatly increases the electron transfer rate). However, the di-
ameter of the semicircle is decreased with the deposition of PdNPs at
the surface of electrode from 5 to 10 cycles of deposition step. But
with increasing the number of cycles to 20, the diameter increased.
The Rct values of the CPE/PdNPs (5 cycles), CPE/PdNPs (10 cycles),
CPE/PdNPs (20 cycles) were calculated 519, 417 and 498Ω, respective-
ly. The results show with increasing the number of cycles to 20, charge
transfer resistance increased which can be related to aggregation of
PdNPs [41].

3.2. Electrochemical study of TR on the PdNPs/CPE, UCPE

The electrochemical behavior of 1.0mMTR in 0.1M phosphate buff-
er solution at pH 2.0 at the surface of bare CPE and PdNPs/CPEwas stud-
ied by using CV (See Fig. 5). The electro-oxidation of TR on the surface of
CPE was recorded, an oxidation peak appeared at 1.04 V with peak cur-
rent of 72.2 μA. However, at the surface of PdNPs/CPE an enhanced peak
current (121 μA) at a lower positive potential 0.98 V appeared. This ac-
cretion in the oxidation peak current of TR on the surface of PdNPs/CPE
is attributed to the crucial role of PdNPs in development of specific sur-
face area and increasing electron transfer rate on the surface of themod-
ified electrode.

3.2.1. The effect of number of scanning cycles on the PdNPs electrodeposi-
tion and TR response

PdNPs were synthesized on the CPE surface by cyclic voltammetry
method. The number of CV cycles was varied (5, 10 and 20 cycles) to
prepare the CPE/PdNPs. Then, cyclic voltammetry experiments have
been performed in solution of K4Fe(CN)6 1 mM as probe in various

Fig. 2. SEM image of (A) UCPE and (B) PdNPs/CPE.

Fig. 3. CVs of PdNPs/CPE (solid line) andUCPE (dotted line) in phosphate buffer pH2.0, the
scan rate was 100 mV s−1.

Fig. 4.Nyquist plot for (a) UCPE (b) PdNPs/CPE in KCl 0.1 M containing 5mM [K3Fe(CN)6/
K4Fe(CN)6]. at the formal Potential: 0.2 V, Frequency range: 0.1 Hz–10,000 Hz.
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scan rates. The Randle-Sevick equation was applied to estimate the sur-
face areas with different deposition cycles which leads to different
amount of PdNPs. The surface areas were calculated 2.88, 7.20,
4.32 cm2 for 5, 10 and 20 cycles of Pd deposition, respectively. Neverthe-
less the amount of Pd at the surface increased with increasing the num-
ber of cycles from 10 to 20 but the surface area decreased. It could be
related to aggregation of Pd at the surface of electrode causes decreasing
surface area [41]. These results confirm what obtained in Section 3.1.3.

The electrochemical response of 1 mMTR in 0.1M phosphate buffer
solution at pH 2.0 was investigated at the surface of CPE/PdNPs with
various deposition cycles. The obtained results reveal that the maxi-
mum oxidation peak current was obtained in 10 scanning cycles. With
increasing number of cycles from 5 to 10, the amount of PdNPs in-
creased at the surface of electrode but after 10 cycles, it may the
PdNPswill be aggregate at the surface of CPEwhen the number of depo-
sition cycles increased. The aggregation cause to decrease surface area
and then the oxidation peak current of TR would descend. The
10 cycles has been selected for further studies.

3.2.2. Effect of pH on the electrochemical response of TR
The impact of pH on the cyclic voltammetric responses of 1.0mMTR

was investigated in 0.1M phosphate buffer solutionswith different pHs
(2, 3, 6 and 7), aswell as 0.1M acetate buffer solutionswith pHs equal to
4 and 5 (Fig. 6a). The study of pH dependency of the oxidation peak po-
tential indicated a negative shift for the anodic peak potential (Ep,a)with
increasing pH of the buffer solution (See Fig. 6c). This electrochemical
behavior suggested that protonation/deprotonation is taking part in
the charge transfer process. The linear correlation between the anodic
oxidation peak potential and pH is given by Eq. (1).

Ep;a ¼ −0:031pHþ 1:067 R2 ¼ 0:993
� �

ð1Þ

It can be concluded the number of transferred electrons are two fold
of protons.

The maximum oxidation current signal was obtained in pH 4.0 and
the minimum in 7.0. Because the sharpest oxidation current signal
with well-known shape was appeared at pH 2.0 (See Fig. 6b), the elec-
trochemical measurements were examined at phosphate buffer solu-
tion with pH 2.0 in further studies.

3.2.3. Effect of potential scan rate
The cyclic voltammogramswere recorded for 1.0mMTR on the sur-

face of the PdNPs/CPE in 0.1M phosphate buffer solutionwith pH 2.0, at

different potential sweep rates (20 to 150mV s−1) (Fig. 7a). The oxida-
tion peak current shows a linear relation to the square root of the scan
rate (υ), with the following linear equation (Fig. 7b):

Ipa μAð Þ ¼ 235:5υ1=2 Vs−1
� �1=2

þ 15:59 R2 ¼ 0:994
� �

ð2Þ

The result indicated that the oxidation of TR on the surface of the
PdNPs/CPE was followed by a diffusion-controlled mechanism.

Fig. 5. CVs of 1.0mM TR in 0.1M phosphate buffer solution at pH 2.0 on the surface of CPE
(dashed line) and PdNPs/CPE (solid line). The scan rate was 100 mV s−1.

Fig. 6. (a) Cyclic voltammograms of 1.0 mM TR at PdNPs/CPE in various pHs (2,3, 4, 5, 6
and 7). The scan rate was 100 mV s−1. (b) Plot of variation of anodic peak current and
(c) anodic peak potential vs. pH.
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3.3. Analytical measurements

3.3.1. Calibration curves
DPVwas selected for as a highly sensitive and rapid electrochemical

method for the determination of trace amounts of TR. DPV measure-
ments were performed in 0.1 M phosphate buffer solution with pH 2.0
as supporting electrolyte (Fig. 8a). The calibration curve of peak current
versus concentration of TR has been shown in Fig. 8b. It demonstrates a
dynamic linear range of 1.0 × 10−8–1.0 × 10−3 Mwith a slope of 0.153
A/M and a correlation coefficient (R2) of 0.997. The detection limit for
determination TR was obtained as 1.9 × 10−9 M (for S/N = 3) by
using the optimum conditions.

Ip=μA ¼ 4:4362þ 0:1539Cð Þ R2 ¼ 0:9971;C is in μM
� �

ð3Þ

Table 1 compares some of the electrochemical methods, which have
been used to determine of TR with presented work. As can be seen, the
presented method shows wider linear range and good detection limit.

The repeatability of themodified electrode was investigated for two
concentration levels (high and low) of TR at pH 2.0 for five measure-
ments. The relative standard deviations were 3.4% for 1.0 × 10−4 M
and 7.4% for 5.0 × 10−7 M. In addition, the reproducibility of the elec-
trode was examined; the RSD% for five electrodes was obtained which

was less than 5.4%. The results elucidated a high efficiency of PdNPs/
CPE for determination of TR.

3.3.2. Effects of foreign species
The influence of various species such as biological compounds

(ascorbic acid, dopamine, uric acid) and pharmaceuticals, which recom-
mendedusuallywith TR (tamsulocin and ciprofloxacin) on the determi-
nation of TR was studied under the optimum conditions. The variations
of signal in presence of all above compoundswere less than 5%. It can be
concluded that the PdNPs/CPE shows efficient capability to determina-
tion of TR in presence of foreign species.

3.3.3. Determination of TR in human serum
For investigating the applicability of the proposed route in the real

sample analysis, PdNPs/CPE was used to determine TR in human
serum. The standard addition method was applied and the recoveries
in spiking of TR to human serum were monitored. The slope of the cal-
ibration curve, which was obtained with the spiked standard solutions
of TR in the range of 1.0 × 10−8–1.0 × 10−3 M, was 0.1512 μA/μM
with a correlation coefficient of (R2) 0.973. Compared with the calibra-
tion curve, 0.1539 μA/μM, a recovery of 98.24% was obtained. It reveals
that this method is appropriate for accurate determination of TR in
real and complex human serum samples. DPV and calibration curve
have been shown in Supplementary data (S1).

Fig. 7. (a) CVs of 1.0 mM TR in 0.1 M phosphate buffer solution with pH 2.0 on at PdNPs/
CPE in various υ: 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 150, and 200 mV s−1. (b) Oxidation peak current
vs. υ.

Fig. 8. (a) DPVs for the oxidation of TR in phosphate buffer solution 0.1 M. At pH 2.0 with
the PdNPs/CPE (down to up:1.0 × 10−8 M, 5.0 × 10−8 M, 1.0 × 10−7 M, 5.0 × 10−7 M,
1.0 × 10−6 M, 5.0 × 10−6 M,1.0 × 10−5 M, 5.0 × 10−5 M, 1.0 × 10−4 M, 5.0 × 10−4 M
and 1.0 × 10−3 M), (b) calibration curve.
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3.3.4. Determination of TR in pharmaceutical preparation
A standard addition method was applied to investigate the applica-

bility of PdNPs/CPE for the determination of the TR in a commercial tab-
let as a real sample. Three tablets samples of a TR sample (with labeled
values of 2 mg TR per tablet) were powdered and an aliquot equal to
1 × 10−6 M of TR was prepared in 0.1 M phosphate buffer solution of
pH 2.0. Then, a defined amount of the tablet sample was spiked with
various concentrations of TR standard solution in the range of
1 × 10−8 to 1 × 10−3 M, diluted with 0.1 M phosphate buffer solution
with pH 2.0 and mixed well. The slope of the calibration curve was ob-
tained as 0.1525 μA/μMwith a correlation coefficient of (R2) 0.9916. By
comparing the two slops of the standard and spiked drug sample, a re-
covery of 99.09% was calculated, that proved the tablet matrix did not
make any considerable interference on the electrochemical determina-
tion of TR in presentedmethod. DPV and calibration have been shown in
Supplementary data (S2).

4. Conclusions

A new and reliable electrochemical sensor for determination of trace
amounts of TRwas presented in this study. Simple and inexpensive fab-
ricated PdNPs/CPE demonstrated promising results for determination of
TR such as good repeatability and sensitivity, low limit of detection and
rapid response. All these advantages make it desirable to apply PdNPs/
CPE in pharmaceutical and clinical industry.
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TiO2 Electrode: Application for Lead

Sensing in Water
Khadijeh Nekoueian, Shila Jafari, Mandana Amiri , and Mika Sillanpää

Abstract— Carbon modified titanium dioxide nanostructured
(CMTN) was successfully fabricated by ethanol carbonization
method and applied to modify the surface of glassy carbon elec-
trode. This modified electrode was employed in the extraction and
the electrochemical determination of methylene blue. The con-
siderable increment in the voltammetric signal for pre-adsorbed
methylene blue compared with those for solution, demonstrated
a strong tendency of methylene blue to CMTN which was rooted
in porous structure of CMTN and the electrostatic interaction
between cationic methylene blue with negative surface of the
CMTN. By applying differential pulse voltammetry, a calibration
curve is obtained for methylene blue in the range of 1.0 × 10−8

to 1.0 × 10−5 M and the limit of detection was evaluated to
be 3.0 × 10−9 M. In addition, the pre-adsorbed methylene blue
on the surface of the modified electrode performed well in the
determination of the trace amounts of lead in the real samples
such as lake and tap water. Dynamic linear range for lead was
investigated in the range of 1.0 × 10−7 to 5.0 × 10−4 M and the
limit of detection was calculated to be 3.0 × 10−8 M.

Index Terms— Lead, titanium compounds, nanocomposite,
amperometric sensors, chemical analysis.
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5.0 for adsorption then rinsed and transferred to phosphate buffer solution pH
7.0 for analysis. S5. (A) DPVs of various concentration of Pb(II) (5×10−4,
1×10−4, 5×10−5, 1×10−5, 1×10−6 and 1×10−7 M) on the surface of
GCE/CMTN/MB. υ was 100 mV s−1. (B) Calibration curve under optimum
conditions for Pb(II) in the concentration range of 5×10−4 to 1×10−7 M.
S6. Investigation of interference effect. This material is 718 KB in size.

Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/JSEN.2018.2871437

I. INTRODUCTION

THE demand for environmental monitoring has encour-
aged researchers to investigate efficient methods to detect

trace and ultra-trace amounts of organic and inorganic pol-
lutants in water samples such as waste water, ground water
and surface waters [1]. Among water pollutants, dyes and
heavy metal ions have been concerned extensively due to their
neglecting will cause severe damage on nature as well as
human health and hygiene [2].

Among industrial dyes, methylene blue (MB) as a cationic
organic dye is commonly applied in textile industry [1]. The
released MB-containing wastewaters into aquatic environ-
ment causes harmful impacts on humans such as increasing
heart rate, vomiting, shock, Heinz body formation, cyanosis,
jaundice, quadriplegia and tissue necrosis [1]. On the other
hand, MB demonstrates an effective role in various areas of
medicine, biology and chemistry. As a biological stain [3],
as a redox mediator for facilitating the process of the electron
transfer in electrocatalytic and biological systems [4], [5], as a
bio-label for electrochemical marking due to its well-defined
redox peaks [6] and MB has been utilized in fabrication
of electrochemical sensors due to its interesting electrocat-
alytic and adsorption properties [5]–[7]. A few analytical
methods have been reported for determination of MB using
techniques such as ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy [8], [9],
liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry [10],
capillary electrophoresis [11] and surfaces-enhanced Raman
spectroscopy [12]. MB has been determined by voltammet-
ric methods using nafion stabilized ibuprofen derived gold
nanoparticles electrode [13], gold electrode [14] and thiol
functionalized clay modified carbon paste electrode [15].

Among the different hazardous environmental contaminates,
monitoring of heavy metals especially lead (Pb(II)) in water
resources has been considered remarkably due to the high
affinity of Pb(II) to accumulate in environmental matrices and
living organism which has severe influence on immune, ner-
vous, reproductive and gastrointestinal systems [16]. Various
sensitive techniques have been improved for monitoring of
Pb(II), such as; atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) [17],
flame atomic absorption spectroscopy (FAAS) [18], induc-
tively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS) [19]
and inductively couple plasma optical emission spectroscopy
(ICP-OES) [20]. However, these techniques are mostly con-
cerned as expensive methods, which are time consuming,

1558-1748 © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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solvent consuming and need expert operators. On the other
hand, the electrochemical methods are ecofriendly, easy to
use, portable and fast response. Advantages of electrochem-
ical methods to other methods have motivated researchers
to employ them to detect trace amounts of Pb(II) in efflu-
ents and drinking water samples. Various working electrodes
has been used to determine Pb(II) including mercury-based
electrodes [21]–[24], chemically modified glassy carbon elec-
trodes [25], [26], modified carbon paste electrodes [27], [28],
bismuth film electrodes [29], [30] and modified gold elec-
trodes [31]. It is of importance to detect metals and dyes
simultaneously due to their potential coexistence. Beyond
that coexist metals and dyes in industrial wastewater and
synergistic environmental is hazardous and has an important
ecological impact on ecosystems due to their strong toxic-
ity, environmental persistence, and bioaccumulation that why
is needed to consider detection of both contaminants [32].
One suggested approach is to fabricate an efficient working
electrode with high sensitivity, simplicity and environmentally
friendly characteristics to detect both of these contaminants in
water samples.

Titanium dioxide (TiO2) is an active semiconductor material
in chemical reactions. Numerous advantages of TiO2 is rooted
from its chemically stable, inexpensive, availability, biocom-
patibility, active in reactions and nontoxic nature [33], [34]
which leading to high potential in various applications, such
as; antibacterial coating [35], paper industry [36], gas filtra-
tion [37], water treatment [38], solar cell [39] and electro-
analysis as an electrode modifier [40].

Modification of TiO2 with various materials is an efficient
way to enhance the performance of TiO2. Among different
modifiers, carbon structures such as graphen [41] and carbon
nanotubes [42] have been reported as effective materials to
achieve excellent electrochemical catalytic performance [43]
and to promote the capacity of TiO2 for dye adsorption [44].
The idea of modifying porous structure of TiO2 with carbon
for ascending surface area of TiO2 and adsorption capacity
encouraged us to synthesis inexpensive and practical CMTN
just by simple and low cost method of ethanol carbonization
and to employ CMTN in electrochemistry.

Here, we applied the synthesized CMTN to modify the
surface of glassy carbon electrode (GCE) for fabricating
GCE/CMTN to detect trace amount cationic MB by using
voltammetric methods. The applicability of GCE/CMTN was
investigated toward determination of MB by cyclic voltam-
metric method. MB has been known as an efficient modifier
in fabrication of various chemically modified carbon-based
electrodes due to its remarkable electrocatalytic behavior,
which provide a smooth and fast charge transfer between
electrode surface and target analyst. Surface of carbon-based
electrodes can be modified with MB solely or its combination
with conducting nano-materials support such as graphene [45]
and multi walled carbon nanotubes [46] and other porous nano
structures such as titanate nanotubes [47]. These conducting
nano materials immobilized MB on the electrode surface
efficiently and improved the electrochemical performance of
MB modified electrodes, MB layer stability and MB catalytic
activity. For example; high molecular interaction of graphene

and MB causing better adsorption and quick charge transport
among them, which increased the efficiently of the modified
electrode in the detection of lead [48]. In addition, MB in
DNAzyme-gold electrode played an effective role in electron
transport in presence of lead ion [49].

MB as a strong electron mediator was applied successfully
in determination of various analyts such as lead and cad-
mium [48], [49], folic acid [45], maltol [50], uric acid and
dopamine [46], [51].

The porous structure of CMTN with high-specific surface
area resulting higher electrostatic interaction of cationic MB
with negative surface of the CMTN and fast charge trans-
port, which made CMTN, an ideal support for immobilizing
MB and improving its catalytic activity. The MB modified
GCE/CMTN was prepared and its application in the determi-
nation of Pb(II) investigated successfully. To the best of our
knowledge, no study involving GCE/CMTN for determining
MB and Pb(II) has been reported.

II. EXPERIMENTAL
A. Chemicals

They are in detail in Supplementary data.

B. Apparatus
They are in detail in Supplementary data.

C. Procedure I: Synthesis CMTN
The CMTN was fabricated by adapting the method reported

by Jafari et al. [44]. In this method, 1.0 g of TiO2 was heated
up to the 200 °C for 40 min in a porcelain boat with a pipe
furnace under the ethanol gas atmosphere and was kept at that
temperature for 1 h. The applied ethanol vapor was provided
by bubbling pure argon through ethanol at room temperature.

D. Procedure II: Preparation of GCE/CMTN
The GCE was polished with wet alumina paste with particle

diameter of 0.3 μm and then with 0.05 μm followed by rinsing
thoroughly with ultra-pure water and dried with nitrogen
gas. A stable suspension of CMTN containing 1.0 mg/ml in
acetonitrile using 30 min ultrasonic agitation was prepared.
5.0 μL of this suspension was casted on the pretreated GCE
surface and dried in the air to evaporate solvent. The obtained
modified GCE was characterized by SEM and EIS techniques.

E. Procedure III: Extraction of MB From Aqueous
Media Onto the Surface of GCE/CMTN

The adsorption of MB was performed onto the surface of
GCE/CMTN in 25 mL phosphate buffer solution pH 7.0 with
appropriate amount of MB. The volume of adsorption solution
was kept constant in all experiments. Regarding the adsorption
time, the stirrer was turned off and GCE/CMTN was removed
from the adsorption cell, rinsed with ultra-pure water and
moved into the voltammetric cell containing phosphate buffer
solution pH 7.0.

The oxidation potentials of target analyts were stud-
ied by CV and DPV methods. Regarding oxidation poten-
tials of MB (−345 mV vs. SCE) and Pb(II) (−345 mV
vs. SCE), the potential window of −0.75V – +0.75V was
the best choice to demonstrate well defined CVs or DPVs.
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Fig. 1. (A) XRD patterns of CMTN and TiO2 precursor, (B) FTIR spectra
of CMTN and TiO2 precursor.

So, voltammograms were recorded in the potential range of
−0.75 to +0.75 V vs. SCE. All the measurements were
performed in optimized conditions.

F. Procedure IV: Extraction of Pb(II) From Aqueous Media
Onto the Surface of Pre-Adsorbed MBGCE/CMTN

The GCE/CMTN was placed into the 1×10−6 M MB
in phosphate buffer solution pH 7.0 and stirred for 4 min.
The GCE/CMTN was removed from the MB solution and
rinsed with ultra-pure water. Then, the GCE/CMTN with pre-
adsorbed MB on its surface was placed into the appropriate
amount of Pb(II) in acetate buffer solution pH 5.0 and agi-
tated for 4 min. Then, GCE/CMTN was transferred from the
adsorption cell to the voltammetric cell containing phosphate
buffer solution pH 7.0 and the voltammograms were recorded
in the potential range of −0.75 to +0.75 V vs. SCE.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. CMTN Characterization

Crystalline phases of TiO2 precursor and CMTN were stud-
ied by XRD technique. It is obvious that modification with car-
bon didn’t effect on crystalline phase and no phase transition
happened (Figure 1A). The FTIR spectra of the TiO2 precursor
and CMTN are shown in Figure 1B. Appearing of a new peak
related to methyl group in the range of 2850–3000 cm−1 con-
firms existence of carbon in CMTN. N2 adsorption/desorption
isotherms were applied to evaluate textural properties and
surface area of CMTN, the obtained results confirmed that
the total surface area of CMTN was enhanced compared with
TiO2 precursor (Supplementary data S1A).

Fig. 2. SEM images of (A) TiO2, (B) CMTN, (C) GCE/CMTN and
(D) GCE.

TABLE I

TEXTURAL PROPERTIES OF TiO2 AND CMTN

Zeta potential (ZP) was investigated to characterize the
surface charge of CMTN and its variation with pH. Studying
the influence of pH on ZP reveals the role of pH in adsorption
step better. The pH at the point of zero charge (pHPZC)
for CMTN was evaluated to be at pH 6.53 (Supplementary
data S1B). The adsorbent surface possessed a negative charge
at pH more than pHPZC, while the surface charge is positive at
pH less than pHPZC [44]. It can be predicted, there is a highly
strong electrostatic interaction between MB that is positive
and negative surface of the CMTN, resulting in maximum
adsorption efficiency in pHs higher than pHPZC of 6.53.

The surface morphology of the TiO2 precursor, CMTN and
GCE/CMTN were investigated by SEM. The SEM image
of the CMTN powder (Figure 2B) demonstrated a nano-
sized porous structure as well as TiO2 precursor (Figure 2A).
The particles size of TiO2 precursor and CMTN are about
3050 nm radiuses. Figure 2C and Figure 2D demonstrated
SEM images of GCE/CMTN and bare GCE, the deposition
of CMTN suspension on the surface of GCE established a
rough surface with porous structure to develop the surface
area and the adsorption capacity of GCE/CMTN for higher
sensing performance in voltammetric studies.

B. Voltammetric Studies of MB on the Surface of GCE/CMTN
The performance of GCE/CMTN in detection of MB was

investigated by using cyclic voltammtry. This experiment was
performed by immersing GCE/CMTN into MB solution for
4 min and then rinsed and moved into phosphate buffer solu-
tion pH 7.0 for cyclic voltammetry measurement (Figure 3).
The observed enhancement of signal at GCE/CMTN (solid
line) compare to the signal at bare GCE (dash-dotted line)
under the similar experiment conditions can be related to the
ability of CMTN to adsorb MB because of more porosity
and surface area. It can be concluded that CMTN performed
well as a modifier for improving the efficiency of GCE.
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Fig. 3. Cyclic voltammograms of 0.1 mM MB in buffer solution pH 7.0 on
the surface of GCE/CMTN (solid line) and bare GCE (dotted line). Scan rate
was 100 mV s−1.

In addition, the voltammetric signal for the pre-adsorbed MB
was much higher than the voltammetric signal of MB in
solution (dashed-line) that shows MB can be adsorb at the
surface of GCE/MCTN effectively.

C. The Optimization of Pre-Adsorption of MB
on the Surface of GCE/CMTN

The influence of various parameters such as time, pH and
stirring rate on the peak current of MB were investigated
and optimized to achieve the best conditions to determine
MB (Supplementary S2). Effect of different adsorption times
2, 4, 6, 10, 15 min were studied and the maximum peak
current was obtained at 4 min. The adsorption process was
developed by increasing time and after 4 min all binding site
were occupied by MB. Thus, the adsorption time of 4 min
was employed for further measurements. The effect of pH on
adsorption efficiency as an effective parameter was studied
in the range of pH 2.0-9.0. The best pH for adsorption was
achieved in 0.1 M phosphate buffer solution pH 7.0. Regarding
ZP investigation in pH 7.0, the surface charge of CMTN
was evaluated to be negative. Therefore, there was a highly
strong electrostatic interaction between MB that is positive
and negative surface of the CMTN, resulting easier moving
of MB to the surface of the GCE/CMTN in pHs higher than
pHPZC of 6.53. Agitation demonstrated a definite impact on
mass transfer process and extraction. So, effect of agitation
rates of 250, 500, 750 and 1000 rpm were studied and the
best signal was obtained for 1000 rpm.

D. Voltammetric Results of MB on the
Surface of GCE/CMTN

The impact of pH on the cyclic voltammetric responses of
pre-adsorbed MB on the surface of GCE/CMTN was investi-
gated in different buffer solutions pHs 2.0-9.0 in voltammetric
cell (Figure 4). The best well-defined signal was obtained at
pH 7.0. The smaller anodic and cathodic peak currents and
appearance of peak shoulder in lower pHs were attributed
to the weaker electrostatic interactions of MB and CMTN
(regarding CMTN ZP). When the pH of solution decreased
the surface charge of GCE/CMTN changed and MB molecules
lost on GCE/CMTN surface and leaked into the voltammetric

Fig. 4. Variation of anodic peak current vs. various pHs, Inset: variation of
anodic peak potential vs. various pHs. GCE/CMTN immersed into the solution
of 1×10−4M MB pH 7.0 then rinsed and moved to phosphate buffer solutions
pH 2.0, 3.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0 and acetate buffer solutions pH 4.0 and 5.0 for
cyclic voltammetry measurement, Scan rate was 100 mV s−1.

Scheme 1. Proposed mechanism for MB oxidation.

solution, which effected on the stability of adsorbed MB on the
GCE/CMTN, the electrocatalytic activity and efficiently of the
modified electrode significantly [47]. This study demonstrated
well the pH dependency performance of the pre-adsorbed MB
on the GCE/CMTN. So, further voltammetric measurements
were examined in phosphate buffer solution pH 7.0 to gain
best response.

Study of pH dependency of the oxidation/reduction peak
potential indicated a negative shift by increasing the pH of
buffer solutions. This behavior demonstrated that H+ performs
in both sides of MB correspond to Scheme 1. Regarding
the resulted slope from Equation 1, participation of two
protons and two electrons were expected for MB oxidation/
reduction mechanism (Figure 4 Inset) [5].

E p,a/V = −0.0584(±0.002) pH

+ 0.223(±0.012) (R2 = 0.993) (1)

Figure 5 demonstrated the effect of various scan rates (υ)
on the peak current of pre-adsorbed MB on the surface of
GCE/CMTN in phosphate buffer solution pH 7.0. The cathodic
and anodic peak currents were linearly associated to υ that
suggested an adsorption-controlled mechanism for MB oxida-
tion/reduction on the surface of GCE/CMTN (Figure 5 inset).
The following equations were obtained for anodic and cathodic
peak currents versus υ.

Ip,aμA = 5.89(±1.83) + (400(±17.88)υ/(Vs−1)),

(R2 = 0.988) (2)

Ip,c/μA = −8.34(±1.91) − (439(±18.66)υ/(Vs−1)),

(R2 = 0.989) (3)
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Fig. 5. Cyclic voltammograms of pre-adsorbed MB in various υ (10, 20,
40, 60, 80 and 100 mVs-1) Inset: Plot of the anodic and cathodic peak
currents vs. different υ at GCE/CMTN. (GCE/CMTN. immersed for 4 min in
1 × 10−4 M MB pH 7.0 solution for pre-adsorption then rinsed and moved
in phosphate buffer solution pH 7.0 for voltammetric analysis).

E. Analytical Measurements of MB

The performance of the GCE/CMTN toward various con-
centration of MB during the adsorption step was investigated
by employing differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) as a sen-
sitive electrochemical method under the optimum conditions.
DPV measurements were performed in 0.1 M phosphate buffer
solution of pH 7.0 as a supporting electrolyte (Figure 6A).
By increasing of MB concentration, the peak current enhanced
linearly. The peak current was proportional to the MB con-
centration in range of 1.0 × 10−8–1.0 × 10−5 M with slop
of 0.407 μA/μM and a correlation coefficient (R2) of 0.993.
The detection limit for MB determination was evaluated
3 × 10−9 M (Figure 6B). The obtained results were compared
with some previous electrochemical methods in MB detection.
The presented GCE/CMTN determined MB in the wider
dynamic linear range with better limit of detection (Table 2).

I/μA = 1.76(±0.08) + (0.407(±0.017)C),

(R2 = 0.993, C is in μM) (4)

F. Extraction and Voltammetric Studies of Pb(II) With
Pre-Adsorbed MB on the Surface of GCE/CMTN

The efficiency of GCE/CMTN in extraction and detection
of Pb(II) in presence and absent of pre-adsorbed MB on
the surface of GCE/CMTN was studied by using voltam-
metric method in clean phosphate buffer solution pH 7.0.
MB can act as an efficient electron mediator and shows
excellent electrocatalytic activities in many electrochemical
reactions [45], [46], [48]. The lone pare of nitrogen on
methylene blue can coordinate with Pb2+ and extract it from
solution, in addition, there is electrocatalytic effect of MB as
an electron mediator. It also can be seen from Fig. 7 that the
oxidation peak current corresponding to the two species at
the MB/CMNT/GCE almost increase paring to the responses

Fig. 6. (A) In DPVs of pre-adsorption measurements, GCE/CMTN immersed
for 4 min in the solution of various concentration of MB (1×10−5, 5×10−6,
1×10−6, 5×10−7, 1×10−7 and 1×10−8 M), phosphate buffer pH 7.0 then
rinsed and moved in clean phosphate buffer solution pH 7.0 for voltammetric
analysis, υ was 100 mV s−1 (B) Calibration curve under optimum conditions
for MB in range of 1.0 × 10−5–1.0 × 10−8 M.

TABLE II

COMPARISON ELECTROCHEMICAL METHODS THAT PREVIOUSLY

APPLIED FOR THE DETERMINATION OF MB

at the CMNT/GCE and the MB/GCE, showing better catalytic
effect. This may be attributed to the supramolecular interaction
between CMNT and the phenothiazine ring in methylene blue
through π–π interactions, resulting strong adsorption and fast
electron transfer rate between them. The synergized effect of
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Fig. 7. DPVs of pre-adsorbed 1×10−6M MB on the surface of GCE/CMTN
with Pb(II) adsorption step (solid line) and without Pb(II) adsorption step
(dashed line) and DPV of pre-adsorbed MB on the surface of bare GCE with
Pb(II) adsorption step (dash-dotted line). The working electrode was immersed
for 4 min in the solution of 1×10−6M MB pH 7.0 for pre-adsorption then
rinsed and immersed for 4 min in the solution of 1×10−4M Pb(II) acetate
buffer pH 5.0 for adsorption then rinsed and transferred in phosphate buffer
solution pH 7.0 for analysis under optimum conditions. υ was 100 mV s−1.

MB and CMNT makes the catalysis and the electron transfer
much more efficient. The reaction mechanism of Pb2+ at the
electrode surface can be described as shown in Scheme:

(Pb2+) solution + (Modifier) surface ———� (Pb2+-
Modifier) adsorption (the extraction stage)
(Pb2+–Modifier) adsorption+ 2e——-�(Pb –Modifier)
adsorption (the reduction stage)
(Pb –Modifier) adsorption——-� (Pb2+) solution+ (Mod-
ifier) surface + 2e (the stripping stage).

The experiment was performed by immersing working elec-
trode for 4 min into MB solution for adsorption of MB then
the pre-adsorbed MB on the surface of GCE/CMTN rinsed and
immersed for 4 min into the solution of Pb(II) with pH 5.0 for
extraction of Pb(II) then rinsed and transferred into clean
phosphate buffer solution pH 7.0 for voltammetric analysis
at bare GCE (dotted line) and at GCE/CMTN (solid line)
under optimum conditions. The appearance of sharp and well-
defined peaks at GCE/CMTN indicated high performance of
GCE/CMTN compared to bare GCE in detection of Pb(II) and
MB significantly.

Voltammograms of pre-adsorbed MB on the surface of
GCE/CMTN without Pb(II) adsorption step (dashed line) and
with Pb(II) adsorption step (solid line) and the voltammogram
of pre-adsorbed Pb(II) on the surface of bare GCE (dash-
dotted line) were shown in Figure7. The voltammogram of
pre-adsorbed MB on the surface of GCE/CMTN without
Pb(II) adsorption step demonstrated an oxidation peak at the
potential of −345 mV vs. SCE (I = 0.745 μA) (dashed line).
In presence of Pb(II) adsorption step, a new oxidation peak
related to Pb(II) was observed at the potential of −653 mV
vs. SCE (I = 3.20 μA) and the peak current of MB decreased
(I = 0.538 μA) (solid line). MB on the surface of GCE/CMTN
played a part in improving the rate of electron transfer in
detection of Pb(II).

Some parameters such as pH, time, agitation rate and MB
concentration were studied to acquire the optimum conditions
for extraction and detection of Pb(II) (Supplementary data S3).
The effect of pH on adsorption of Pb(II) was investigated.

The peak current rose with increasing pH values and the
best response was gained at pH 5.0. At higher pH, Pb(II)
precipitated in the form of Pb(OH)2 and the peak current
decreased. So, the pH 5.0 was selected as an optimum pH
for adsorption of Pb(II). Different extraction times 2, 4,
6, 10, 15 min were studied. Adsorption process proceeded
with increasing time and the response signal was enhanced.
However, after 4 min, the peak current started descending.
Thus, an adsorption time of 4 min was chose. Agitation
rates of 250, 500, 750 and 1000 rpm were studied; the best
signal was gained for 1000 rpm. Effect of MB concentra-
tion on the peak current of Pb(II) was examined. The best
anodic peak current was gained for 1.0 μM MB that was
employed for further measurements. The pre-adsorbed MB on
the surface of GCE/CMTN (GCE/CMTN/MB) was applied in
the detection of Pb(II). The cyclic voltammetric studies for
adsorbed Pb(II) in optimized conditions were performed with
GCE/CMTN/MB in a buffered solution of pH 7.0 at different υ
(Supplementary data S4A). As can be seen in Supplementary
data S4B, the peak currents are related to the υ linearly in
the range of 10–200 mV s−1. The equations for anodic and
cathodic peak current versus υ are:

Ip,a/μA = −0.49(±0.311) + (46.4(±2.79)υ/(Vs − 1))

(R2 = 0.990) (5)

Ip,c/μA = −0.0230(±0.232) − (58.7(±2.90)υ/(Vs − 1))

(R2 = 0.998) (6)

G. Analytical Measurements of Pb(II) at GCE/CMTN/MB

DPV was employed as a sensitive method to detect low
values of Pb(II). DPV measurements were performed by
immersing GCE/CMTN/MB into the solution of various con-
centrations of Pb(II) under optimum conditions. The consistent
increase of peak current of Pb(II) and decrease of peak
current of MB by raising the concentration of Pb(II) was
observed (Supplementary data S5A). The calibration curve
of peak current versus Pb(II) concentration was shown in
Supplementary data S5B. The linear calibration curve was
obtained for Pb(II) in the range of 5×10−4 to 1×10−7 M
with a slope of 0.00297 μA/μM and a correlation coefficient
(R2) of 0.994. The detection limit for determination Pb(II) was
calculated to be 3.0 × 10−8 M (for S/N=3).

I/μA = 1.73(±0.022) + (0.297 × 10−2(±0.0001)C)

(R2 = 0.994, C is in μM) (7)

The performance of some modified carbon based electrodes
that they have been applied for detecting of Pb(II) were listed
in Table 3. In present investigation, GCE/CMTN/MB as a high
performance, low cost and environmentally friendly working
electrode was suggested for monitoring of Pb(II) with wide
dynamic linear range and good limit of detection.

A standard addition method was employed to investigate the
performance of GCE/CMTN/MB in determination of Pb(II)
in water samples by using DPV under optimum conditions.
First sample was collected from tap water and was diluted
five times. The slope of the calibration curve was esti-
mated 0.00290 μA/μM with a correlation coefficient of (R2)
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TABLE III

COMPARISON OF THE PERFORMANCE OF SOME MODIFIED CARBON
BASED ELECTRODES THAT PREVIOUSLY APPLIED FOR

THE DETERMINATION OF Pb(II)

0.984 by spiking standard solution of Pb(II) in the range
of 5.0×10−6 to 5.0×10−4 M. Compared with the standard
curve, 0.00297 μA/μM, a recovery of 102.41% was evaluated,
which rehearsed the efficiency of this method for determina-
tion of Pb(II) in real water samples. The other water sample
was collected from local lake (Pankalampi, Mikkeli, Finland).
Experimental studies indicated that no Pb(II) was observed
with GCE/CMTN/MB. The standard addition method was
applied for estimating recovery. A recovery of 101.36% was
calculated for this study.

The interference impact of coexisting ions on the determina-
tion of Pb(II) was studied on the surface of GCE/CMTN/MB
by adding different concentrations of interfering ion to the
solution 1.0×10−5 M Pb(II) in the pre-adsorption step under
optimum conditions. Resulting data from the experiments
demonstrated that no interference was detected for ions Ni2+,
Co2+, a 100-fold excess of Cr2+, Zn2+, a twofold excess of
Cu2+, Mg2+ and a one fold excess of Cd2+ (Supplementary
data, S6).

IV. CONCLUSION

GCE/CMTN was fabricated with a simple and low cost
method. This modified electrode rehearsed high efficiency in

MB detection in the linear range of 1.0×10−8 to 1.0×10−3 M.
Furthermore, the pre-adsorbed MB on GCE/CMTN introduced
a novel modified electrode for sensing of trace amounts of
Pb(II). Overall, GCE/CMTN is an excellent mercury-free
working electrode with good analytical performance and envi-
ronment friendly characteristics to detect both of these conta-
minants by profiting from CMTN which enhanced the elec-
trocatalytic performance and adsorption ability significantly.
In future, CMTN can be utilized as an electrode material for
detecting low concentrations of bio-labels, contaminants and
as an efficient and cost-effective adsorbent in water purification
systems.
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